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0 Fantastico Do Poder 
E 0 Poder Do Fantastico 
Roberto Reis 
Universidade Gama Filho, Rzo de Janeiro 
I - Os Contornos Do Real -
Toda cultura escolhe dentre um espectro de possibilidades as 
formas que privilegia e institucionaliza. Da mesma maneira que o 
sistema fonol6gico de uma dada lingua resulta de um corte 
operado na vasta gama de sons vocais produzidos pelo homem, 
selecionando aqueles que serao pertinentes para figurar como 
fonemas do sistema, uma cultura procede a recortes num sem 
mimero virtual de possiveis para constituir-se como um 
conjunto de regras, sobrepondo uma ordem onde imperava a 
descontinuidade. 
Vis ta nessa perspectiva, torna-se claro que a cultura restringe, 
impoe limites, estabelece fronteiras, desenhando os espac.;os do 
permitido e do proibido. Nao existe, por exemplo, apenas uma 
forma de casamento -a monogamia-, mas a civiliza\aO 
ocidental optou por ela, em detrimento de outras maneiras, 
encontraveis em outras sociedades ( poligamia, bigamia, etc.), de 
tal forma que violar este costume consiste em infra\ao a lei, sujeita 
a punic.;ao moral, religiosa, legal. 
De igual modo, se pensamos no vestuario, distintos grupos 
sociais cobrem o corpo ( quando o cobrem-e a HO(aO de vergonha 
e criada por condicionamentos culturais) distintamente. Observe-
se que tendemos a achar pitoresco e esdn'.ixulo um nativo, membro 
de uma sociedade diferente da nossa, por sua maneira de vestir, sem 
levarmos em conta que sua indumentaria atende as suas 
necessidades, decorrentes do habitat em que ele se locomove ( o 
homem do deserto, para citar apenas um caso, se envolve em panos 
para proteger-se do sol, ali implacavel). 
Isto se explica pelo detalhe de que encaramos a realidade a partir 
das simbolizai;oes oferecidas por nossa cultura. 0 que foge a ela 
nos parece estranho. Podemos ir mais longe, e dizer que e atraves 
dos simbolos e da linguagem (isto e, um conjunto de simbolos, 
sejam eles verbais ou nao) que apreendemos a realidade. E o 
- _ ______.j 
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simbolo que faz o mundo existir para o sujeito. 
Ora, se a realidade depende dos simbolos; se a um sistema 
sim b6lico denominamos linguagem; sea um conj unto de sistemas 
simb6licos linguagens ( religiao, lingua, arte, regras de 
parentesco, as relacJ'>es economicas, a ciencia, etc.) denominamos 
cultura, deduzimos que a pr6pria ideia do que seja realidade se 
acha delimitada pelo circulo que a cultura trai;·a numa totalidade 
de formas virtuais. E que este risco define e institui os territ6rios do 
possivel e do impossivel. 
No en tan to, cum pre lembrar que a cultura e o lugar do humano. 
Vale dizer: o homem provavelmente nao conseguiria exercer sua 
humanidade fora da cultura. f a cultura, basicamente, que o 
distingue da animalidade (a cultura implica em regras -cf. Levi-
Strauss-, na capacidade de simboliza~ao -cf. Cassirer-, duas 
caracteristicas mais desenvolvidas no homem do que no animal). 
A cultura se sobrepoe ao nada, organiza o caos, permitindo ao 
homem a vida em sociedade e em termos humanos. Alem disso, 
toda cultura nao e em si mesma boa OU ma: ela procura atender as 
necessidades de seus membros e a elas se adaptar, mantendo o 
equilibrio social ea coesao do grupo (es ta adapta<;ao, inclusive, e 
que acarreta a noi;ao de progresso). 
Esse raciocinio nos leva a afirmar que, sobre a cultura, 
abarcando um "sistema de ideias'" - "que fornece uma visao de 
mundo atraves de leis e principios conscientes'" - e "um sistema 
de atitudes" - "que engloba o comportamento, os costumes e as 
maneiras de agir ja tornadas inconscientes", na especifica<;ao de 
Affonso Romano de Sant' Anna 1, abrangendo as crenc;·as, val ores e 
opinioes, se dispoe a ideologia. A ideologia vai prescrever outras 
normas de conduta social, vai propor outras leis. 
Em todo grupo, a uma minoria, a uma classe, se atribui-ou ela 
mesma se encarrega de outorgar-se tal furn;ao- a responsabilidade 
de dirigir os interesses comunitarios. Esta minoria -a classe 
dominante- ocupa entao o Poder, e vai garantir seu mandato 
professando, e obrigando que se professe, uma dada ideologia. 
Do que desenvolvemos interessa guardar que a no<;ao do que 
seja realidade decorre de um condicionamento, cultural e 
ideol6gico. 0 que o senso comum entende por realidade foi 
estipulado pelas imposic;oes culturais e ideol6gicas. A cultura -
bem como, dentro dela, a ideologia- ergue uma barreira que 
separa o real do irreal. A cultura dispoe as simboliza<;oes para que 
possamos pensar a realidade; a ideologia autoriza e exige que a 
realidade seja vista de acordo com os interesses e conveniencias da 
classe dominante, que ocupa o Poder. 
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II - A Transgressao Do Fantastico -
Acreditamos que a Literatura e eminentemenle subversiva e 
lransgressora. No enlanto, nao nos ocuparemos aqui da 
explorai;·ao desle ponlo de vista, dedicando-nos simplesmente ao 
estudo do fantastico - uma das formas assumidas pela Literatura 
para vasculhar os interditos. 
Se admitirmos as proposii;·oes do topico precedente, de que a 
cultura circunscreve a realidade ( vindo a ideologia reforc;ar a 
noc;ao), apos um recorte efetuado, concluimos que a Igo tera ficado 
de fora, que nao foi abarcada a totalidade anterior ao destaque das 
formas eleitas, na mesma medida em que um sistema fonol6gico 
nao abrange todos os sons vocais existentes. Temos assim que a 
realidade deriva de um seccionamento executado no Real. 0 Real, 
por conseguinte, engloba a realidade mais os possiveis rejeitados, 
acrescido dos impossiveis que temos dificuldade sequer de 
imaginar ou supor. 
Tzvetan Todorov, em sua obra Introdw;1w a literatura 
fanta.stirn, nao considera que o famastico tenha subsistido no s('c 
XX. Desde o momento em que, sobretudo com Kafka," o fantastico 
torna-se a regra, nao a excei;·ao"2 e que sao abolidas, na literatura, 
as fornteiras entre o imaginario e o real ( e era a categoria de real 
que proporcionava ao autor condii;oes de formular sua definic;ao 
fantasticoJ), deixa de fazer sentido, para o estudioso europeu, a 
postulai;·ao da existencia de um discurso fantastico na literatura de 
nosso tempo. 
Todorov salientava ainda que o fantastico "permite franquear 
certos Iimites inacessiveis quando a ele nao se recorre": "os 
desmandos sexuais serao melhor aceitos por qualquer especie de 
censura se forem inscritos por con ta do diabo" 4 , dando a entender 
que, ao apelar para o fantastico, o escritor tocava em problemas 
que a sociedade procurava ocultar e reprimir. Ele parece nao 
perceber que terao mudado as coisas censuradas, mas que 
persistem as censuras. A transgressao do fantastico, apontada pelo 
critico bulgaro, se revelaria extremamente fecunda se ele a 
trouxesse ate o six. XX. 
A posi<;ao de Todorov merece portanto uma pnmeJra 
retificai;ao: nao e que 0 fantastico nao sobreviva na literatura 
contemporanea - acontece que sua transgressao parece mais 
radical, e que a sociedade se transformou. Pode nao ser mais 
necessario se trazer 0 demonio a tona como artificio para se evitar 
abordar, mais abertamente, desejos reconditos e sexualidade, mas 
isso nao significa que a sociedadt:' tt:'nha suspt:'ndido suas 
repressoes, consentindo tudo, sem proibir. A socit:'dade sempre 
proibe. 0 social implica em interdic;oes. 
6 Roberto Reis 
Para nos o fantastico continua em v1gcncia. 0 fantastico, 
justamente, anula a barra que separa o real do irreal, o possivel do 
impossivel, virando a realidade pelo avesso, arranhando o Real em 
sua complexidade e pujarn;a. Se o fantastico c a regra e nao a 
excec:;ao, SC 0 homem f: absurdo, estas rcveJac_oes, produzidas pela 
literatura fantastica do sec. XX, mostram que a realidade assumida 
e cotidiana e aparente, c fragil, cscavando assim o Real que esta por 
tr as. 
O discurso fantastico problematiza a rcalidade. Qualquer noc_ao 
de realidade e precaria, se d<:>corrcnte de uma escolha, que recha\a 
outras possibilidades igualmcnte viaveis. A barra separadora ai 
<:>sta inscrita pela cultura e pela ideologia. A transgressao do 
fantastico nos parece mais extrema por apontar para a subversao 
das censuras ( que pairam inculcadas em nosso inconsciente) e ate 
mesmo para o instante cm que se fratura o Real para. 
culturalmente, sc constituir uma dada noc_·ao da realidade. 0 
fantastico questiona a cultura, a ideologia, submete a exame as 
convenc:;oes comunitarias, mostrando quc os modclos culturais 
institucionalizados nao circunscrevem o Real (Bessiere): 
L "hi·m·menl fanta,,tique redessinc la totaliti· qw· la' ulture oblithc, ct par la 
se charge d"une fonction liberatri(e. II nc correspond pas au passage de la 
fronli(·re du rt-el, tnai~ au surgissenlent de cenains dotnaines du r(·e) 
oblitcri·ss. 
11.1 - 0 fantastico como discurso duplo -
Como assinalamos, Todorov se alicei\a na categoria de real para 
conceituar o fantastico. Procedendo assim nao conseguira 
vislumbrar que o fantastico trespassa a rcalidade para descortinar 
o Real. 
No en tan to, para que se possa manejar o conceito de fantastico, 
operacionalmente impoe-se que o trabalhemos em contraste com o 
real. Se um evento rnerece o nome de fantastico c porque <:>le 
escapole ao enquadramento nas leis naturais que regem nosso 
mundo, transborda a realidade, pertenccndo ao sobrenatural. Em 
suma, se a metamorfose de Gregor Samsa c fantastica c porque 
homens nao se transformam em insetos. 
N esse sentido, o discurso fantastico e por definic,ao um discurso 
duplo, em relac,·ao intertextual com o outro texto discurso que c 
a realidade6 . 
Tomando-se o texto fantastico (A) ea realidade como texto ( B ), 
verifica-se que A s6 consegue ser lido em relac:;ao a B, ou seja: se os 
eventos narrados em A sao fantasticos e sobrenaturais is to se deve a 
sua contraposic:;ao ao que existe em B. Considerando ainda a 
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novela de Kafka como referencia: A se opoe a B ( homem 
transformado em inseto /homem nao se transforma em inseto), 
suspende e anula parcialmente o significado de B (homem 
transformado em inseto), que no entanto persiste( mas homem nao 
se transforma em inseto). Cria-se entao a ambigiiidade: o 
fantastico pressupoe a existencia de dois discursos perpetuamente 
em tensao -o do texto fantastico propriamente dito e o da 
realidade-, e esta tensao nao se resolve, sob pena de se transformar 
em estranho ou maravilhoso7, e de desaparecer o fantastico, que 
repousa nessa impossibilidade. E ela que gera a hesitac;-ao, 
examinada par Todorov. 
Il.2 - A comunica<;:ao do fantastico -
Todorov atribuia a hcsita<;ao do leitor a primeira condi<;ao do 
fantastico8 • No ultimo capitulo de seu livro, ele registra a alterac;-ao 
sofrida pela hesita<_:ao na obra de Franz Kafka9• Sera es ta mudanc;-a, 
passando o sobrcnatural a ser encarado com "naturalidade", q ue 
faz com que nao reconhec,-a a presern,a do fantastico na literatura 
atual. 
A nosso ver, pode ter havido aqui tambem uma modificac.-ao. £ 
verdade: em geral, nos textos fantasticos contemporaneos nao ha 
um espanto face ao sobrenatural (um personagem de Cortazar 
aceita perfeitamente vomitar coelhos). Porem, o que importa 
postular e que, diante do sobrenatural, narrador, personagem e 
narratario ( este lei tor a que se ref ere Todorov t' na verdade o 
narratario) "silenciam", nao captando o absurdo como ta!. Eles 
leem o fant{1stico de forma literal. 
Mas o leitor concreto, exatamente por causa desse sil{'ncio, ao 
confrontar os acontecimentos fantasticos com os parametros 
fornecidos pela realidade, constata sua incompatibilidade. 0 
fantastico produz uma ruptura, ao por em cheque os pred.rios 
contornos do real cultural e ideologicamente estabelecido. 
Il.3 - A ruptura do fantastico. 
0 exame da cnmunica,ao do fantastico com o lei tor nos obriga a 
estudar a ruptura por ele levada a efeitoi 0. 
Tenhamos em conta que ler um texto implica em tentar um 
acordo entre este e nossos modelos culturais, visando naturaliza-lo 
a nosso repert6rio de conhecimentos, valores e vivencias, 
recuperando suas propostas e adequando-as ao universo de nossa 
su bjetividade. 
Ora, se o texto fantastico coloca o lei tor diante do sobrenatural, 
daquilo que extrapola seus criterios, ele provocara uma 
8 Roberto Reis 
desaniculai;:ao; ao problematizar a realidade o fantastico 
problematiza o leilor que se vale dessa mesma realidade. 
Mas narrador, personagens e narratario nao estranharam o 
absurdo do narrado. 0 leitor concrelo, violentada sua n0<;ao de 
realidade pelo "inverossimil" textual, se indaga: entao homem 
pode virar inseto? f. possivel alguem vomitar coelhos? 
Se a leilura do fantastico pelos agentes ficticios era literal (pois o 
tomavam com naturalidade), seu silencio deflagra uma fissura que 
lermina ecoando no leitor, com a ruptura resultanle, e este entao 
passa a se perguntar o que podem significar esses eventos 
absurdos. 
Todorov negava a possibilidade de uma leitura quer poetica 
quer aleg6rica do texto fantastico. Em nosso modo de ver, uma vez 
que a literalura nao e "graluita" (pois encontra seu espai;:o na 
cuhura, estando em relac,·ao com as outras liguagens que a 
compoem), o fantastico nao se justifica por si mesmo. Ele e 
transgressor, esta desestrulurando alguma coisa, que, se e eslra-
literaria, nao se silua num lugar alheio a literalura - ludo ocupa 0 
solo do simb6lico, do social, do cultural, do humano. 
Na perspectiva de sua comunicac,·ao, produzida a ruptura, 
quando intervem o leitor concrelo, o fantastico se le de forma 
aleg6rica (enlendendo a alegoria como o texto do censurado) -
dai seu carater transgressor. Dito com outras palavras: o texto 
literario le o simb6lico, le a cuhura, le a realidade, le o social. E 
uma forma de apreensao de realidade, que a recria ea transforma. 
A Literatura e metafora da realidade. E o discurso fantastico, 
inserido nesla visao do fenomeno liter[nio, e lido alegoricamenle 
- islo e: 0 que ele diz e uma maneira de dizer ainda uma oulra 
coisa. Quando Gregor Samsa amanhece com asas enormes o que se 
esta, de fato, dizendo, tern a ver com a sociedade, com o homem, 
com um tempo hist6rico. 
0 texto aleg6rico e o texto do reprimido, ensina Jose Guilherme 
Merquior, busca explorar a area do censurado. Ao ser lido 
alegoricamenle ( lomando a alegoria num sentido outro, que nao 
parece ser o que !he empreslava Tzvelan Todorov), o fantastico 
realiza seu carater transgressor. 
E se encontra com a Literatura pensada como lransgressao. A 
Literatura e um discurso que questiona as tensoes da sociedade 
(Luiz Costa Lima), e uma explorai;:ao daquilo que a ideologia ea 
cultura reprimiram. Estara, ai, nesse desvao censurado, o Real em 
sua plenitude e fori;:a. Se a ideologia acomoda, a Literatura 
incomoda. 
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III - 0 Fantastico Do Poder -
lJ ma possibilidade de leitura de uma parte significativa da 
contistica de Gabriel Marquez e depreendermos dC' seus textos uma 
estrutura de Poder, em que existem, numa relac;:ao de domina\·ao, o 
dominador e o dominado. 
Um conto que nos apresenta esta problematica com suficiente 
nitidez e "Blacaman, () bom VC'ndedor de milagres" 11 • Neleexistem 
dois Blacamans, ambos C'mbusteiros, o primeiro mau, o segundo 
( o narrador) bom, cuja capacidade verdadeira de adivinhar 
permitira que ele exer\a sobre o outro o poder que antes era sobre 
ele exercido. A relai;ao dominadorldominado continue a mesma, 
mudando-se apenas os ocupantes desses lugares . 
Partindo do modelo (da estrutura de Poder) extraido deste 
relato, nossa analise tentara encontra-lo em outros textos, com o 
intuito de !er como, neles, se manifesta ta! estrutura. Iremos nos 
concentrar nos contos "A incrivel e triste hist6ria da Candida 
Erendira e sua av6 desalmada" 12 e "Os funerais da Mamae 
Grande"Ll, onde a estrutura de Poder (CE), ou o Poder mesmo 
(FMC) se acham colocados em questao. 
Uma vez adotado este ponto de vista interpretativo, 
procuraremos destacar como estas narrativas questionam o Poder, 
e as criticas que sao empreendidas. Estas ressaltam pelo confronto 
do texto com o repert6rio do leitor e com o outro texto que e a 
realidade latino-americana. De modo que nosso comentario parte 
do pressuposto de que existe uma interai;ao entre estes dois textos, 
que dialogam, um criticando o outro, transgredindo, 
carnavalizando o Poder. 
III. I - 0 sangue verde da av6 desalmada -
Em CE temos a estrutura de Poder manifestando-se termos mais 
individuais, na domina,·ao da av6 ( desalmada, 0 texto e ironico) 
sobre a neta. 0 conto esta dividido em sete partes, as quais 
poderiam ser assim esquematicamente sintetizadas: 
., I - Antes do incendio; 
II - Inicio da desgra\S de Erendira; 
III - Ulisses; 
IV - Erendira com os missionarios e seu resgate; 
V Ulisses reencontra Erendira - Fuga; 
VI 0 cronista -Chegada ao mar- Novo encontro com 
U Iisses; 
\'II - Mone da Av6. 
Acompanhemos o relato, salientando os aspectos principais. 
Logo na primeira parte, a caracterizai;ao da casa e da av6 dao bem 
IO Roberto Reis 
uma medida <las posses desta, em contraste com a subserviencia ea 
fragilidade da menina E rendira (cu jo quarto'' estava abarrotado de 
bonecas de pano e animais de corda de sua infancia recente" -
p. 99): 
:\ av6, nua (' grande. parecia uma formosa balcia branca na banlwira de 
rnfirrnore. :\ neta acabara de fa1e1 catorze anos. era H'inguida, de ossos 
delicados e muito pacienle para sua idade. Com urna parcim6nia que tinha 
algo de rigor sagrado, fazia ablu~fws na av6 com urna agua na qual Cervera 
polantas depurativas c fol has perfumadas, e est as se grudavarn nas < ostas 
suculentas, nos cabelos metalicos c soltos, no ornbro potenu>, tatuado sem 
piedade, com um menosprezo de marinheirns Ip. 94 ). 
Quando acabo de banha-la, levou a av6 ao quarto. Era 11"10 gorda quc s6 
caminhava apoiada no ombro da nela, ou cm b:;culo que parecia de bispo, 
mas em suas alividades mais dificeis notava-se o dorninio de urna antiga 
grandeza. Na akova, arrumada com um gosto exagerado e um pouco 
absurdo, como toda a casa. Er1·ndira precisou de duas horas mais para 
arranjar a av6. Desembarai;ou-lhe o cabelo fio por fio, perfumou-o c o 
penteou, p6s-lhe um vestido de flores equatoriais, t'mpoou-lhe o rosto com 
p6-de-arrm, pintou-lhc os labios com bat om, as faces corn ruge, as palpebras 
<om alrnbcar e as unhas com esmalte vermelho, e quando a tcve 
cmperiquitada co mo uma boneca de ta man ho maior quc o humano, levou-a 
a um jardim anificial de flores quellles como as do vestido, sentou-a em uma 
poltrona quc tinha a base e a estirpc de urn trono, ea deixou escutando os 
discos velo1t'S do gramofonc de corneta (pp. 9·!-95). 
Ohserve-se que o grotesco da dt:'scrii;-ao, tanto <la figura da velha 
quanta do ambiente, articula a critica, que vai sendo feita ao nivel 
da linguagem mesma. Ai esta, queremos crer, uma caracteristica 
do es ti lo do au tor: o texto nao se coloca explicitamente, nem deixa 
para o Ieitor a responsabilidade de fazer suas dedw;:oes ( como 
ocorre em Rulfo 14 , por exemplo); e o proprio discursodo narrador 
-valorativo e ou modalizante- que vai tecendo a perspectivt:' 
critica da narrativa, obviamente que jogando com o aludido 
repertorio prev10 que os leitores porventura possuam (a 
explorai;-ao de Erendira pela avo atraves da prostituii;-ao, ainda 
mais sendo ela uma menina, vem de encontro a valores pre-
existentes do leitor, para restringirmo-nos a apenas es ta anota<;:ao). 
Este tratamento da linguag('l11 ja es ta presente no proprio ti tu lo do 
relato, extremamente ironico. 
Outro aspecto a destacar f- que o Podt:'r <la avo e dado 
metonimicamente em sua pessoa gigantesca, de dimensoes 
excessivas 15. A grandeza do dominio se expressa pela gordura, de 
uma forma degradada. St:'u palacio e de mau gosto, seu marido fora 
um contrabandista lendario e consta que ele a tirara de um 
prostibulo <las Antilhas, ocultando-a na "impunidade do dest:'rto" 
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- com todas estas inversoes, que contrariam o que se poderia 
esperar de algu(·m poderoso a nobre (a imagem que nos fica dos 
contos de fada, etc.), a figura que ocupa o Poder e totalmente 
desmistificada, apesar de seus "son hos de grandeza", que 
subsistiram "grai;as ao sacrificio de neta bastarda". 
A terceira parte introduz o personagem Ulisses, que parece "um 
anjo disfarc,ado". 0 amor aproximara Ulisses de Erendira1°. 
Importa sublinhar, na economia do conto, os trac;·os que sao 
atribuidos ao rapaz: seu avo tinha asas ("mas ninguem acredita"), 
seus olhos sao "ansiosos e diafanos' ', seu pai conheceu um homem 
que podia caminhar no mar, faz muito tempo (Cristo?), ele tem 
nonw de navegador, parece todo de ouro mas cheira a flores, 
Er{·ndira aprecia "a seriedade com que inventa absurdos", e, mais 
adiante, os objetos de vidro por ele tocados mudarao de cor. Ele 
evidentemente destoa dos demais frequentadores do corpo de 
Erendira. 
Na quarta parte, o texto dirige sua mordacidade para os 
missionarios, para quem a av6 esta violando as samas leis de Deus 
com o trafico irnundo. Erendira sera raptada pouco depois e 
recuperada pela av6 no Domingo de Pentecostes. Toda es ta parte 
apresenta uma impiedosa critica ao Poder religioso (pp. 12~-25). 
Erendira padecera tambem no convento ( onde as novic,·as 
trabalham sem cessar), entre cujas atividades nada religiosas se 
incluem casamentos forc,·ados. Mas, apesar de tudo, a menina 
Candida se sente feliz, o que brutaliza ainda mais os maus-tratos a 
que era submetida pela av6. 
A sex ta parte nos poe diante do cronista, narrador do texto, cujo 
depoimento procura dar autenticidade a hist6ria da av6 desalmada 
e de sua neta, reintroduzindo o ambiente de feira, dircense ( que ja 
aparecera as pp. 107-8), tao freqliente na contistica do escritor 
colornbiano e responsavel direco pela carnavalizai;·ao: 
Fu as conhcci pot essa ivoca, que foi a de maim csplendor, embora nao 
ti\csse de pesquisar os pormenores de sua ,·ida sen~to muitos anos depois, 
quando Rafad Fscalona revdou, em uma can(ao, o lim terrivel do drama,. 
adiei bom para conta-lo. [ ... J Ali estava a barraca do amor errante, sob as 
laixas <k letrciros suspcnsas: Frendira f> melhor. I' a e volte, Fr~ndira o 
esfJera. Isto iViw r 111da sem Frendna. A fila intermin{1\'el e ondulante, 
composta por homens de ra~as c condi~oes diversas, parecia uma scrpcnte de 
\'htcbra' humanas, que dormitava atra\'es de terrenos c pra(aS, por entre 
b;11ares coloridos c men ados barulhcntos, e saia das ruas daquela ruidosa 
cidade de traficantes. Cada rua era uma baitlca de jogo. cada casa uma 
c antina, t ada porta um reft'1gio de desert ores. As nurnerosas musicas 
indecifr(1veis em prcg(){'s gritados formavam um s6 estrondo de pfmico no 
calor alw inante Ip. I ·I I J. 
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Quando as duas abandonaram o deserto rumo ao mar, o texlO 
reincide na magnitude do poderio <la av6. Transcrevemos a 
passagem, visto que nos interessa enfatizar a problematica do 
Poder: 
Nunca se viu tanta opulb1cia junta por aqueles reinos de pobres. Era um 
desfile de carretas puxadas por bois, sobre os quais se amontoavam algumas 
replicas de pacotilha da parafern{1lia extinta com o incendio da mansao, e 
nao s6 os bustos imperiais e os rel6gios raros, mas tambem um piano de 
ocasiao e uma vitrola de manivela com os discos da saudade. l 'ma recua de 
indios ocupava-se da carga, e uma banda de musicos anunciava aos 
povoados a sua chegada triunfal. 
A av6 viajava em um palanquim com grinaldas de papel, ruminando os 
cereais do bolso posti<,o. ii sombra de um palio de igreja. Seu tamanho 
monumental aumentara, fX)rque usava debaixo da blusa um jaleco de Iona 
de veleiro, no qua! metia os lingotes de ouro, como se metem as balas, em um 
cinturao de cartudwiras. Ercndira estava junto dla, vestia vistosos tecidos, 
com tachas doiradas, mas ainda tinha a corrente no tornozelo (p. 14·1). 
0 dominio da av6 sobre a neta s6 ser;\ quebrado pela interferencia de um 
persona gem privilegiado, que ten ha conquistado o amor de mo<, a: U lisses. A 
tentativa de fuga, narrada na quinta prte, fracassara. Mas 
Erendira, ap6s uma frustrada maeac;a de matar a av6 -
"arrepende-se no instante final"-, convoca lllisses. A morte da 
velha, contada na ultima parte, nao advem sem dificuldades. 
0 primeiro atentado e por meio de um bolo, recheado com uma 
libra de veneno para ratos, completando "a farsa com setenta e 
duas velinhas cor-de-rosa", pois era aniversario <la av6, do que se 
aproveita lJ lisses para com ela se desincompatibilizar. A av6 
comeu o bolo praticamente sozinha -o rapaz ea neta rejeitaram 
seus pedac;os, sendo que ode lllisses a velha acabou comendo-, 
ingerindo arsenico para exterminar uma gerac;ao de ratos, mas nao 
morre. Revivendo seu passado no delirio do sonho, ela permanece 
"mais viva que um elefante", na excalamc;ao de Ulisses. Erendira 
!he diz que ele "nao serve nem para matar alguem''. 
A segunda tentativa e por intermedio de um pavio de dinamite 
que sai <la caixa do piano. A exploso, entretanto, tem por danos 
apenas a peruca chamuscada ea blusa <la velha em farrapos, bolhas 
de queimaduras nos om brose o peito em chagas, porem mais viva 
do que nunca. 0 insignificante desastre causado aumenta a divida 
de Erendira, conforme ela mesma anuncia a Ulisses. 
Esteen tao se decide a ma tar a av6 com uma faca, e o consegue em 
seguida a uma luta ferrenha com a monumental velha. 0 sangue e 
"oleoso, brilhante e verde, igual ao me! <la menta" (p. 157). 
Portanto, somente no instante em que resolve afrontar o Poder, 
diretamente, e que Ulisses logra exito. Erendira adquire, "de 
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chofre. toda a maturidade da pessoa adulta que nao !he haviam 
dado seus vinte a nos de infortunio' ', apos certificar-se de que a av6 
estava morta, e sai levando consigo o jaleco de ouro. So quando 
Erendira parte com o jaleco e que U lisses "tomou consciencia de 
seu estado": ele fora utilizado por ela, incapaz de Iibertar-se por si 
pr6pria do jugo da velha. E e liberac,ao o que se depreende do 
derradeiro paragrafo do canto (p. 158), que sugere que Erendira 
ingressa num espacc.o mitico, correndo "para alem dos 
entardeceres de nunca acabar". 
Verifica-St' assim, em relac,ao a problematica do Poder, que 
temos o seguinte percurso: I) Erendira (• impotente, dominada; 2) 
2) Erendira ama lJ lisses ( ser diferente), o que o capacita a libera-la; 
3) o Poder e poderoso - fracassam as primeiras tentativas; 4) 
lJ lisses assume uma agressao frontal e acaba matando a av6; 5) 
Erendira foge com o jaleco de ouro, liberada; 6) Ulisses constata a 
inutilidade de seu ato foi usado por Erendira. 
A nosso ver, a fuga de Erendira, de posse do jaleco -que, ao 
final, resumia as posses da velha-, a credencia para ocupar o 
lugar deixado vago pela morte da avo, embora a narrativa se 
encerre sem nenhuma indicac.·ao que nos pudesse assessorar nessa 
opin~w. 
Por outra prte, cum pre chamar a atenc,·ao para detalhe de que a 
derrubada do Poder se efetua, numa primeira instancia, por um 
elemento cstranho (U lisses) a relac,ao dominador "dominado, a 
esta desarticulac.ao termina por se revelar gratuita, na medida em 
que Ulisses percebeque ficou so. Disseramos que em "Blacaman, o 
bom vendedor de milagres" nao se desfazia a estrutura de 
dominac,ao, apenas dcsocupavam-se as casas, quc eram 
preenchidas por outros representantes. Erendira enfeitic,ada e 
dominada, enfeitic,a a domina lJ lisses ( e ai este personagem e 
implicado na estrutura) para se liberar da av6, cujo assassinio nao 
significa um ato efetivo de desestruturac,ao do Poder, uma vez que 
foi praticado por um personagem nao envolvido diretamente, 
ademais de gabaritar a neta a ocupar o mesmo posto que ficara 
vago com a morte da velha. Erendira, fugindo com o jaleco, se 
torna poderosa, configurando a persistencia, ainda que virtual. do 
Poder, e deixando para tras o desespero de U lisses . 
Finalmente, sublinhemos que a critica se faz sobretudo pelas 
palavras do narrador e pelo confronto do texto com o repert6rio do 
leitor. 0 exagero, o excesso, as marcas, veiculam essa critica. f o 
caso do sangue verde da av6, signo da deteriorac,ao do Poder, de sua 
degradac,ao, a estigmatizar lJ lisses, dominado por Erendira, cuja 
fuga nos parece uma forma de dominio. A liberac;ao de Erendira 
nao e canalizada ao nivel do real -uma vida em comum com 
• 
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Ulisses-, mas extrapola para o mitico. 
E o papel do cronista ( da Literatura) e documentar, depor, 
denunciar. Tai furn;·ao ficara mais patente em "Os funerais da 
Mamae Grande". 
III.2 - Amanha, quarta-feira, virao os varredores -
Se em CE tinhamos a estrutura de Poder manifestando-se em 
termos mais individuais, na rela<;ao av6-neta, em FMG esta se 
ampliara, englobando o social, implicando no politico. Os 
dominios da Mamae Grande -como nos parece facil discernir-, 
sua Macondo, metaforizam a America Latina, onde praticamente 
encolllramos os mesmos problcmas ( tais como o Poder fundado na 
posse da terra, na explora<;ao dos arrendatarios, no latifundio; a 
distancia e alienac;ao do Poder central com respeito aos povoados 
interioranos; a submissao deste Poder aos grandes proprietarios; as 
elei<;oes "ajeitadas'', as "manobras" politicas; as leis caducas, dos 
"alquimistas" do direito; o mesmo palavr6rio, ret6rico e vazio; 
etc.). Mas atenhamo-nos ao texto, para rastrear ncle as diversas 
criticas. 
Inicialmente, apesar de nan dividido em termos grMicos, o 
rclato se organiza em partes: 
I - Apresentac,·ao 
II - Mamae Grande em Macondo - seu dominio, suas posses, 
sua hist6ria, sua morte; 
III - Na capital; 
IV Vinda do Sumo Pontifice; 
V - Os funerais; 
;VI - Conclusao 
Ao longo de las sao dirigidas varias crilicas, as quais alinhremos 
nos seguintes itens: a) o Poder da Mamae Grande; b) critica ao 
Poder civil; c) critica ao Poder religioso. 
a) o Poder da Marnae Grande -
A sociedade sustentada pela figura da Marnae Grande se 
estrutura em bases tipicamente matriarcais, consolidando seu 
dominio na posse de terras, em termos feudais, como nos 
latifundios. Este Poder es ta assegurado -uma hegemonia de dois 
seculos- por meio de casamentos consaguineos na familia (era ela 
quern, na noite de seu aniversario, "engrenava os casamentos do 
ano entrante"), o que nao impediu a constitui<,·ao de uma 
descendi'·ncia bastarda ( seus afilhados, dependentes favoritos e 
protegidos), a qua! serve os membros legitimos na mesma festa 
natalicia da rnalrona. 
A partir desse reduto, garantido pelos casamentos, M amae 
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Grande conserva sua fazenda irnensuravel, sendo 
dona das {1guas corrcntes e patadas, chovidas c pot c hover,(' dos ( aminhos 
vil inais, dm postes do tcli-grafo. dos anos hissextos c do calor e que tinha 
alhn di'iso urn direito hcrdado sobre vida e fa1endas ( p. I r,o). 
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A enurnera<;:ao de seus assunlos terrenos demandou lres horas. A 
Mamae Grandee uma autentica latifundi{uia: em suas terras, "um 
territ6rio ocioso, sem limites definidos, que abarcava cinco 
municipios", "viviam a titulo de arrendatarias 352 familias". E 
vem entao descrila a cobrarn,a dos imposlos, como no feudalismo 
da Idade MMia: 
Todos os anos, cm vhpnas de seu anivers{irio, Mamae Gr ndc cxcnia o 
t1nico ato dt' dominio quc havia impedido <> retorno das tcrras ao l'Stado: a 
cobtant,a dos arrcndaml'ntos. Scntada no p{1tio interior da < a'<l, cla rccebia 
pessoalmcntl' o pagamcnto pclo dircito de habitat l'lll '>U<JS tcrras. como 
du1 ante 1nai.., de un1 ~h ulo o rt'< t·hera1n Sf'US antepas..,ados dos antt'passados 
do.., arrcndat~lrios. Passados os tr(•s dia.., da coleta, o p{ttio estava aharrorado 
d(' por < o-.. pcn1i.., o galinha.;; t' do.., di1in10.., e pi itnicia.., ..,ob1 t' o.., f1 uto:-. da lt't la 
qul' sc dcpositavam ali corno presentes (pp. l'i6-'l7J. 
AH·m disso, c dos tres poles cheios de ouro, "cnterrados em 
al gum lugar da casa durallle a guerra da I ndependencia", sao 
arrolados os bens morais, que constiluem seu patrim6nio invisivel 
- que Mamae Grande se esfon;a por di tar ao notario, erguendo-se 
sobre suas nadegas monumemais. 0 trecho, por se tratar de uma 
sumula absurda e exagerada das posses da velha, merece ser cilado: 
A riqueza do subsolo, as {iguas territotiais, as cores da bandeira, a soberania 
nacional, os partidos ttadicionais, os direitos do hornem. as liberdades do 
cidadao. o ptirnci1 o magistrado. a segunda instancia, a ten eita discussao. as 
catlas de n·cotnl'llda(ao, as contingi·ncias hist6ricas. as clei<Jies libres, as 
1 ainhas de bcle1a, os disl utsos transccndentais. as grandiosas manifesta<,ocs, 
as distintas scnhoritas, os corretos c~n«ilheiros, os pundonorosos militates. 
<,ua senhoria ilusttissima, a l orte suprema de justit,a. os artigos de 
irnporta1.fw publila, as damas liberais, o ptoblema da carne, a puteza de 
linguagem. os exl'mplos para o mundo, a ordl'm .iuridica, a impn·nsa line 
mas responS:ivcl, a Arenas sul-arnericana, a opinfw pt'1blica, as lit,i'ws 
dcrnocr{ltil as, a moral eris ta, a cscasse1 de di visas. o ditcito de asilo, o perigo 
comunista, a nave do estado, a ( arcstia da vida, as tradi~i'ies republi<anas, as 
da""' dt·sLt\orecidas. as mensagens de adesao (p. l'J9). 
Sei-:i desnecessario recomendar que o lcitor alerlle para o 
extrcmo sarcasmo da passagem, composta de chavoes e da ret6rica 
dos discursos de politicos: nao poderia ser maior a carnavalizac;ao 
do Poder, que se moslra fantastico, absurdo, absoluto. 
Mas a critica sc estende: Mamae Grande sucumbe, "afogando-se 
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no mare magnum de formulas abstratas que durante dois seculos 
constituiram a justificac,ao moral do poderio da familia", expira, 
despois de emitir um solene arroto. 
Sua figura -que, como a da av6 de Erendira, e descrita como 
monumental, de gigantescas propon;·oes, numa metonimia de seu 
Pod er 11_ etotalmente desmistificada: seu "trono" era uma cadeira 
de balan\O de cip6 18 ; apesar deter mais de 100 anos e de julgarem-
na imonal, ela more em meio a enumera\aO de seus bens invisiveis, 
com um arroto em vez de um ultimo suspiro. A Mamae Grande, 
autoridade em seu distrito de calor a malaria, que, 
em tempos padficos. [ . ] concedia e retirava prel<uias, preb<cndas e 
sint'curas, e velava pelo bem-estar dos associados mesm;) que para consegui-
lo tiveSSt' que TeCOTTt' a trapa~·a OU a fraud!" elt'itoral; 
e que, 
em tempos tormentosos, [ . . ] contribuiu em segredo para armar seus 
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partid{nios c prestou de ptlblico socorro i1s vitimas (p. 162), > 
nao poderia ter seu falecimento, com todo "esse zelo patri6tico" 
q ue "a credenciava as ma is alt as horuas". passando desapercebido 
na capital. ,,.. 
b) critica ao Poder civil - • 
Seu retrato -um de quando ela tinha vinte anos- aparece na 
primeira pagina das edi\OeS extras mas a desinformac,ao (e 
aliena\ao) e tamanha que pensam se tratar de uma nova rainha de 
beleza, sendo seu nome ignorado pelo res lo do pais. No enlanto, "a 
ordem social fora abalada pela morte'', comovendo o pr6prio 
Presidente da Republica. Este e a imagem da alienac,ao: "os 
sentimentos urbanos chegavam [alt' ele] como que atraves de um 
filtro de pruifica\ao" (p. 160). ,. 
Comovido o primeiro mandatario, comoveram-se os ministros. 
E urge tomar uma providencia, porque 
durante muitos anus Mami1e Grande garantira a paz social e a conc<'>rdia 
politica de seu imperio, em virtude dos tres baus de cedulas eleitorais falsas 
que formavam pa rte de seu patrimonio secreto. Os varoes da criadagem, seus 
protegidos e arrendatarios, maiores e menores de idadt', exerciam nan s6 seu 
pr<'>prio direito de sufragio, como tambt·m o dos eleitores monos em um 
seculo (p. 161 ). 
0 presidente adquire plena consciencia de seu destino hist6rico, 
decreta luto nacional e "homenagens p6stumas a Mamae Grande 
na categoria de heroina mona pela patria no campo de batalha", 
alem de disccursar aos compatriotas atraves de uma cadeia de radio 
e televisao. 
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Porem, o palavr6rio toma conta do Congresso -"rareft>ito por 
um seculo dt> lt:>gislai;ao abstrata, t'lltre rt'tratos a 6leo de pr6ceres 
nacionais e bustos de pensadores gregos" -, enquanto o cadaver 
da Mamae Grande aguarda a 40 graus ;'t sombra, pois se 
conciliavam pareceres e se f;uiam emendas constitucionais, 
visando o comparecimento do presidt>nte ao entt>rro. 
Finalmente, a decisZ-10 chega: uma vez nmturbada a ordem 
pt'.1blica, o presidente da Rqniblica lani;a mao das faculdades 
extraordin[uias, ratapla, ratapla. ratapla, pla, pla (p. 167). Havia 
expedientes de excec_·ao tambem Macondo. 
c) a critica ao Poder religioso -
J a em Macondo, quer na figura decr£·pita e quase centenaria do 
padre Antonio Isabel. quer nas regalias da Mamae Grande, na 
1n1ssa, 
abanada por algurn rnembro do podcr ci' ii. dcsfruiando o pri\ ili·gio de ni10 
se ajodhar m·m nH"mo na hora da cleva\:io para nao t'Stragar sua saia de 
\olantcs holandt·ses t' suas anaguas cngomadas de carnbraia ( p. 15·! ), 
ficara hem deli1wada a rcla<,ao da velha matriarca com os 
representantes do clero, que !he faziam concessoes. No en tan to, o 
Poder da Mamae Grande se alastra, e sua morte repercute ate no 
Castel Gandolfo, residencia papal de verao, causando "urna hara 
de confusi">es, afobac.-oes e correrias no imperio sem limites da 
cristandade". pela "terct>ira vez em vinte si·culos". 0 Sumo 
Pontifice contemplava de sua janela a busca dos nwrgulhadores, 
no Iago, da cabe1,a da donzela decapitada -e essa sua preocupai;ao 
se constitui igualmente nu ma imagem da alienai;ao-, quando os 
jornais estampam "o manchado daguerre6tipo" da Mamae 
Grande. 
E la se vai o Papa .. rumo aos fantitsticos e remotos funerais da 
Mamae Grande", e um uma canoa pontificia atravt>ssa os canais e 
larna\ais "que delimitavam o lmperio Romano e as fazendas da 
Mamae Grande", padecendo "o tormento dos pernilongos". La, 
nos dominios da Grande Velha, o Sumo Pontifice sofrera uma 
insonia sudorifera, e duranle 0 dia distribuira as nianc_as 
caramelos italianos. 
Quando de sua partida, ao crept'.1sculo, entremeava-se "o 
profundo dobrar dos sinos da Basilica de Sao Pedro" com "o 
repicar rechado dos bronzes de Macondo". 
Outras criticas sao formuladas no decorrer da narrativa, como a 
ganancia e ambic_·ao dos descendentes e protegidos mais diretos da 
Mamae Grande, avidos pelo Poder, que "fecharam as portas tao 
logo foi retirado o cad{1ver, e desmontaram as portas, despregaram 
as tabuas e desenterraram os alicerces para dividir a casa" (p. 170). 
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Outra e dirigida ao medico, "contrario por convi<;·ao filos6fica aos 
progressos da ciencia", com seus "emplastros academicos, julepes 
magnificos e suposit6rios magistrais", em proveito de quem a 
velha proibe o estabelecimento de outros <loutores em Macon<lo. 
Como os parentes pr6ximos <la velha, ele tamb(~m teve "o 
privilegio de ser pai de numerosos filhos alheios", ate que o 
artritismo obrigou-o a "atender os seus paceintes sem visita-los, 
por meio de suposic;·oes, mexericos e recados" ( p. 151 ). 
Sera necessario, porem, ressaltar a critica feita a hist6ria oficial, 
logo na Apresentac;:ao do conto. Depois de enumerar a partida 
daqueles que haviam compareci<lo as ceremonias hinebres ( 0 
conto principia in ultimas res), escreve o narra<lor: 
agora ea hora de encostar um tamf~)f(C>te a porta da rua (' come~·ar a contar 
desde o prindpio m pormenores desta como(ao nacional. antes que os 
historiadores tt'nham tempo de chegar (p. 143). 
Como sucedera em CE, aqui se tem o cronista, postulando como 
func;ao da literatura uma <locumentac;:ao veridica -ea margem da 
versao "oficial"- dos fatos. Ainda como em CE, a aitica se 
encontra <liluida na narrativa, como neste trecho, em que e 
veiculada en passant: 
No (:apitblio N ac ional, onde os rncndigos envoltos ern papCis don11ian1 an 
amparo de colunas d<'iricas e tacimrnas estatuas cit> presidentes monos, as 
luzes continua\ am acesas (p. !Iii). 
E, analogamente ao sangue verde da av6 de Candida Erendira, a 
degrada<;ao do Poder da Mamae Grande e dada metaforicamente 
pelo voo dos urubus, ao final: 
N ingu('m viu a vigilante sombra de urubus que st>guiu o cortejo pelas 
ardentes ruazinhas de Macondo, nern reparou que ao passar dos ilustres el as 
se iam cobrindo por um pestilento rastro de excrementos (pp. 169-70). 
Como ainda ocorria em CE, em FMG o Poder tambem nao e 
<lesarticulado consequentemente, mas se <lesfaz, com a morte da 
todo-poderosa velha. N esse sentido, considerando estes dois 
contos, constata-se que Marquez nao ve uma soluc;:rio 
"revolucion[nia" -a desestrutura<;ao do Poder, sua 
transformai;ao, desfazendo a rela<,ao de dominac;·ao e beneficiando 
OS dominados-, posto que OS poderoSOS sao eJiminados 
gratuitamente, como em CE (onde o texto acaba liberando 
Erendira, para o mitico, mas sem acrescentar nada quanto a uma 
efetiva mudarn;a de situac;ao), ou, como e11 FMG, desaparecem por 
morte natural, cercados de todas as homenagens. De quacquer 
maneira, pode-se afirmar que em ambos os casos desenha-se uma 
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libertac;ao. bem mais nilida em FMG, com a alusao aos varredores 
e ao novo tempo que se prenuncia. 
Impona valorizar ainda, em CE e FMG, alem da discussao do 
Poder, a forma famastica que assume esse Poder, sua total 
carnavaliza<;·ao, evidentt' nas criticas que procuramos destacar. E ai 
e que esta sua mais conlUndente demoli<;ao, empreendida pelos 
lexlos aqui examinados. A carnavaliza<;ao se materializa no texto, 
panicularmenle por meio do ambiente de feira, de igual forma 
presente en FMG: nao s6 OS aniversitrios da Grande Velha sao 
cornemorados "corn as feiras rnais prolongadas e turnultuosas de 
q ue se tern mern{)ria" (pp. 152-53 ), co mo seus funerais assim se 
apresemarn: 
Era chegado o Grande clia. N as ruas congrstionadas de roletas, fogareiros de 
!rituras e mesas de jogos, e de homens corn cobras enroladas no pesc0<;oque 
apregoavam o bahamo ddinitivo para curar erisipela e assegurar a vida 
ctcrna; na pracinha colorida on de a 1nultid?10 tin ha pendurado st· us to I dose 
des<'nrolado suas t".;teira", galhardos arcabt11('iros abriarn catninho para a 
at1toridade. l .[1 estavarn, [1 cspcra do 1nornento suprerno, as lavadciras de Sao 
.Jorge, m pescadores de pi·rolas do Caho de\' ela, os tarrafeiros de Cient'ga, os 
carnaroneiros de Tasajera, os feiticeiros de Monjana, os salineiros de 
Manaura, os arnrdionistas ck \'alledupar, os carnelos de Ayapel. os 
plantadores de mamao de San Pelayo, os galistas de La Cueva, os repentistas 
da' Sahanas de Ro Ii var, os aldrabbes de Rebolo, os canoeiros do Magdalena, 
os rf1bulos de Mompox, ali·m dos qtH' foram cnumerados no comt\O desta 
drfmica, <' muitos outros (p. 167). 
(Note-se, na lista dos presentes, a titulat;ao <las autoridades. Ha, 
rnais adiante, uma lista das "rainhas nacionais de lodas as coisas 
exislentes e por existir", que omilimos - pp. 168-9). 
FMG prolonga a degradat;ao (pela pulrefac;ao) do Poder com a 
imerferencia dos varredores, ap6s a alusao aos urubus, que fecha o 
relato. Exlerrninado o Poder, tudo voltara a seus lugares e 
vislumbra-se uma nansforma<_'ao, com a liberdde, como 
comentamos: 
:\ t'mica (oisa qw· nao passou inadwrtida a ninguhn no fragor daquele 
cnterro foi o cstrondoso suspiro ck dcscanso que exalou a multidao quando 
sc completararn °' quatorte dias de preces, cxalta1,ocs e ditirarnbos, a tum ha 
foi -.elada corn uma placa de churn ho. :\]guns dos presentes dispuserarn de 
clarivid1·ncia sulici<'tlle para compreendn que cstavam assistindo ao 
naS< irncnto de urna rnl\·a i'poca Ip. 170). 
E reafirma-se o papel do cronista -que aparecera na 
Apresenlac:,ao do conto-, de depor, trazendo a verdade, porque 
exlinto o Poder. deteriorado, virao os varredores e varrerao o lixo 
dos funerais, "por todos OS secuJos dos secuJos". 
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IV - 0 Poder Do Fantastico -
A Literatura, entendida como tuna manifesta\aO cultural, tendo 
seu cspa<.;o no terreno do simb61ico, no qua! transitam as demais 
linguagens que constitucm a cultura, nao deve ser vista 
isoladamente, em si mes ma. Seria negar a permanente rela<_ao que 
ela mantem com outros tcxtos, no contexto (conjunto de textos) 
em que se acha, seria negligenciar a dinfnnica intertextual que es ta 
implicada em toda obra literaria. 
Dcntro desse enfoque, ver o fantastico Iiteralmente nos parece 
significar a ado\·ao de uma postura cega aos 1mlltiplos dialogos 
que o texto liter{irio enceta com os demais textos. Como 
afirm{wamos, o fantastico (', antes de tudo, um discurso duplo, em 
constante tensao com o discurso que i: a realidade, de que a 
Literatura t' uma metafora. 
f. a partir dessa leitura do real, que o texto fant{1stico efetua, que 
nele a realidade se ve negada e desestruturada. 0 fantastico 
transgride o real. Do ponto de vista de sua comunica<;-{10, a ruptura 
operada na narrativa termina por ecoar no leitor, desorganizando 
os esquemas com os quais costumeiramente ele encara o mundo. 
No caso dos textos de Garcia Mfirquez estudados, a intera<.,{10 se 
da e11tre a narrativa ea realidade latino-americana, constando est a 
no repen6rio prh·io que o kit or carrega para o seu di{tlogo com o 
conto no ato de leitura. :f'. esse dialogo que faz o texto significar. 
Dai o fant{1stico nao poder ser tornado em si mesmo- como 
nenhum discurso, afinal-, vis toque ele nao pode prescindir desse 
dialogo para se semantizar. Isolado, o texto carece de sentido. 
Pois, em CE e FMG, onde se discute e carnavali1a oPoder, oque 
se revda fant;'1stico nao e () texto, exatamente-trata-se de fioJm-, 
mas o pr6prio Poder nele representado. 0 que se questiona. em 
ultima an{11ise, sao scus mecanismos, a ideologia que () sustenta 
em suma, o conto ddlagra aquele conhecimento anterior que o 
leitor possue, degrada e desmistifica o Poder. As estruturas de 
domina,ao persistem, os textos as denunciam. 
0 papel conferido ao cronista, nas obras estudadas, nos autoriza 
agora a estabelecermos essas postula\Oes, porque ali, visivelmente, 
tinhamos que ao cronista-escritor se atribuia a responsabilidade de 
depor, trazendo a tona a veracidade acerca dos eventos narrados. 
0 poder do fant;'1stico reside por consiguinte em sua capacidade 
transgressora, carnavalizante, em revelar aqui o Poder como 
fant{1stico. As hist6rias da av6 ck Erendira e da Mamae Grande 
poem entre parenteses o Poder, o fantastico tensiona seus limites. 
A questao derradeira que se coloca nao t' de que forma deve existir 
o Poder; o que est{1 em cheque (· a pr6pria existencia do Poder. 
Ficamos esperando pelos varredores. 
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NOTAS 
I .. ·I 111i/1sr rstrutural dr ro11in111 t'S brasilr1ros. Petr<'>poli,, Fd. \' 01es. 197'.l, p. '27. Nao 
no' imeH''>"l aqui aprofundar o cone eito de ideologia. F~ sufic icnte, para nos"" 
propr'isitos. quc t'lc '"ja cntendido, dc mancira simplifi< ada. c omo visao de mundo 
da da,,e dominarllt'. que. St' impondo, sem questionamentos. conforma o '>t'll'>O 
comunL Esta vi<io. nao cu'>ta anotat. mascara a 1ealidade social. 
:.!. TtvC'tan Todorov. /11trod11riw 1l htrratura f1111ta.1tica. Sao Paulo, Fd. Perspectiva, 
l'l7'>. p. IHI. 
'.L l"odorm. p. l 7'i. 
L !Ind. p. I ti/. 
'i. lri·111· Ba"iht'. l.t' Hi'ot Fa11tast1qur; la poi'tiqt1<' de l'i1Hntain. Paris, Lib. 
l .a1ou"e· l 'J71, pp. ::' lH-19. 
ti. \'. Ana1ildo \' as«m«·l1" da Sill a ... A kigica da ambigliidade fam{1'>ti1 a", H n.•1sta 
dr l.rtras TA. I I 19711 e Roberto R1·i'>, "Para urna ddini~{m do fant{htico". 
C ha.1qw. ti,'.) ( 1977 ). N t'Ste arr igo, baseados nas forn1ula~ (Jt''> do Prof. A.\'. da Silva, 
1·st ud{n amm o <on to":\ 1 a'>a dt' :\stnion". d<' Bot ges. no q ual a rel a~ {10 i lltt'llt'X tu al 
dc duplicidadc se manifesta c·ntre o texto do< onto ea knda grega do'.\! inotauro. 
Podt' oco1Tt'l, portanto. qtH' IH'tll se111p1e o outro tt·xto envolvido no di'.-.ctnso 
fant{1'1 ico wja a rcalicL1dt'. No ca so ck Borges. sabt'-S<'. a rt'al idadc "'com para a uma 
bibliotcta. nao nos sutprt't'lldl'ndo qui', em "Asterion", a rela\{10 intl'rtextual 
impliqul' num texto l'Xtraido de um saber liv1 l'S<O. 
7. Para tuna distin\{tO entrl' o 1·stranho co maravilhoso. \. Todorov, op. cit. 
8. J'odorm. ofJ. 11/ .. p. ~l7. 
9. !Ind .. p. 179 e 181. 
I 0. \' Rohl'! w Rt·is, ... .\ ruptura do fant{1st ico", ,\l 11111s Cna1.1. S11pln1101to 
/, 1/nano, 29 abril I 97H. Note-st' que o fant{1stiui, no am bi to da nairativa llH'sma, 
opt't a uma 1 uptura, q uebrando o equilihrio com o surgimento do 'ohrenatural. \'. 
Todrnm, pp. 172-71 e Reis.< it. 
11. Estc tonto ligwa Ila coletfmea citada a seguir. 
I::'. Cahriel Car< ia '.\l;'irqw·1. A lncrii,el e trzstf' hlstnrza da Cii11d11fa Frh1dna e .rna 
m·ri drsa/mada. Rio ell' Janeiro. Ed. Rt'cord, l'l72. :\ uadu\{10 i· de Remv Corga, 
filho. Citatl'mos por csta cdi~{w, nH'IHionando as p{tginas entrt' pari·ntcst's no 
corpo do ensaio. Doravantc 11<>'> referiremos ao collto p<'las i11i1 iais CF. 
1.'l. ldt'ln .. 0.1 fw1rra1.1 da ,\faniae (;umde. Rio de Janeiro. Ed. Sabi{t. 1970. A 
tradu\{w i· de Edson Braga. Adotarcmm o mcsmo proccdimcnto aludido na nota 
prt'< edt'ntc <'nos reportaremos a t'Slt' l<'Xto pelas iniciais F'.\IG. 
11. \'. Roberto Reis, "() planalto (jlH' chama", H f'l.'ISla dr Cultura I 'o:rs. 7 ( 1978). 
I'>. .. a titulo de cxnnplo: "formosa baleia b1a11<a" (p. 911; "tamborctt· muito 
P<''lll<'no pal a suas n{ukgas sidnais" ( p. I '20 I; .. scu tamanho mom1menta I 
aunwntar a" ( p. I ·11 ); .. depois de apagat as velas <om um so pro arL1sad01" Ip. I 'i I); 
"rt•\oluvcu-sc na cama <Olli um mmimt'nto de acomodat,{to sismi<a" Ip. !.'di. 
I Ii ... [ . J F 1i·ndira o amara tan to, "<om tallla '"' dade. que \·oltou a am{r-lo pela 
rnt'tadc de "it'll JHt\O l'llquanto a avb ddi1ava, c co1Hinuou an1ando-o '.'l('Jll dinheiro 
ati- o ama11h<'11·1"' ip. 1171; "l'lisses permane1eu a <Olllempl{1-la um longo 
rnrnncnto s1·m a dl'spcrtar. mas a colllnnplou <Olll tal intl'nsidadt' qtH' Fri'l1dira 
a(otdou. Fnt:to se bei.iaran1 na e~curi<ir10, acari< iara1n-~c ~t·rn pre"isa, dt'~pi1a1n-"it' 
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vagarw,;unentc, corn uma tcrnura calada c uma [di< idadc rcdmdita quc se 
assemclharam mais quc nunca ao arnor" (p. 1·18). 
17. Outro aspecto vinculado ao Poder da :\la mac (;ran de i' o < adeado, que man a os 
quartos traseiros dos animais dt· '>lla propriedadt" 
I 8. :\ critica surge aqui, en tao, na degradatJw do sublime. pt rn edimelllo hcqlicnte 
cm Garcia Mflrquu, n1jo exemplo mais not[nel i· o anjo de "l'rn senhm muito 
velho com umas asas cnormes", induido em A in< riurl e tn.1te h1slf)rw da Ciind1da 
Erhuhra e sua av1! desalmada. :\ mcsma dcsmistificHJw i· feita com a av6. conforme 
vimos, cm CE. 
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The Production of Solitude: 
Gongora and the State 
John Beverley 
l 1niversity of Pittsburgh 
\\That was involved in the seventeenth century debates on 
Gongorism and in its reception by the literary elite of the Spanish 
imperial state and ideological apparatus was not simply a matter 
of style. The much argued question of Gcmgora's formalism 
meant not the absence of political and social concerns-as the 
contemporary usage of the term suggests-but rather the relation 
of a certain way of doing poetry to the dominant ideology and to 
the society which represented and reproduced itself in and through 
that ideology. Poetry was still regarded as a legislative discourse; 
aesthetics questions were thus inseparable from ethical ones, and 
these in turn from the concrete institutions and operations of the 
civil society at large. In these terms, it is appropriate to consider 
Gongorism in its specificity as what Althusser has called an 
ideological fJractice. 
Gongorism has in the seventeenth century a Janus-like nature. 
On the one hand, it is violently attacked by the humanists of the 
Counter Reformation as a form of radical heresy. For Cascales, 
Gongora is "Mahoma de la poesia espafiola"; Quevedo boasts "yo 
te untare mis versos con tocino porque no me los muerdas, 
gongorilla"; the Inquisition prohibits the sale of the first 
published edition of G6ngora's poems, for several years (Lope de 
V icufia's 0 bras en verso del H omero espariol of 1627 ). On the 
other, after the poet's death Gongorism rapidly becomes an 
accepted, even" official," poetic manner in the Spanish Court and 
the Colonies. In the] us/as poeticas of the Vice-royalties, no one 
aspiring to patronage and protection via a well wrought sonnet or 
ode can afford to remain innocent of Gongorist culteranisrno. It 
serves Calderon in his effort to fashion a didactic state theater and 
Graci{m's neo-scholastic aesthetics and politics. The Conde 
Duque de Olivares has G6ngora's works transcribed on 
parchment for his private library. 
John Broerley 
"Homn" or "Mohammed" of Spanish poetrv? Sublime or 
heretical? Does Gongora "speak" the dominant ideology or is his 
art the practice of an outsider and rebel? The answer is both. Why 
this is the case is what I want to outline here. 
What specifies G6ngora's poetry is his deliberate, some would 
say perverse, cultivation of difficulty. As Panofsky demonstrated, 
the Italian Mannerists had advanced in the sixteenth century the 
idea of difficulty per se-dificolta-as an aesthetic property. They 
held that a special pleasure was to be gained through the ability of 
mind-acute::::a, whence Gracian's agude::.a-to experience the art 
work as an intricate space of signification. The point was related 
to an argument in favor of artistic freedom. For a theorist like 
Zuccari, aesthetic intuition and exploration constituted a 
legitimate mode of unckrstnding which might produce a 
knowledge and a behaviour in ways independent of (and in the 
case of a poet of "doctas dificultades," as Carrillo y Sotomayor 
called I .ucretius, contradictory to) established dogma or the 
precept that art must be morally useful in the Christian sense. 
What mattered, the Mannerists argued, was the subtle logic of the 
dzspositio not the materia. 1 On the other hand, the leitmotif of the 
attackers of Gongorism-all claiming to represent an orthodox 
Aristotelian discipline of the rules-was that the cultivation of 
difficulty for its own sake betrayed a contradiction of the scholastic 
entailment of res and verba, of language and that which language 
signifies. Hence they saw the catachresis-the figure of speech in 
which the terms of comparison are implausible (calling the sea a 
"Libia de ondas," for example)-as the paradigm of the new 
aesthetics. By seeming to posit conceptual wit (ingenio) as the 
primary basis of aesthetic pleasure, they felt, Gongora produced a 
language which was nugatorv and functionallv atheistic. 2 
The apearance of the.~oledad prim era in the fiterary tertuliasof 
the Madrid Court in 1614 was answered by a manifesto known as 
the "Carta de un amigo," probably by Lope de Vega and or his 
cohorts. It charged Gongora with being' inventor de dificultar la 
construcci6n de! romance," suggesting that the result was a 
"disparate" in which" le alcanz6 al gun ramalazo dela desdicha de 
Babel." Gongora replied as follows (in a document that has come 
to be known as the "Carta en respuesta"):i 
... en dos rnaneras considero me ha sido honrosa esta pocsia; si entcndida 
por lm doctos, causanne ha autoridad, sicndo lance fonoso venerar qut• 
nw·stra lcngua a cmta de mi trahajo hava llegado a la perlt·< < if>n \ alte1a ck 
la latina. a quien no he quitado los articulos. como le parcce a\" m. \ a csos 
sefiores. sino excus{mdolos dm1dc no neCt"sarios: y ansi gustari· nw dijese en 
d6ndc fa It an. o qui· radm de ella no est{1 corricnte en lcnguaje her<ii< o ( quc 
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ha de scr dilt•1t'lltt· de la ptosa \ digno de pcrsonas ta pat t·s de cntcndcllc). 
lkrn;b q uc honra me ha< ausado hat t't me est tit o a los ignot antes. quc t·sa t'S 
la dist int i<'rn de los homb1t·s doctos. hablar de manna quc a dlos !cs pat t't< a 
griego; pw·s nose ban de dar las piedras prct iosas a animalcs de, <·rda. 
There are sC'veral things to noticC' here. On(' is the idea of the 
poetry "causing" (creating signifying) honor; two the idea of 
poetry as a labor, a trabajo to use G6ngora's word or what later 
Gongorists like Espinosa Medrano would call a fabricaci6n, a 
making; three the point about the nobility and perfection of Latin; 
four, the claim that his departures from normal usage and syntax 
arc justified by the requirements of a heroic language, worthy of 
those capable of understanding it (i.e. those who possess honor). 
Ordinarv Spanish-,vhat G6ngora calls "el romancC'" in the 
letter-is seen as a language which must be instrumentalized 
because it has fallen from "la perfecci6n y alteza de la latina." 
G6ngora's "tra bajo" is to have sublimated it. extended and refined 
its expressive and ordering capacity, by incorporating into it the 
complex periods of Latin syntax and a new range of words and 
concepts. "El romance" thus attains in the artifact the status of a 
heroic or epic language because it becomes, thanks to the poet, an 
instrument for knowing and representing the contingencies of 
Spain's national destiny (because epic is the discourse of the state), 
contingencies which are to be met by the "personas capaces," the 
aristocracv and its retinue in the state and ecclesiastical apparatus. 
The poet's achievement" causarme ha autoridad" because it is like 
the Latin political essay or ode a formal sign of the measured 
subtlety and innovation-what Gracian later called arte de 
ingenio-required for rule. 
The equation which is implicit in this argument is of the 
mastery of language, a task the division of labor accords to the 
specialized techniques of the poet, and of the mastery of 
government and economy. Gongora seems to assume that the 
division bC'tween mental and manual labor still corresponds to the 
distinction between the noble and the non-noble. But what about 
the problem of non-noble persons of letters, of which there were 
obviously many in seventeenth century Spain? The exclusionary 
character of G6ngora' s defense of difficulty is crucial here (" hablar 
de manera que a ellos Jes parezca griego"), since the manner of his 
poetrv prohibits those who may be functionally literate but lack 
sutilrza, are not "doctos," from appropriating the text. 
Nevertheless, there is an ambiguity we will have lo return to: it is 
not clear that one possesses sutile::.a simply by virtue of blood 
nobility, since to be a" docto" requires a specific" trabajo." Indeed 
the passage seems to suggest that the hidalgos of the "Carta de un 
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amigo'' (who raised the question of honor in the first place) may be 
fairly counted among the "ignorantes." 
This is not a defense, as D{lmaso Alonso and the modernist 
canon on Gongora has tended to assume, of a "puro placer de 
formas." Rather it indicates the existence of a situation where 
questions of poetics have become involved with a social reality-
state power and the estamental definition of class and caste-
poetry as a social practice corresponds to, both as a means of 
representation and or legitimization of authority and as a means 
of educating the consciousness of the ruling class, of translating 
through the reception and assimilation of the text an aesthetics 
into an ethics and tactics. 
Who, then, does Gbngora concretely address in his poetry? We 
can begin our answer with Pierre \'ilar's definition of Hapsburg 
absolutism as "imperialism, the highest stage of feudalism": 
La conquista cspai'iola funda una sociedad nue\·a. porquc instituyc el 
rnncado mundinl y porque pennitc-al dn-ramar sobre Europa un dinero 
barato-la acumulannn primlti1•a df'l capital. Esta socicdad, sin embargo, 
no pucdc dt·sarrollar,t· mas qut· conlando con unas luer1as productivas 
a< recidas v coll unas rclacion«s "'cialcs nunas. Es lo qw· ocurrir:1 I'll el 
Norte de Europa. En Espana, en carnbio, o rnejor: "''Castilla, las clases 
dirigentc~ han reali.1ado la conquista dcl Nu<·vo Mundo< 01110 hicicron la 
Reconquista hispana: n la manna feudal ... Asi cl imperialisrnoespanol ha 
sido en realidad la .. ctapa suprcma" de la sociedad que cl mismo ha 
contribuido a destruir.' 
This definition implies a number of things which are important 
for our discussion. First. that the Baroque state in Spain is a class 
dictatorship, a dictatorship of the feudal aristocracy, but in 
particular of the most powerful, chauvinist and imperialist 
fraction of the aristocracy, that group-the grandes-which has 
through the newly consolidated state apparatus been able to 
connect its power and fortune to the colonial and domestic 
primitive accumulation and which, therefore, is properly a 
mercantilist and monopolistic aristocracy. Moreover, the 
absolutist feudal state is not the same thing as the pre-Hapsburg 
feudal state(s), nor is its economic basis the same. Seventeenth 
century Spain is a society flooded with bullion from the colonies, 
subject to a continuous process of inflation, and dominated by a 
generalized commodities market. There is a huge state and 
ecclesiastical bureaucracy, whose nominal nobility or "honor" 
becomes increasingly ambiguous in the push and shove of inter-
bureaucratic competition. Rent in kind or labor St>rvices has been 
generally replaced by money rent, resulting in either the 
dispossesion from the land of masses of peasants who emigrate to 
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the urban centers in search of work or welfare or their 
proletarianizacion as day-laborers, jornaleros. (According to 
Bennassar's demographic studies, 15 to 20 per cent of the 
population is chronically unemployed.)5 
Second, Hapsburg absolutism and imperialism implies the 
marginalization of large sections of the traditional aristocracy (as 
in the case of the petty aristocracy of the Comunidades rebellions). 
Because a primitive accumulation has taken place, because social 
life is thus increasingly mediated by money and the marketplace 
rather than the production for use of the "natural" economy of 
pure feudalism, class and caste status is subject to a double, and for 
many hidalgos a contradictory, determination. On the other hand, 
because feudal caste restrictions continue in force (as in the proof 
of purity of blood used to exclude not only the non-old Christian 
but more extensively the non-noble from office), this 
determination is still estamental; political and economic power 
continues to depend on title and privilege and cannot be attained 
in a purely entrepeneurial fashion. On the other hand, as Don 
Quijote or Lazarillo's impoverished escudero illustrate, a title by 
itself means little in a society where money has become the 
generalized form of exchange and where one's hereditary estate is 
subject to mortgages and leins. 6 The idea of quality as a natural 
corollary of nobility of blood tends now to be overdetermined by 
the requirement that some form of entrepeneurship and/ or 
specialization is necessary, that the hidalgo as much as the picaro 
is bound to el medro-the quest for office-, and must seek to 
"arrimarse a los buenos." Gongora, coming from a titled but 
economically obscure provincial Andalusian family, is one of 
these marginalized aristocrats. He must insert himself in the 
circles of power from the outside. 7 
The marginalization of the petty aristocracy and the personnel 
needs of the imperial state and ecclesiastical bureaucracy explain 
in part the tremendous growth of Spanish universities in the 
sixteenth century and the function of that curious figure 
somewhere between the Renaissance courtier and the Jacobin 
known as the letrado, the person of letters. Between 1459 and 1620 
18 new universities are created in Spain and 5 in the colonies, 
making a total of 28 in G6ngora's day. In Castile proper they 
enrolled, as Richard Kagan has shown in his studies of the 
phenomenon, around 20 to 25,000 students at their height: that is, 
about 2 to 2.5 per cent of the total male population between the 
ages of 15 and 24 (to which would have to be added several 
thousands more studying in the increasingly popular Jesuit 
colleges). Moreover, Kagan observes, "since students stemmed 
largely from the nobility, particularly the numerous hidalgo class 
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which may have constituted up to one tenth of Castile's total 
population, perhaps as many as one quarter to one third of 
Castile's young noblemen may have received some form of 
university or university-level education," making Castile along 
with England Europe's most highly educated nations at the time. 8 
The standard major by the end of the sixteenth century was 
Leyes-canon law- because a degree in Leyes was an all but 
automatic ticket into the state and ecclesiastical apparatus. 
Gongora chose Anes-humanities-which was tending as today 
to become marginal in terms of effective demand.Nevertheless, the 
central role of intellectual labor in Spanish feudal-imperial 
society still put a premium on literary skill: not in the sense that 
like Cervantes (who eventually had to depend on his writing for a 
living) Gongora could or wanted to market his poetry. Quite the 
contrary, it is part and parcel of his aesthetics that his works 
circulate privately and in manuscript, that they evade the status of 
a commodity, that they be "no para los muchos." Who are the 
implied "pocos," however? The other letrados, because without a 
university education no one was going to make much headway 
with Gongora's poetry. And not only the letrados in general, but 
the most refined and1 or powerful among them, because, as we 
have seen, "no se han de dar las piedras preciosas a animal es de 
cerda." In these terms, the difficulty or sutileza of an aesthetic 
artifact signifies an aristocratic sublimation on the part of both 
receiver and emitter, an "autoridad." What is transmitted, 
however, is not only a sign of class ascendancy but also a technique 
of class power. The poem is an exercise which refines and 
empowers the intelligence of the ruler(s), as Gongora explains 
elsewhere in his letter of defense: 
.. y si la obsrnridad y cstilo intricado de Ovidio ... da causa a que, 
vacilando d entendimiento en fuerza de! discurso, trabajandole ( pues nece 
con cualquier acto de valor), a lea nee lo que asi en la lectura superficial de sus 
versos no pudo entender; luego hase de confesar que tiene utilidad avivar el 
ingenio, v eso naci6 de la obscuridad de! poeta. 
The poem appeals to the clientelism of the patrons-the 
grandes-in the centers of power: the Court, the imperial urban 
network, the Viceroyalities. It claims to provide a means for the 
ritualization and pseudo-universalization of these centers of 
power, a heroic language or discourse of state; it creates between 
poet and prince and against" los muchos" what Hernan Vidal has 
called a "comunidad linguistica diferenciadora" 9 in which each 
concedes to the other an equality of status and a mutual 
dependency (hopefully for the poet in terms of money or position). 
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But there are obvious problems with this calculus of aristocratic 
reciprocity and sublimation. Though poet speaks to prince in 
terms of equality, using the familiar "tu," their relationship is 
patently asymmetrical, just as Don Quijote's with the Duke and 
the Duchess in Part II. Moreover, as we have seen, the sublimation 
requires a "trabajo" on the part of both poet and reader. The 
difficulty of the language forces the reader to "trabajar el 
discurso" -work the language. Yet this insistence is dissonant 
with the estamental principle that the nature of the aristocrat is 
properly to appropriatf' the work of others, that his social function 
is military (i.e. governmental in the broader sense), that his 
paradigmatic form of recreation is therefore hunting. (In the 
dedicatories to both the Poliff'mo and Soledades Gbngora insists 
on the pastoral convention of a suspension of the hunt, as if to 
suggest by metonymic displacement that the reading of the poem 
represents an altf'Tnatlve form of practice.) Aristocratic behavior 
demands a logic of consumption rather than of production: hence 
the contempt for manual labor characteristic of the Spanish 
nobility which trickles down into other strata of the population 
during the Golden Age (the picaro's aversion for productive 
employment, for example). But there is clearly a sense in which 
G{mgora is conscious of his activity as an artesanal activity in 
which the work expended on form is seenas productive or value-
creating labor, rather than simply recreation or expression of a 
pre-exiting "natural" quality. By the same token, he enjoys 
depicting in sharp detail the techniques and forms of labor of the 
sf'Tranos, labradores and pescadores who populate his country 
landscapes: There is no urgency here, as in the more purely 
aristocratic pastoral of Garcilaso, that the pastoral require a 
suspension of labor or its attenuation. (Herding sheep in the 
convention of Renaissance pastoral is more a form of leisured 
appropriation-the economics of the Age of Gold-than a specific 
technique and practice. That is what allows the fiction that the 
shepherds are transposed aristocrats, a fiction which would clearly 
collapse, as it does in Don Quijote, if the shepherd were rendered 
as an actual jornalero, living by the sweat of his brow.) 
We return here to the ambiguity of who is "docto" and who isn't 
in Gongora's audience. The poem selects its audience: the select. 
An aristocracy of letters, an aristocracy of blood, or both? "Ya muy 
entrado el siglo XVII el letrado seguia siendo un ser indefinible, es 
decir, huhfano de una clara definicion social," comments Jaime 
Concha. He continues: 
St·1 noblt'. "'' "1Cc1dote. '"' ganap{rn. eran cmas 111uy nitida'" aristoti·li<a 1· 
cstol{1sticamentt· nitidas en la COJH icncia colectiva de! pt'! iodo. No asi el 
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letrado, cuya prac1ica social no encajaba plcnamclllc de111ro de la 
mentalidad cxcluyentt'mente nobiliaria de los estamentos dominantes. (Sr 
puede ser letrado sin ser noble; cConslituye la ae1ividad de la' le1ras. sobre 
todo da las lei! as prolanas rclacionada., di1 t'( tamcntc con cl dt•t t•cho \ la 
jurisprudencia, una sabiduria aut(moma que se justiliqut• a si rnisrna? En el 
tiempo, las reacciones a es1as preg11111as t»( ilan en un abanico de 
posibilidades que va desde la b{1sica postulaci6n del letrado-noblc hasta un 
debil conato ideol6gico de reconocer la cspecifi( idad th nica de Lal praxis 
intelectual.1° 
We have seen that G6ngora regards his poetry as a means of self-
insertion into the dominant centers of wealth and power in his 
time. His defense is a Baroque version of the older topic of the poet 
as vales-prophetic bard but also legislator of civic consciousness. 
But is there also a sense in which his activity, by its very specificity 
(the cultivation of difficulty), leads him to question the logic of 
this dominance? (I am thinking as I write this of an observation in 
a recent essay by Herbert Marcuse: "The inner logic of a work of art 
terminates in the emergence of a not her reason, another scnsi bi Ii ty. 
which defy the rationality and sensibilitv incorporated in the 
dominant social institutions.") 11 
Let me bring forward another problem in the argument of 
G6ngora's letter. Gongora claims to be fashioning a heroic 
language; but he uses it dissonantly to describe not epic subjects or 
the urban centers of imperial power but rather the everyday life of 
the countryside. The anomaly was not lost on his critics. Neo-
aristotelean literary preceptism permitted epic or quasi-epic 
discourse a hyper-complication of image, syntax and usage so that 
the style of imitation might express the complexity, elevation and 
universality of the subject, as G6ngora properly notes. But his 
poetry is to all appearances strictly bucolic, in the words of one 
Baroque critic, "concurso de pastores, bodas, epithalamios, 
fuegos." 12 So G6ngora' s suti leza was held to fail not only because 
it was seen as nugatory or formalistic but because at best it worked 
towards an idealization of "cosas humildes" -ordinary things. 
This sense of what we termed a desgarrr'Jn afectivo-a cleavage 
between signifier and signified-was lo become the major premise 
of the anti-gongorist current in Spanish criticism. 
In a number of senses, however, the anomaly indicates precisely 
why G6ngora's manner did come into general acceptance, became 
"officialized," after his death. The epic stage of Spanish 
imperialism-the Conquest-had been completed by the end of 
the sixteenth century. In fact, under the pressure of the English 
and the Dutch and internal discontent the empire was entering the 
phase of contraction which would reach its culmination in 1898. 
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The problem of Lerma and Olivares and the Baroque apparatus 
was how to maintain the unity of his massive empire with its 
contradictory diversity of peoples, classes and forms of social and 
economic life on a feudal basis. To put this another way, the 
problem facing the state was to create maintain an imperial civil 
society in which the function of letras-jurisprudencc, pedagogy, 
culture, political discourse, religiosity, etc-overlies and 
attenuates the need for rule by naked force-armas. And here was 
where G6ngora's heterodoxy in epicalizing (in the manner of 
imitation) "cosas humildes" came readily to hand, because 
Gongora was preserving the scope of epic (its ordering and 
monumentalizing function) in a situation where epic action per se 
was no longer seen as possible or desirable. In place of an 
anachronistic military epic, Gongorism offered a new genre in 
which ordinary activities of social production and reproduction 
(agriculture, artesanry, courtship, marriage, leisure, etc.) could be 
duly recorded and universalized. 
It is important to bear in mind, that when Gongora or the 
literary Baroque in general launch into their customary 
celebration of nature and the life of the countryside they are to 
some extent evoking an absence. The rise of the great cities as 
corporate monopolies, market centers and collective legal 
seigneurs fostered by absolutist centralism and mercantilism 
involved, as John Merrington reminds us, "not only a massive 
shift of human and material resources in favor of urban 
concentrations, but also a conquest over the countryside, which 
bffomes 'ruralized', since it by no means represented in the past an 
exclusively agTicultural milieu. From being a center of all kinds of 
production, an autonomous primary sector that incorporates the 
whole of social production, the country becomes 'agriculture', i.e. 
a separate industry for food and raw materials." 11 If solitude is for 
Gongora the image of a human and natural space which has not 
yet been colonized, not yet subjected to the tyranny of "metales 
homicidas," the pastoral has also lost its status as a self-sufficient 
landscape outside of and immune to the contingencies of history. 
To fashion a heroic language to depict pastoral themes is to 
historicize the pastoral. This implies that however much the city is 
apprehended as an alienating, usurping modernity from the 
perspective of a nostalgic feudalism, the countryside is no longer a 
complete human context, since it has been demographically, 
culturally and economically impoverished. It must be, so to speak, 
"worked up," given the lineaments of a utopia. Robert Jamrnes 
notes "qu'en pr{·sentant (le) ideal de vie rustique Gongora ne 
pretend pas evoquer la masse des paysans dans son ensemble, mais 
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seulment ks plus riches d'entrc cux"; 1 ~ Bruce Wardropper that in 
Gongorism "the natural life consists, paradoxicallv, of subjecting 
Nature to the discipline of Art. Cultivation is not, as the myth of 
the Golden age would have it, an abuse of Nature's prodigality .... 
The relation between Art and Nature is not one of being but of 
becoming." 15 
Moreover, the Baroque alaban::a de aldea, menosprecio de corte 
entails only a nominal contradiction between city and countryside 
in which the real contradiction (exploitation of the countryside by 
the city, of agricultural production by aristocratic consumption) is 
mystified. As Nod Salomon has shown, the representation of the 
achievement of political legitimacv in the Baroque comedia 
necessarily involves the immersion in the bucolic which will serve 
to indoctrinate the ruler in the principles of economic prudence 
and moral virtue. 16 To govern well, he must know his people's 
capacity for freedom, the nature and extent of their suffering, the 
"other" possibilities of life and community which still persist in 
the countryside. But as an aristocrat he has become urbanised, a 
cortesano. The geometric and social labyrinth of the city hides 
these experiences from him; he must leave it, leave his class 
identity, become for awhile ("dejate un rato hallar del pie 
acertado" Gongora asks of the Duke of Bl'jar in the dedication of 
the Soledades) "one of them." The pastoral thus no longer lies 
outside of history. It is secularized; it becomes a tableau to be read 
on the panels of the Court. The hero returns from exile in a 
confused solitude-soledad confusa-to govern. Walter Benjamin 
explained in his analysis of the teleology of Baroque tragedy: 
\\'hat is peculiar about the baroque enthusiasm for lands< ape is particularly 
evident in the pastoral. For the decisive fa< tor in the escapism of the baroque 
is not the antithesis of histotv and nature hut the comprehensin· 
'ieculari1ation of the historical in the state of ueation . The Spanish 
theater delights in including the whole of nature as sulNTvient to the 
Crown, creating thereby a veritable dialc< tic of setting. For on the other 
hand the social order, and its representation, the Court i'i, in C:alder(m, a 
natural phenomenon of the hight·st order, who'>e first law is the honour of 
the ruler.'' 
This may help us answer part of our original question: How 
does Gongorism, heterodox in its inception, come to be the model 
aesthetic discourse of the state and ideological apparatus, 
especially in the Colonies where the problem of legitimization of 
power is most crucially decisive and difficult? Answer: it is a form 
of colonization by tetras not armas. It is a technique, a simulacrum 
of new forms of political practice (Gramsci: "Machiavelli is called 
the artist of politics") which correspond to the need to elaborate 
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hegemony in and through civil society in a period of imperial 
stabilization and contraction. The condition is that which 
Benjamin called the "dialectic of setting" involve the return of 
consciousness to the center of political power, the city, the 
reconciliation of opposites (city countryside, universal 
indigenous, poet prince, authority society) in a new and more 
all-embracing unity. As we shall see, however, this reconciliation 
between discourse and state typical of Colonial Gongorism is not 
possible in the case of Gongora himself. 
This kind of Gongorist metaphor will be familiar to everyone: 
the spray of water from the prow of a boat is the pearl necklaCl' of 
an Inca queen, the nets of some fishermen are Dedaluses' 
labyrinth, honey is Minerva's liquid gold, cottage cheese is "los 
bl an cos lilios de la Aurora," etc. We might call such metaphors 
"mercantilist" to the extent that they seem to imply a 
transmutation of ordinary objects of use of perception into 
appropriately sublime or luxurious expressions of exchange 
value. What is characteristic in the aesthetic discourse of the 
Colonies is how Gongorist metaphor and syntax is appropriated 
and used to conceal through its verbal alchemy the real sources of 
wealth and goods in the labor of the indigenous masses (e.g. in 
Balbuena's Grandeza mejicana). This is part of its service as an 
ideological practice to the ruling class: it is a technique for 
fetishizing wealth and authority, which appear as if automatic 
reflexes of some providence built into reality rat her than as 
determinate products of human elaboration carried out under very 
particular and exploitative relations of production. Metaphorical 
decor becomes in Colonial Gongorism a veritable theory of magic 
accumulation which masks the real "primitive accumulation" 
and makes it appear to be harmonious with the religious and 
aristocratic assumptions of Spain's imperialist ideology.Ix 
The problem is that, as we have seen, Gongora himself was 
hyperconscious of the status of his discourse as itself a piece of 
labor. Moreover, he was someone who identified both in person 
and in practice with the anti-mercantilist current in Spanish 
economic thought, what Vilar calls the cuantitativistas as opposed 
to the bullion istas. 19 G6ngora entrusted the critique of the 
Soledades, for example, to another letrado called Pedro de 
Valencia, among other things the author of a treatise on 
economics in which we may read the following: 
Pii•nsase quc cl dinero manticne las rqH1blicas v 110 cs asi; cada uno ha de 
labrar '>ll partc. Ahora los quc S(' sustcntan con dincro. dado a rcnta, im1tilcs 
y ociosos son, quc quedan para comer lo (jilt' ottos siembran y trabajan.' 11 
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A rbibristas like Valencia or Gonzalez de Cellorigo in his 
Memorial (1600) were foreshadowing the later doctrine of the 
Physiocrats that value sprang from nature and from agricultural 
production exclusively, that manufacturers, merchants and the 
rentier aristocracy, not to speak of the parisitic bureaucracy of 
Church and state, merely manipulated or consumed this value in a 
sterile way. Against the mercantilists, they held that gold and 
money were merely tokens of value therefore, rather than value 
itself and attacked the idea that the accumulation of precious 
metals should be the over-riding goal of absolutist economic 
policy. From this point of view, there is some sense in which 
Gongora is not simply assimilating in his metaphors and poetic 
decor the "cosas humildes" of rural life to the mercantilist 
assumptions of an urbanized aristocracy. When he ca lies honey 
"Minerva's liquid gold," he seems rather to be indicating that the 
honey is the value, the gold its expression. "The point seems 
clear," noted R. 0. Jones. "'This is the wealth of Nature, better 
than all the illusory riches of the Indies."21 But since mercantilist 
assumptions are hegemonic and the basic mechanism of imperial 
absolutism takes the form of an accumulation of wealth in the 
urban centers at the expense of the countryside, the colonies, 
and or the direct producers, Gongora's poetry retains an element 
of dissidence, suggests not so much the glorification of the status 
quo as the proposition of a rudimentary alternative political 
economy without concrete political bases. Its task is thus not only 
to flatter the intellect of the ruler, but to seduce it, to make it more 
like the poet and the poem. The text is a mirror of princes not in 
the sense that the aristocrat sees what he is but rather what he 
should be. 
What this rudimentary political economy implicit in Gbngora's 
aesthetics consists of I think we can answer summarily. It is a 
variant of what Marx and Engels called (in a different historical 
context) "feudal socialism" ("half lamentation, half lampoon; 
half echo of the past, half menace of the future''). 22 Gongora, as we 
have seen, is conscious of his activity as in some sense productive, 
but not productive of exchange value. To be "raro" something 
must be "no comprado": "la comida prolija de pescados, raros 
muchos, y todos no comprados' '-Soledad segunda. Over and over 
G{mgora's tropes will counterpose use value to exchange value. 
Orw might speak in the case of his own poetics of the aristocratic 
fetish of a highly-wrought form seen as noble or sublime because it 
eludes the comprehension of the vulgar and is situated outside the 
arena of the market and of money as a means of possession and a 
determinant of status and power. This consciousness leads him to 
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an identification with an "otherness" outside of his estamental 
definiton: with nature and with the direct producers of 
agricultural wealth who are the protagonists of his major pastoral 
poems. As in the case of nineteenth century feudal socialism, his 
poetry proposes implicitly in choice of subjects and its manner of 
imitation the possibility of an alliance between a section of the 
aristocracy which shares an anti-mercantilist critique and these 
masses of direct producers, an alliance to be sure led by" los pocos" 
acting feudally, that is paternalistically, for their dependents 
(perhaps in particular by the young Conde de Niebla who appears 
in the dedication of the Polifemo and at the end of the Soledad 
segunda, described as "en modestia civil real grandeza"). It is 
worth noting that such a movement actually does come about, and 
that in 1640 a section of the Andalusian aristocracy led by 
G6ngora's patrons the Medina Sidonia, following the example of 
Portugal and Catalonia, undertakes an uprising to break the 
region away from the Castilian-Hapsburg center as an 
independent republic. But the uprising fails-a testimony in pan 
to the limitations of a "feudal socialism." 21 
This brings us to a final point I want to touch on: G6ngora's 
relationship to the problem of Baroque historicism. G6ngora's 
critics were fond of noting his apparent inability to complete 
several of his major projects, due they speculated either to 
neurasthenia or to the vanity of attempting a discourse so clearly 
dissonant with literary convention. But it would be more correct to 
speak in so fastidious a poet of a deliberate incompletion, a 
constructed incompletion. "In Baroque allegory it is the facies 
hipocratirn of history that lies like a frozen landscape before the 
eyes of the beholder," argued Walter Benjamin. 24 The meditation 
on the period of a day, the cycle of the agricultural year and its 
symbolic coincidence with the topic of the four ages of man, the 
cycle of the rise and fall of empire depicted in the Classical myth of 
the Ages of Metal, the taste for assembling together the extremely 
distant and the near, the archaic and the modern, the mythic and 
th(' real, the natural and the courtly, the moment of origin and of 
apotheosis: all these ar(' staples of the Gongorist conceit and mark 
it as an essentially historicist form of representation. This is part of 
what Gongora means in his claim to have elaborated a" lenguaje 
her6ico." His poetry aspires to be the discourse of history-
historia conficta-in a way which rivals and displaces the function 
of traditional epic. History, in turn, is the process which produces 
the apotheosis of the mercan1ilis1-absolu1ist city, civilization as 
monument, as centralized accumulation and political power. 
History is what leads to the present, to the ideologized Absolute of 
Church and stale and the established patterns of life and work. 
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But the meditation on history also has a problematic dimension 
in the discourse of the Spanish Baroque, since it addresses a 
situation in which there is a growing collective sense that Spain 
has entered its Iron Age, a period of irreversible crisis and decay. 
"If all the great empires, including the greatest of them all, had 
risrn only to fall, could Spain alone escape?" asks J. H. Elliott, 
trying to define the mood of the early seventeenth century. "The 
idea of an infinite cyclical prncess by which all living organisms 
were subject to growth, maturity and decay was deeply embedded 
in European thinking," hecontinues. "Theorganicconceptionof 
the state in the sixteenth century reinforced the analogy, and 
history confirmed it." How to deal with a situation in which 
history is seen as a necessary and sublimating process and at the 
same time as a sort of ernropy tending to reduce the architectonic 
consolidation of state power to the status of a ruin?2' 
Quevedo's ultramontane stoicism is one solution. Like 
Nietzsche or the Tory Radicals of the nineteenth century, he sees 
history as the dimension of the vulgar and thus the impermanent. 
History is money and money has corrupted everything, is literally 
and figuratively shit. Gongora's mannerism in particular is an 
exemplar of this corruption; it is an" inflationary" phenemenon. 
The true aristocrat has to practice an ascetic withdrawal through 
the aesthetic strategy of the concepto which provokes a sensation 
of desengai'io, an understanding of the difference between 
appearance and reality. The withdrawal into self, however, is also 
a means of establishing (more accurately: revealing, since they are 
eternally present) the principles of the good and the true-the 
polftica de Dios-which may then be brought forward to inspire 
and instruct the state to correct the situation of decay. The means 
of correction is to return Spain to the reactionary utopia of a feudal 
status quo ante in which nobleman fought, priest prayed and 
peasant labored without the benefit of money wealth, luxury 
consumption, letrados, merchants, gongorism and what one 
historian has called the" inflation of honor," the retailing of titles 
of nobility by purchase or bribe. What this implies is an 
annulment of history per se which becomes mere appearance, 
concealing the foundations of a feudal estamental ordering of 
societv, an ordering impervious to time because it mirrors the 
nvitas dei. The passion of Christ-the moment when history is 
fulfilled, when the awaited messiah comes, when the divine and 
the human are joined-is seen anachronistically as coincident 
with the establishment of feudalism in its pure form. Therefore, 
for the person who sees truly there is literally nothing new under 
the sun. History has happened (Mallarme: "La Nature a lieu"). 
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Spain's decadence is merely a dream which has to be woken up 
from. "Y los suefios suefios son," Calderon would console; "And 
dreams are simply dreams." 
The Puritan poets might seem to offer a contemporary 
alternative which points forward rather than backwards. They 
address a class which is beginning in the seventeenth century to 
exercise its ideas and practices with increasing authority. Their 
poetry expresses and in turn helps lo form this authority, its 
images of history and community, its political economy, its 
personal ethics and sty le, its sense of revolutionary legitimacy. 
Beyond their parallel withdrawals to the "solitude" of nature or of 
the scholar's study they are able to intuit the transfiguration of the 
absolutist city into a" new Jerusalem," and they bend their art and 
their lives to serve its birth. 
But Gongora has neither Quevedo's rectionary faith nor the 
Puritan's confidence that history is on the side of their 
revolutionary vision. The crisis of Hapsburg absolutism is a sterile 
and genocidal one: "en su propio solar, en Castilla y hacia 1600, el 
feudalismo entra en agonia sin que exlsta nada a pwzto para 
reemplazarle. "cl> Gongora's characteristic jJersona is the pilgrim 
who represents a form of aristocratic homelessness and 
marginalization: .. naufrago, y desdeiiado sobre ausrnte" (Soledad 
primera). He is the seeing eye of a mobile pastoral as he travels in 
search of some point of reconciliation with his destiny. This must 
involve inevitably the recognition of those he considers his 
legitimate peers: the return to the city and the company of the 
Court. His story, the movement of the Gongorist trope, implies a 
movement from region to nation, from periphery to center, from 
wilderness to civilization. But the restoration to the city demands a 
transposition of its initial status as an alienated and alienating 
dimension of experience for the poetic subjecl. This is felt to be 
impossible or implying a debasement, a loss of honor (since it is 
the arena of money and the market), however, and the 
transposition can never be completed in a satisfactory manner. 
What is needed is a nev; image of political legitimacy discovered in 
the exercise of bucolic exile( i.e. in the process of reading the text-
" trabajando el discurso"). But such an image is not available in a 
coherent or historically viable form. To be genuinely national 
feudal socialism would have to concretely ally peasant and 
aristocrat against the absolutist center. Such an alliance is not 
finally possible because it would entail the need for the aristocracy 
to attenuate or abandon the feudal relation of production in which 
their income and status depends on the exploitation of peasant 
labor (as Engels pointed out in his famous critique of Lassalle's 
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Franz von Sickingen). 27 Gongora's cultivation of difficulty is 
rather a substitute for a direct political practice which is no longer 
possible. At the same time that it expresses a new sense of value and 
civil society, it limits his audience to a diminishing elite of 
connoiseurs. This is what E. L. Rivers calls a "pastoral paradox": 
"Gongora gives us a new vision of the world of nature by creating 
enigmatic verbal artifacts which can be deciphered only by the 
humanistically educated, constantly alert intellectual ... (a vision) 
which the blissfully ignorant peasant is not even aware of 
perceiving."28 G6ngora's readers are finally like himself, isolated 
and contradictory figures like the anti-bourgeois lx)Urgeois 
intellectuals of post-1848 Europe (Baudelaire's metropolitan 
flaneur, Flaubert). 
G6ngora's self-conscious" trabajo" of elaborating a new poetic 
manner exists side by side with a process of historical change and 
crisis which is constantly eroding its premises. This explains why 
on the level of form all that he is capable of producing is a text in 
which the equation of necessity and probability required by an 
ending remains indeterminate and in which the ideological 
closure of discourse and ideology, poet and state cannot be made. 
This explains also why ruins are for Gongora and the Baroque in 
general what Starobinski calls "a minor form of idyll: a new union 
of man and nature, through the intermediary of man's resignation 
to death." 29 
But such a discourse, despite moments of erotic or utopian 
plenitude, is also a tragic form of idyll with a peculiar deadness at 
its heart: a reverie before the encroachment of oblivion, the 
epitaph for a nation and a decadent class, an acknowledgement 
like Don Quijote's final disillusion that the attainment of 
wholeness, the transfer between an and life, is not possible in the 
present, that it requires other human actors, other forms, other 
beginnings. The dialectics of Gongorism are a paralyzed 
dialectics. In the guise of transcendence, Gongora's cultivation of 
difficulty ultimately betrays its own ostentatious and mechanical 
hollowness and reveals itself as a form of mourning. The style is a 
mask: "Mourning is the state of mind in which feeling revives a 
world grown empty in the form of a mask, and derives an 
enigmatic satisfaction in contemplating it."10 
This is perhaps both the appropriate symbol and measure of the 
narcissistic grandeur and sadness of the task which Gongora 
undertakes: the production of solitude. 
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Aristocracy and Reason 
Behavior Patterns of Calderon's 
Secular Characters 
David Hildner 
University of Wisconsin 
When dealing with a Golden Age author about whose works a 
convincing social history has yet to be written, the critic faces a 
double uncertainty. In studying the literary text, in this case 
Calderon's Comedias, the difficulty is to pick out the key words, 
scenes, characters, etc., which will provide anchorage points for a 
historical interpretation. 1 On the other hand, the critic must sift 
through the available historical material to single out the facts and 
tendencies that will illuminate the literary texts. Although he may 
begin his task with the firm belief (or even an unmistakable 
intuition) that there is a connection to be found between the given 
works of literature and the social life of their time, the discovery 
and full description of these links is a difficult and tricky process, 
particularly so in the case of Calderon. This difficulty is due partly 
to the sketchiness of our biographical knowledge about him and 
partly to the prevalent types of Calderonian criticism. 
When critics of Calderon in the first fifty or sixty years of the 
201 h century have attempted to link his co medias to the society for 
which they were written, at least two grave errors have been 
committed. At times the critic's view of "Golden Age society" has 
been derived solely from the works of literature and ideas of the 
period, and thus the Spanish 17th century, however sombre it may 
have been politically and economically, is seen as an age of high 
spiritual values. Karl Vossler, for example, in L iteratura espafiola: 
S iglo de oro, refers to the reigning conception of the epoch as "la 
idea estoico-cristiana". This view makes the connection between 
literature and society relatively easy to find, but it falsifies history 
in the process. 
In other cases, the decadence of late Hapsburg Spain is squarely 
faced: the weakness of the monarchy and the tyranny of aristocracy 
are recognized, but Calderon as an "enlightened" individual, is 
seen as the upholder of true Christian values which implicitly or 
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explicity criticize the predominant behavior of Baroque society. 
The latter position has been taken by many 20th century ethico-
religious critics of Calderon's comedza.s. In this case, there is a 
specific avoidance of connecting the comedias with real socio-
political facts of their epoch. 
Neither of these methods does full justice to the facts we know 
about Calderon and his society. They will not help us to find 
Calderon's function in Spanish social history, unless we can 
clarify exactly what ideologies are present in the comedias and in 
what manner they are present. The texts must be read on a different 
level, as the critic keeps in mind certain essential facts about late 
Hapsburg Spain, of which I shall mention several in the course of 
this study. They all rrfer to the preoccupations of Spain's ruling 
class as the Empire entered into its crisis and decline. Thus while 
witnessing the words and actions of Calderon's fictional 
aristocrats, we should look for parallels with the aristocratic 
character that historians have gleaned from the documents of the 
period: an increased aggressiveness as the threats from external 
enemies became greater, occasional frankness about pragmatic 
means to self-preservation, a resigned religious sentiment 
combined with N eo-Stoicism that sometimes perceives the decline 
of the whole Spanish power structure and opts for "inward" 
values like honor. Many more traits could be added to this list. 
The present study does not attempt to perform a complete socio-
historical analysis of the Calderonian comedza, but rather to 
suggest a new perspective on the ideological content itself. It is 
hoped that the dues given here could aid in the construction of a 
fully historical portrait. of Calder6n as secular dramatist. 
The ethical criticism on Calder6n's comedias, which has 
become so prolific in the years since the first epoch-making articles 
of A. A. Parker, contains two methodological principles which 
need to be corrected. 2 First, it sees Calder6n as a remodt'ler of 
earlier plays and of historical and mythological sources with the 
intention of using them to exemplify a moral or theological 
insight. 1 St'condly, it elt'vates Caldt'ron's autos sacramentales into 
tht' position of a canon of intt'rpretation for the comedias. With 
respect to tht' first difficulty, many critics have tried to state 
unequivocally what Calder6n's "messagt'" was in individual 
comedias or in his handling of the genre as a whole. They have 
tht'11 organizt'd the dramatic material created by Calderon in 
accordance with the abstract theme. It is usually found that 
Caldt'ron was a master craftsman in making all the elements of a 
play contribute to the illustration of precepts. As an orthodox 
Counter Reformation dramatist, critics have usually limited his 
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repertory of themes to Christian doctrine or to classical 
Aristotelian or Stoic ethics, in short. to the officially accepted 
dogmas of his time. 
In the second place, it is assumed that Calder6n's thought is 
most "pure" in his doctrinal autos and that the best way of 
unlocking the secrets of the comedias is to find equivalent 
phraseology, characters, and dramatic situations in the autos.4 
Thus Calderon's whole dramatic output, both secular and 
religious, is seen as the expression of one consistent world-view, 
which turns out to be more or less congruent with orthodox 
Thomism. 5 
The doctrines of Thomism, as can be gleaned from certain 
portions of the Summa Theologiae, posit intellect as man's 
highest faculty in his dealings with worldly beings, including his 
fellow human bemgs. Since intellect converts material things into 
non-material concepts and non-materiality automatically brings 
any creature closer to God, it is nobler, according to Thomism, for 
a human being to comprehend his fellow creatures intellectually 
than to love or to hate them. In his relations with angels and God, 
the reverse is true: it is nobler for a human being to love God than 
to know about him. The conclusion to be drawn from these 
doctrines is that human conduct should be guided by "right 
reason" and that all desires and aversions should be filtered 
through the human being's tree. rational will (called af>Petitus 
intellectivus in Scholastic Terminology.) 
There is no question that this view is verbally expr<'sscd in 
countless passages from Calder6n's comrdias. These HT\' 
passages, however, are set in dramatic contexts that give them a 
different orientation. It is one thing to hear the above doctrines 
proclaimed in a sermon or to read them in a theological treatise 
and quite another to hear them expressed by a dramatic character 
who has vital interests at stake. From the minute the curtain rises 
on Act I, Calderon's characters are involved in a worldly situation 
which conditions their behavior. This aspect of the comedias is 
lost if we take certain characters as mouthpieces for the ideas that 
Calderon was trying to put across. The same happens if we regard 
certain other characters merely as examples of behavior that 
Calder6n condemns. A. A. Parker has rightly observed that there is 
a mixture of prudence and imprudence in most Calderonian 
protagonists, but he uses this fact to support the Christian doctrine 
that even the best human actions are tainted by man's general 
sinfulness. 6 He never relinquishes the idea that his version of the 
Christian moral code is the right measuring-stick by which to pass 
ethical judgments on the characters. 
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Yet if we take a closer look at the characters that Calderon 
employs, it becomes clear that he is not portraying the behavior of 
human beings in general, but rather of a group of aristocrats of 
various epochs and places, a group whose concerns tend to run in 
certain well-defined directions. The characters are involved in 
these conflicts willy-nilly because they are born into the 
aristocratic group by virtue of their sangre ilustre; this trait was 
considered in Spanish baroque ideology to be one of the causas 
ministras that God's providence used for its inscrutable ends.7 It is 
true that these heroes strive after virtud, but their virtue cannot be 
adequately defined in terms of Biblical or even Thomistic 
Christianity. It is tied to the needs of a social estate to maintain 
itself in its prestige and power. In personal and matrimonial life, 
this implies maintaining one's honor; in political life, it means 
exercising successfully the art of statecraft; and in religion, it 
implies saving one's soul. In one sense it could be said that the 
subject-matter of the comedias consists of conflicts between the 
contradictory patters of virtue which the nobleman is called upon 
to fulfill. 
Most of Calderon's comedias are court dramas, which posit in 
dramatic form and with heightened conflictiveness the personal 
and social factors which enter into the art of survival in the highest 
strata of an absolute monarchy. The ideology of 17th century 
Spain (fervent Catholicism, inherited honor, nationalism, and 
courtly love) and the practical realities (competition for honors 
and posts, imperial wars, economic collapse) find their way into 
Calder{m's comedias in the form of absolute demands on the 
characters' ingenuity and loyalty. The plot of the drama shows 
how they navigate their way through these obstacles. 
Given the exigencies of the anguished conflicts into which 
Calderon throws his characters, it often happens that the 
traditional domination of reason over passion is reversed: 
characters who are in the grip of passion will use reason to justify 
an action already performed or about to be performed. At certain 
moments of insight, they become aware of what they are doing 
with reason's help. In La estatua de Prometeo, for instance, the 
populace of the Caucasus has split into two factions led by the 
twin brothers E pirneteo and Prorneteo. The two groups argue 
verbally until their discussion breaks down and it becomes 
necessary to resort to arms. Epimeteo declares: "Ya no es tiempo, 
si han de razonar las armas, que lidien los argumentos." This 
sentence summarizes the attitude toward reason that I have just 
described; thoughts are weapons in a battle whose cause was not 
originally determined by reason.Yet the orthodoxy of 17th century 
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Spain required that this instrumentality of reason be hidden and 
that the characters verbally insist that their actions are based on 
Reason as transmitted by the authority of the classics and the 
church. 8 Thus classical precepts and religious dogmas are 
submitted to a sophistical distortion so that they can be used to 
prove the points which the speaker needs to prove in order to 
rationalize his desires and obligations. 
We may illustrate these tendencies by examining the four 
principal characters of one of Calderon's political dramas, La gr an 
Cenobia. 
The first character to appear on stage is Aureliano, who begins 
the play dressed in the animal skins that are often used by Calderon 
to symbolize the natural man who is ruled by sense appetite. He 
comes across a crown and scepter which have been left on the rocks 
in the forest. It turns out that the former Emperor had passed that 
way after defeat in battle and had left the crown and scepter there. 
Aureliano takes the royal accoutrements, drawn by an instinctive 
desire for the power they represent. All through the play, 
Aureliano is characterized by the same irreflexive passion, which 
makes him take things at their face value and react emotionally on 
a superficial understanding. 
When the leader of his army, Decio, returns from the war against 
Cenobia and admits defeat, Aureliano immediately strips him of 
his position and proudly boasts that he is going to conquer 
Cenobia himself. His rashness is due to two factors: a lack of 
forethought and a lack of experience. Decio has an advantage over 
the new emperor in that he has already tried to vanquish the 
Oriental queen and knows how powerful she is in military 
strength and personal attractiveness. In other words, Decio has 
gone through a process of desengario, not so much in the Christian 
sense of learning that worldly things are transitory, but rather in 
the secular sense of learning just how things stand in this world. 
The most important fact these characters have to learn is that, as 
Aureliano says, esto es mundo. Aristocratic valor must be 
tempered by pragmatic knowledge of facts, often referred to by 
Calderon in the term tocar la ocasi6n. Aureliano is not 
blameworthy because he has strong desires. Quite the contrary; 
such brio is one among several signs of noble blood. It is his 
inability to subject the passions of the blood to the active power of 
practical reason that makes him ineffective in maintaining his 
position. 
This pragmatic faculty is, in its turn, a product of experience 
and not of abstract speculation. Such a lesson was taught time and 
time again to the aristocratic class of Spain as it discovered that 
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naming an armada Invincible did not necessarily make it so; that 
the "wisdom" employed in expelling the moriscos did not make 
this policy any less disastrous for Spain's welfare; and that 
theologically- based not ions oft he king as a" god on cart h" did not 
prevent court favorites like Lerma and Olivares from practically 
taking the reins of government into their own hands. These 
experiences and others underlie the typically Calderonian image 
of Aureliano boasting about his superiority over C:cnobia in one 
scene and in the next scene fleeing from her army in the heat of 
battle. 
Aureliano's rashness puts him in grave difficulties when, in 
flight from the pursuing enemy, he promises his crown to a 
masked soldier who offers to safeguard his escape; the stranger is 
none other than Decio. When the latter appears before the 
Emperor in the middle of the triumphal procession, unmasks, and 
demands his reward, Aureliano shields himself with an ingenious 
syllogism: I) A man without honor is not capable of receiving any 
honors, " ... porque un hombre sin honor no es capaz, con tan ta 
afrenta, de honra alguna." 2) Decio was stripped of his rank, 
therefore he has no honor. 3) Therefore, Aureliano cannot and is 
not obligated to share his crown with Decio. The reasoning is 
sophistic, but Decio cannot question it because Aureliano wields 
the imperial power at the moment. 
The antagonism which Aureliano has created throughout the 
play, however, catches up with him and he dies at Decio's hands, 
having lost the support of the people and the army. He has 
practiced a politics of self-aggrandizement like that of Graci{m's 
H eroe, but has not learned the raz{m de estado de si mzsmo, the art 
of governing oneself, which the Jesuit philosopher considers 
absolutely necessary to become a hero in the circumstances of 
monarchical and imperial states. For instance, when Aureliano 
has heard Libio's plan to capture Cenobia, he wants to proceed to 
action immediately and exhorts: "Pues no hagan las razones 
estorbo con sus vanas ilusiones." There is a scorn for deliberation 
and judgment in his words. 
The emperor's antagonist is Cenobia, queen of the Orient, who 
really has no more legitimate claim to her throne than Aureliano 
has to his, since according to the custom of her kingdom, a woman 
should not succeed to her husband's throne when there is a male 
heir, in this case a nephew, Libio. She gains favor with the nation 
by winning several important battles, so that when her husband 
Abdenato dies, she is acclaimed by the people and the army. 
lT nlike Aureliano she becomes a raz6n de estado unto herself and 
her prudence allows her to navigate the turbulent waters of 
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politics with greater security. She runs into difficulty because she 
falls in love with the Roman general Decio, and at an important 
juncture at which the latter is the only soldier guarding the 
passage to Aureliano's tent, she does not push her troops forward 
ruthlessly, but respects Decio's life and his moral position of 
loyally. Thus spared, Aureliano has a chance to kidnap her. At the 
beginning of Act III, when Cenobia is dragged through the streets 
of Rome in a triumphal procession, it seems as if she has been led 
to political downfall by two motives that form part of every 
normal human being: family ties and erotic love. Yet Cenobia' s 
prudence receives its reward at the end of the play; Decio 
assassinates Aureliano and offers to marry Cenobia and rule 
joinlly with her. Cenobia's desire for power and her love are both 
satisfied in some measure. Her fortunate condition at the close of 
the play can be said lO be a result of her intelligent balancing of 
two passions: ambition and love. If she had been like Aureliano, 
she would have st<:>eled h<:>rs<:>lf against Decio' s manly charms. If she 
had succumbed completely to lov<:> from the beginning, she would 
have surrendered her kingdom's sovereignty without a fight. 
To equate the practical-intellectual prudence of Cenobia with a 
sort of single-minded following of abstract moral principles 
would make Calderon's drama infinitely less interesting than it is. 
Even the most innately moral of his characters are not unwilling to 
use all the means at their disposal to achieve a prudent goal. In 
Cenobia's case, she is obliged to use her natural b<:>auty to try to 
meh Aureliano's heart by pretending to be in love with him. She 
reasons that, since women are generally weak, beauty is their 
nalUral weapon. She therefore is now fulfilling her natural role by 
trying to conquer Aureliano in this way:" ahora si que soy mujer, 
ahora si lo he parecido; pues con mis armas ofendo, I cuando a un 
barbaro pretendo veneer con amor fingido!" Since Aureliano has 
mastered her by cunning, she must do the same to gain her 
freedom. 
Each of the two protagonists has a male subaltern who plays a 
role almost as important as that of the ruler. Decio, the general of 
the Roman army, both before and during Aureliano's reign, 
represents from the very beginning the rational or prudent man 
which Segismundo becomes at the end of his play and which 
Aureliano never becomes. U pcm his return in Act I from a war 
against Cenobia, he confesses his defeats, both military and 
amorous, to Aureliano, who has nothing but scorn for his 
"cowardice". Decio is offended, but remembers that "la continua 
rnudanc;a dt>l tiempo me da esperanza; qut> no hay en !eyes de 
amor, ' ni tirano sin temor, ni ofendido sin venganza." 
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Note at this point that Decio is not renouncing his desire to gain 
Cenobia's love, but is merely postponing it. There is an important 
psychological difference between the humble-minded character 
who refuses worldly things because continual change will 
eventually take away all possessions, and the patient but 
determined man of action who depends on time's changeability to 
bring around an opportune moment for him to take vengeance or 
fulfill his desires. In the 17th century Spanish concept of morality, 
J. A. Maravall points out the following essential feature: 
(S Ji en algunos <av" se esnH ha el eco area ii ante de! tcma med in al y ascetico 
de! 'dt' conternptu mundi' co mo preparaci6n a una disciplina religiosa, t'll el 
siglo harroco se obsn\'a comunmentc en la materia un considerable gr ado de 
seculari1acic'in qtw hacequc de la practic a dt' la desconfian1a ante cl mundo \' 
cl hombre, todos procuren sacar las convcnientes artcs para \'t'tHcrlos en 
provecho propio.9 
Dt'cio is n·nainlv the charactn who holds the most abstract 
concept of duty; in this sense h(' fits best into the traditional 
Scholast i< id('a of a wise or prud('nt man. I le subordinates both his 
!me for Ccnobia and his hatred for Aureliano to the requirements 
of his patriotic duty as general of the Roman armv. F\Tll whcn 
personally confrnntcd by Cenohia 011 the bridge leading to 
Aurcliano's tcnt, he stands firm and rduses to let hn pass, 
combating hn persuasion with the word of honor he gave to 
dcfcnd the empernr's person. At the beginning of:\ ct III, although 
he docs not repent of ha\·ing been loyal, he m·verthcless admits to 
himself that his lmaltv has resulted indirectly int he capture of the 
woman he loves: "(P]ues la ventaja que muestra en este triunfo 
Aureliano, es que en SUS fortunas tengan el un lea! que le 
guarde, y ella un traidor que la venda." Once again we see the 
typically Calderonian contrast between the viewpoint of a 
particular moment at which loyalty seems a mistake and that of 
the play as a whole, from which it appears that Decio's loyalty is 
ultimately instrumental in making him emperor. The people trust 
him because of his refusal to surrender to Cenobia in previous 
battles. In other words, in spite of his final act of regicide, Decio is 
loyal to Rome in the abstract, and ends up satisfying his love 
interest as well. 
Decio is finally determined to commit regicide by the sight of 
Cenobia imloring Aureliano and apparently in love with him. 
Since this love is feigned, the final emotional jolt that stirs Decio to 
action is accidental since he reacts to a situation he does not under-
stand and since his arrival on stage at that moment is contingent 
and unmotivated. No matter that shortly thereafter Cenobia 
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explains the real situation to him and their lovers' quarrel is 
resolved; Calderon has seen fit to use a dramatic peripecia, which 
is typical of the Lopesque style of comedia, to detonate the 
growing thoughts and emotions of indignation against 
Aureliano. Again the Scholastic doctrine of reason and passions is 
superceded by a more modern psychological representation. Just 
like the Calderonian "husbands of honor", Decio requires a" last 
straw" to serve as a catalyst for an action that in this case appears 
reasonable and laudable to the other characters. It is peculiar that 
the more personal motive of jealousy is a stronger force than 
military or political revenge; Decio makes his resolution in these 
terms: "[M]uera un fiero emperador; no porque ofendi6 mi 
honor, no porque triunf6 de ti; porque me dio celos si, que ya 
es agravio mayor." There are other passages in the play which 
suggest that love toward the opposite sex is an almost invincible 
passion that must be given its due for a person to be fully human. 
Aureliano, the real hombre-fiera of the play, is surprisingly the 
one who resists Cenobia's charms, although he is forced to admit 
at one point: "[S]in duda no advirti6 tal belleza el que pens6 
que era libre el albedrio." 
Decio's opposite is Libio, the traitor, who instead of being 
activated by a wide range of human motives, has only one facet to 
his character, the ambition to rule. Cenobia is superior to him 
however, in popularity and military prowess, so Libio resorts to 
treachery in order to obtain the throne. His strategy is to offer his 
services to Aureliano as kidnapper of Cenobia. When this plan 
backfires, Libio's second attempt at power is to try to murder 
Aureliano, which occurs coincidentally at the very moment Decio 
attempts the same act. In the final scene, both the loyal Roman and 
the tredwrous Oriental attempt at different moments to kill 
Aureliano in his sleep, but each is forced to hide because the other 
arrives. Two patterns of behavior, as morally different as night and 
day, end with the same act, thus relativizing the sharp distinctions 
that moral theologians liked to make between the consequences of 
virtue and vice. 
In fact, both Libio and Decio, when they try to stab the emperor, 
hurl the same four epithets at him: barharo, tira110, soberbio, cruel. 
This svmrn('try is eithn dut' to a lo\'e of exact parallelisms on 
Caldcn'm's part or it shows that such value judgments tend to lose 
their sharp contours in the arena of royal politics, a fact which 
becomes clear in the final scene. Decio orders Libio put to death, 
presumably for ha\'ing kidnapped C:cnobia, Decio's wife-to-be 
For this act, he deserves the designation of traldor. Libio, on the 
other hand, calls Aurcliano crurl because he deprived the former of 
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the reward he had promised in return for the kidnapping. 
Although Decio claims to be executing Libio and Irene for their 
crimes, we know that another fundamental motivation is to assure 
his life and Cenobia's against further assassination attempts. 
The entirety of La gran C enobla, then, presents a veritable 
labyrinth of political and personal means and ends. This, of 
course, can be said of most of Calderon's dramas of royalty, but 
what stands out here is the character of Decio as the most well-
rounded and at the same time contradictory. We may venture to 
suggest that he turns out to be the most "positive" character 
precisely because of his sensitivity to several opposing demands on 
his emotions, his judgments and his actions. 10 His prudence 
consists in his being a middle term between the passion-bound 
Aureliano and the cold calculator Libio. He contains the one grain 
of madness, in the form of jealousy, that puts a rational prudence 
into motion, a prudence which by intellectual considerations 
alone might have remained forever deliberating and never have 
acted. Without a doubt, Calderon has repeated in La gr an Cenobia 
his characteristic parallelism of virtuous characters and 
treacherous characters with the final triumph of the former. Yet 
the virtuous man's triumph here is not a merely providencial act, 
as in certain other plays. It depends also on a strong will which is 
determined to obtain whatever it wills, whether the object be 
proper or improper according to classical ethics. 11 This can be 
done because the very Scholastic method of argument from 
authority has been developed to such a subtle degree that any 
measures taken can be justified by the ingenious application of a 
traditional precept. 
All of the above tendencies in Calderon's secular dramaturgy 
make the plays into a reflection in some sort of the epoch lived by 
the Spanish aristocracy under the final century of Hapsburg rule. 
The increasing divorce between the ideological foundations of the 
Spanish empire (mainly Scholastic theology) and the actual 
course its rulers followed is reflected in the profound ironies of 
Calderon's discourse and in the contradictions between speech and 
action which characterize his dramatic sty le. 
For one matter, in spite of the fantastic atmosphere and the 
"irrealism" of Calderon's style, his comedlas do share with the 
social milieu in which they were performed the sense that, in 
Calderon's own phraseology, las armas razonan. The most intense 
intellectual debating between characters can be interrupted by the 
offstage cry, iGuerra, guerra! Likewise, sweet music and idyllic 
love scenes are cut off by the outbreak of battles and contention. 
Many characters recognize, either with admiration or with horror, 
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that might can override abstract right and, in an absolute 
monarchy, must do so to maintain a situation of power. 
Compulsion is recognized as a force that manipulates its victims 
without their consent. Eraclio of En la vida todo es verdad y todo 
rnentira, when forced to flattn a tyrant he despises, mutters an 
aside: T irania, i que no arrastras? This phrase could have bet'n 
uttered by innumerable Spanish courtiers who, under late 
Hapsburg rule, were forced lO fawn and flatter their superiors in 
order to maintain their ecclesiastical and bureaucratic posts. 
Arms, as well as economic necessity, social convention, the will of 
tyrants, and fate, have a hard logic of their own which, time after 
time, comes into conflict with intellectual reasoning or the desires 
of the heart. 
The other half of the expression (las argumentos lidian) 
expresses the notion that reason is not only capable of being 
crushed by force, but also becomes a type of weapon in its own 
right. In intellectual matters, the prime requisite is invenci/m, the 
art of finding (invenire) arguments and rhetorical devices to win 
practical battles, to justify victories or to excuse failures. In this 
connection it is interesting to study how the doctrines of the divine 
right of kings had to be modified when it became evident that a 
valido like Olivares could be a better ruler than the king himself. 
The same tendency is found in the religious controversies of the 
17th century, in which the Company of Jesus, for example, saw its 
theological debating against heretics as a quasi-military 
operation. The intellect is not the discoverer of new truth, but a 
rearranger of old truths for new purposes.12 
Thus, the fate of Calderbn's secular characters, their successes 
and failures, the passions they undergo, and the plans they carry 
out, instead of merely reinforcing a divine teleological view of life, 
such as that which so many ethico-religious critics uphold, 
actually undermines this view in an unconscious way and shows 
how inadequate it is to explain occurrences and advise patterns of 
behavior in the circumstances in which Calder6n's aristocrats find 
themselves: a secularized state, powerful enemy nations with new 
religious, political, and economic forms, all of which posed great 
theoretical and practical problems for a regime of aristocratic 
privilege. 
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Vargas Llosa's La t{a Julia y el escribidor: 
The New Novel and the Mass Media 
Ellen McCracken 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
Many of us r('ly upon companmenlalized conceplions of culture 
to distinguish such areas as mass culture and high culture. 1 \\'ith 
the rapid dcvelopmelll of the mass media in this century, several 
imponant wrilt'rs have forced readers to re-examine lhesc cultural 
separations. Proceeding beyond the general changes which\\' alter 
Benjamin anributed to mass reproduced an, many important 
twe111ieth century novelists have mcrtly joined mass culture to 
high culture in their writing. Within the Anglo-American 
tradilion, for exam pk lhe works of writns such as Joy(('. Dos 
Passos, and Mailer queslion these traditional cultural divisions. In 
Latin America, novels by Lcfiero, Cort{1zar, and Puig' proceed 
en·n further, requiring that those of us who traditionally study 
high culture begin to examine the nature of mass culture as well. 
Mario \'argas Llosa's recent novel La tfa Julia y el escribidor 1 
reminds us continually of the difficulty of mainlaining such clear-
cut divisions. Oslensibly an aulobiography of lhc novelist's life in 
lhe early 1950s when he worked at a radio station in Lima, the 
non·) is slructured colltrapuntally. The autobiographical 
chapters arc alternall'd with literary parodies of the radio dramas 
written by the hackwriler Pedro Camacho and broadcast on the 
station in lhose years. Readers who heretofore might havc claimed 
disinterest in or e\'en disdain for mass culture must now come to 
grips with it lhroughout an l'ntirc novel. In l'ncountering the 
coexistence of elements from high and mass culture within a 
single text, one is confronted not only with\' argas Llosa's wcll-
wrought critique of radio, Peru's principal t'lectronic medium of 
the 19:)0s, hut \A.'ith the writer's arnbi\'alcnt attitude toward lhc 
mass media as well. 
Media Criticism: Infrastructure and Ideology 
The novel makes an important conlribulion lo media crilicism 
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by cxposingsevnal asp<'ctsofthe industry's infrastructure(i.c., th<' 
main ia I ( ond it ions oft h<' media's organ i1at ions uch as O\\'ll('lsh i p 
and I<'< lrnologvl as well as its supnstructural role in th(' formation 
of idt'ologv. Initially, the chaptns of autobiography rcv<'al t ht' day 
to dav 1 elations of prodw tion at Radio Panamnicana in I .ima 
whn(' \'argas I.losa work<'d as nt'\\'S dir<'ctor in tht' 1950s .. \t the 
base of thes(' rclations, as the writer shows, \\·as the common 
ow nnsh i p of P anamnicana and its sister st at ion Radio Ccn t ra I by 
the Gt'naro fathn and son team. The concentration of mcdia 
O\\'IH'r,hip \\·hich \'argas Llosa portra\s through the (;('naro 
famih points to tht' pattern charactni1i11g media dl'\clopment not 
only in Peru but throughout Latin America.~ Thus, the nmd's 
prntra\ al ol this infra-.11 uctural component of Pnuvian radio in 
tht' J<FJOs i' an important expose of the cont<'mporan so( ial 
organi1atio11 of the mt'dia in I ,;it in Amt·1 ica and not nwrcly an 
isolated instawc of misuse of a mass lll<'dium. 
Continuing this critique of the media's infrastructure, the 
novelist shows that the father and son owners exaggerated what 
was an only slightly distinguishable difference between the 
cultural quality of the two stations. Radio Central was supposedly 
lt'ss "cultural" with fewer news itt'ms, much Indian and tropical 
music, tekphone rt'quests and radio dramas. Pananwricana, on 
the other hand, played jazz, rock, classical music and the latest hits 
from N t'W York and Europe. The owners emphasized thest' 
questionabk distinctions in quality not only to promote ft'elings 
of superiority on the part of one sector of the listening public ovt'r 
another, but to encouragt' similar sentimt'nts among the workers 
at the stations. For example, as Genaro-hijo was excitedly 
announcing that the ratings of Radio Central had gone up twenty 
perct'nt in two wet'ks because of the new radio dramas, Vargas 
Llosa's assistant, who worked for the sister station Panamericana, 
asked for a comparable twenty percent salary increast'. Tht' owner 
answered by promoting the spurious cultural distinction betwet'n 
the two stations: "U stt'des no trabajan en Radio Central sino en 
P anamericana ... N osotros so mos una estaci6n de bu en gusto y no 
pasamos radiott'atros." ( 114 ). We set' clearly that this false cultural 
hierarchy was used to mask reality: more than likely Genaro-hijo 
hoped that his employees would forget that these two ostensibly 
different stations had the same owners who would both bendit 
from the rise in ratings no matter on which station the radio 
dramas appeared. 
Vargas Llosa as novelist continues to discrt'dit this false cultural 
hierarchy by an amplified comparison between the content of 
Panarnericana's news broadcasts and that of Central's radio 
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dramas. I 11 I h(' car Iv I <J:>Os I hl' young wri ln 's job as news dinTlor al 
Panarnnicana had <onsistl'd of clipping intncsting ar!iclcs from 
newspapers and editing them lo be read on the air. As if this copy 
of an already inferior model were not bad enough, his assistant 
Pascual was "enamoured of calas!rophes" and Ill <:\'cry 
unsuper\'iscd rnonH'lll broadcast the entire news bulletin around 
scandal items. The affinity between these broadcasts of scandal 
items and hackwriter Pedro Camacho's radio dramas al Radio 
Central is quite apparent !O the reader, as we will see. 
Panamericana mav not haH' broadcast radio dramas as the owner 
had boasted, but it did its share !O lower the intellectual capacities 
of the public through these news broadcasts of radio-drama 
qualitv. 
Another infras1ruc1ural component of Peruvian radio in the 
1950s which the novel exposes was the market relations of the 
radio dramas themselves. \\' c learn 1ha1 !he programs \Vere 
purchased from station CMQ in Cuba owned by the radio-
1devision czar, Goar Mestre. Mestre's high prices as well as 
I i11guis1ic difficuhies-Cu ban isms which had 10 be 1ra11sla1ed into 
Penn ian expressions-and !ht' loss of or damage 10 entire chapters 
in the mail made this market system for mass culture increasingly 
less desirable for the Peru\'ian radio station owners. The novel 
recounts 1ha1 consequently, in a type of mass cultural impon 
subs1itu1io11, the ownns hired the famous Pedro Camacho to write 
and produce radio dramas directly at the station. Throughout the 
novt'l we see the effects of this substitution 011 Camacho-his 
reification in the mass cultural commodities he produced to 
replace the Cu ban radio dramas. I 11 effect, the hack writer and his 
work were turned into commodities 10 substitute for those 
previously imported from Mestre. In !he owner's words, Camacho 
·· ~ o es u11 hombre sino una industria. "( 17 ). Though he had begun 
with four radio dramas per day, due 10 their success he soon was 
producing Im daily. This included writing, directing, and 
sometimes acting in the plays. \\' e are told that Camacho spell! al 
leas! !en hours per day writing and seven in the studio rehearsing 
and recording; in effect. he had become a machine for producing 
radio dramas. 
Though the picture of !he media's infraslrnclun· which the 
nm d gives is much more ex1e11si\'(', one further example should be 
noted. The no\'elist recounts the imponant role of the ad\'ellising 
agrncies in Latin America as early as the 1950s. The l '.S.-owned 
'.\1 <Cann Erickson, now the largest ad agency in the world is 
nfrrred to by name. Its Bolivian branch had assured the owners of 
Panamericana and Radio Central that Pedro Camacho's radio 
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dramas had the largest audiences in Bolivia, where the hack writer 
had previously worked. Camacho and his mass cultural products 
were thus a low-risk <ommodit\' for which this transnational 
advertising agency could guarantee good sponsorship in Peru. It is 
to\' argas L losa 's credit that he poi 11 ts out these cconrn n ic relations 
which lie at the base of Peruvian mass culture. 
Several of the ideological effects which resulted from this 
organization of the Peruvian radio in the 1950s are also delineated 
in the novel. We have seen, for example, how the pattern of 
concentration of ownership common not only in Peruvian radio 
but throughout the Latin American media was ideologically 
disguised by the pseudo-distinctions the owners made between the 
cultural quality of the two station. The fragility of this ideological 
ploy becomes evident as the novel exposes one of the effects of the 
media on human consciousness. In this case, Vargas Llosa 
himself, a character in the autobiographical chapters of the novel, 
is a victim of the media's confusing lack of real distinction between 
its programs. Overhearing his assistants recounting a fire, Vargas 
Llosa assumes it to be a news item. Instead, he is told that it is 
actually an episode from Camacho's 11 :00 radio drama. There is so 
little difference between the content of the news bulletins and 
Camacho's radio programs that they are easily confused. As 
Adorno and Horkheimer had pointed out in the early 1940s, the 
content of mass media programs only appears to change, giving 
the fat:ade of variety and innovation from program to program.s 
The novel shows that one result of this absence of real variety is the 
inadvertent confusion of fiction and reality. 
It was not only the news which exhibited structural and 
thematic similarities to the radio drama. Vargas Llosa's romance 
with his aunt,] ulia Urquidi in the early 1950s began to take on the 
characteristics of Camacho's soap operas. Most likely, the reader 
will relate to the continuing episodes of autobiography which 
chronicle this" impossible love" with the same responses he or she 
has learned from the mass media: eager to discover the outcome of 
the romance, some readers will be annoyed by the technique of 
serialization which interrupts the flow of the autobiography with 
parodies of Camacho's radio dramas, and perhaps will be tempted 
to skip ahead to the later episodes. As we will see, however, one 
purpose of the novel's contrapuntal structure is precisely to check 
this impatience. 
Julia herself is portrayed as a victim of the mass media's 
ideologv. She analyzes hn relationship with \'argas Llosa as if it 
we!<' a radio drama: .. E 11 cl nwjor de los casos, lo nuestro duraria 
tn·s. ta! \'CZ unos cuatro afios, cs decir has ta quc <'IH uentn·s a la 
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rnocosita quc sera la mam{1 de tus hijos. Entonces me botar{1s y 
tend rt' quc seducir a otrn caballno. Y aparece la pal a bra fin. "(206). 
\'argas Llosa reminds hn that the media's structun's and thought 
patterns which ha\'t' appeared in Julia's \'iew of the situation show 
the harmful dfrcts of listening to radio dramas. Julia's reply is 
that Camacho's soap operas deal with totally diffnent themes and 
thus are not influencing her in this case. We see in Julia, then both 
the media's formation of consciousness and the victim's inability 
to nTogni1c it as such. Human understanding of an ('Vent is 
shaped not only by the content of mass culture but by its form: 
Julia is com inced that\' argas Llosa will quickly leave her when 
he meets a \'ounger woman and her vision of this future moment 
assumes the form of a mm ic with the words "THE FND" 
appearing on the snn·n. 
The Media as Narrative Mode/ 
Though the novelist has developed an imponant critique of the 
mass media in these sections of autobiography, his ideological 1 
ambivalence is also visible in these chapters, as he examines the > 1 
interconnections between mass culture and art. The relation was a 
conflictive one for Vargas Llosa early in his career. In the 1950s 
and early 1960s, while trying to establish himself as a writer, he 
had worked at several jobs in the mass media, at one point at as 
many as seven simultaneously in addition to his law studies. 
Understandably, a conflict developed between literature and the 
mass media as each vied for a share in the twenty-four hour day.6 
He finally succeeded in establishing a more workable relationship 
between art and the mass media by the mid-1960s when he lived 
during the winters in England and traveled to Peru as a journalist 
every summer, utilizing thEse expEnse-paid trips to do rEsearch for 
his novels. 
At the time most of the events in this latest novel took place, 
Vargas Llosa was still experiencing the conflictive relation 
between art and mass culture. Writing in the late 1970s, however, 
he could not view this conflict as entirely negative: significantly, it 
had been precisely this arena of conflict between the two cultural 
modes which had engendered much of his early artistic 
production. Not without ambivalence, then, this latest novel 
incorporates the conflict as its subject, critically evaluating the 
nature of the clash. 
Together, thE mass media and art had offered the writer a series 
of narrative possibilities in this Early pEriod. The narrative models 
which filled Vargas Llosa's days at the time might be categorized 
as follows: I) the cinematic-the numerous movies he and Julia 
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saw; 2) the journalistic-Pascual's scandal-oriented news 
bulletins; 3) the radio-dramatic-Pedro Camacho's radio stories; 
and 4) the literary-Vargas Llosa's own artistic production, the 
early short stories. For example, though Vargas Llosa was paid to 
spend time editing his assistant Pascual's news bulletins, he was 
forced to hide his own artistic production by sneaking moments 
here and there to work on his stories. Symbolically, Pedro 
Camacho also exacerbated this conflict for Vargas Llosa: first, he 
was a full time writer who was paid to create narratives, and 
secondlv, he insisted that these radio dramas were art. 
Thou'gh Vargas Llosa was caught in a conflict between the 
news, the radio dramas, and his own short stories, he derived 
material for his literary production from this \Try clash. For 
instance, Pascual recounted what he insisted was an eyewitness 
version of young children playing at the airport and being lifted 
off the ground by the force of airplanes taking off. Relating this 
"news item" to a film he had recently seen (Bufiuel's f,os 
olvidados), Vargas Llosa wrote what he classified a realistic short 
story. One of his friends, howevt:'r, insisted that the story was more 
within the fantastic genre. Even brief reflection upon thedifficult-
to-believe content of the news item on which Vargas Llosa's early 
story was based, reveals a similarity to Pedro Camacho's 
exaggerated radio dramas. Vargas Llosa' s early artistic production 
had taken on the characteristics of three mass cultural 
representations: the news, the radio drama, and the movies. This 
influence on Vargas Llosa's artistic production perhaps helps to 
t'xplain the novelist's ambivalent attitude to the mass media: 
though certain mass cultural forms presented a conflict for his 
own artistic production, they sometimes served as the basis of that 
very art. 
Perhaps exacerbating Vargas Llosa' s ambivalence toward the 
mass mt'dia even further was a non-conflictive relation ht' was able 
to see betwt't'n chret' of the four narrativt' structures. In this case, 
rather than extrapolating literary material from the mass mt'dia, 
Vargas Llosa imposed the optic of mass culturt' upon real life 
events and then began to see the subject for a short story in tht'm. 
He recounted the process as if it were quite natural, with no 
overcones of threac or conflict between the mass media and 
literature. 
In one such t'Xample, Vargas Llosa refers to his Tia Julia, 
rt'cently widowed, who had been dating a senator who suffered 
from sexual impotence. As Julia rt'courns the history of the 
senator's problem to Vargas Llosa in the novel, one might have 
mistaken ht'r story for a soap opera or radio drama: while visiting a 
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prostitute in the l 1.S. in his youth, the senator had been 
interrupted bv a deformed robber who took his watch and money 
at knifepoint. Sin cc this traumatic experience the senator has been 
unable to han' normal sexual relations in spite of numerous 
medical consultations.Vargas Llosa's first thought upon hearing 
this soap-opera-like event from real life is that his ne\vs assistant 
Pascual would enthusiastically dedicate an entire news bulletin to 
the grotesque story. After mentally connecting the narrative and 
thematic structures of these two media versions of the events, the 
radio dramatic and the journalistic, Varga~ Llosa begins to think 
again about a short story account of the senator's tale. Perhaps he 
is consciously recounting this episode in La tfa ]ulla v el 
escrzbidor in order to compare his early literary endeavors to the 
worst products of the mass media. Whether or not this is the case, 
certainly, at least, we see the mass media's role in the process of 
artistic conceptualization of the young writer: a real event with 
radio dramatic overtones sets off a train of thought connecting the 
event to Pascual's scandal-oriented news bulletins and finally to 
the short story Vargas Llosa wants to write. We begin to 
understand why Vargas Llosa's attitude toward the media is 
ambivalent: though he can criticize the media's infrastructural 
organization and negative ideological effects, his early artistic 
production is indebted to the media on several counts. 
The figure of Pedro Camacho is an additional emblem ofV argas 
Llosa's ambivalence toward the media. In one sense, the novel as a 
whole might be seen as Vargas Llosa's vindication of Camacho's 
superior attitude toward the radio plays he produced, or at least the 
novelist's attempt to come to grips with his own conflicting 
feelings toward the hackwriter and his mass culture. Camacho, 
almost a radio-drama machine, insists that his mass cultural 
production was art. On the dav of his arrival, while taking a 
typewriter from the News Service Office, he tells Vargas Llosa: ''El 
arte es mas importante que tu Servicio de Informaciones, 
trasgo."(24). While we may be reluctant to classify Camacho's 
soap operas as art, we can certainly agree that, sadly enough, the 
news as it was broadcast at Panamericana in the 1950s was 
certainly not more important that Camacho's dramas. 
Camacho's routine of production, in itself, offered Vargas Llosa 
the chance to assert the hegemony of high culture: in La tfa] ulia y 
el escribidor the novelist would readapt into high culture what 
Camacho had originally taken from high culture. The hackwriter 
used what he termed" un viejo compafiero de aventuras," a huge 
volume, "Deiz Mil Citas Literarias de los Cien Mejores Escritores 
de! Mundo," subtitled, "Loque dijeron Cervantes, Shakespeare, 
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Moliere, etc. sobre Dins, la Vida, la Muerte, el Amor, el 
Sufrimiento, etc. .. "(67). This Readers Digest type of literary 
adaptation was the primary source of Camacho's mass cultural 
production. While he contended that he was creating art, we might 
see his radio dramas as adaptations of adaptations. One role of 
Vargas Llosa's novel, then, is a third adaptation of this material, 
this time in the direction of the original high cultural source. The 
novelist parodies Camacho's radio dramas in the short swries 
appearing as inserts between the episodes of the autobiography. 
The technique of self-conscious adaptation through parody and 
exaggeration enables Vargas Llosa to criticize mass culture 
humorously while introducing it into the mainstream of high 
cultural prodution in the tradition of Lenero, Cortazar, and Puig. 
We will see, however, that though he ultimately asserts the 
superiority of high culture, Vargas Llosa wavers between high and 
mass culture throughout the novel. 
Mass Cultural Adaptation of High Culture 
Tht" 111n!ia's function as a na11ati\'l· 111odd for Vargas Llosa 
medial('' his< karh critical attitude toward the infr;1qn1ctun· and 
idn>log\ of the (Ollllllllnications industn. rl1e n·-,ultanl 
am hi\ a knee ol the writer tcm·anl the media is' isiblc in the non·l's 
conltapuntal stn1ctun· in which< haplers of autobiography an· 
alternated with parodies of radio seriab. The nmcl is lramnl 1)\ 
the beginning and ending episodes of thi'> partial autobiograpll\ 
of his life in the earl\ l<J:}Os, followed bY a <OIHluding chaplet 01 
epilogue briefly summing up the decade following his marriage to 
his aunt. Julia l'rguidi. One dint ol this use of the 
autobiographi< al frame and epilogue is that the readn 1 es ponds to 
the nmd primarilY as autobiography. Consequently, the 
alte111ating ( haptns of radio drama parndv aff expnicnced as 
interrnptions in the main ston line. In dfrct, \'argas Llosa's 
panial autobiography has bccn S<"glllt'ntcd and seriali1cd within 
the nmd. The reader must paticntly wait fm the next installment, 
in the mean tim<" reading th<" exagg<"rated parodies of Pedro 
Cama( ho's radio dramas. 
The technique of serialization of an accepted literary genre, the 
autobiography, in effect allows Vargas Llosa to use the mass 
media against itself. This critique of mass culture by means of 
mass cultural techniques occurs in two stages in the novel. At first 
the serialization functions on its own, instilling the reader with 
impatience to know the outcome of Vargas Llosa's romance with 
his Aunt, only then to assuage this impatience as the reader 
becomes aware of the interaction of all of the novel's parts. 
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Serialization has been used to check or at least slow down readers 
who are outcome-oriented. 
I 11 referring to the use of the media against itself, I am of course 
spt'aking of tht' literary adaptation of mass media techniques. 
l 's(·d \\'ithin literaturt'. a media de\'ice can have a different effect 
than it nmmal h dot's. l' nl ike the sniali1at ion \\'hi ch usuallv 
occurs in the mass media (tht' fol/etz'n. the daih comic strip. the 
1t·lcvisio11 soap opera. or \\'Ct'kly series). a novel with internal 
sniali1atio11 affords the reader the opportunitv to study the entire 
collt'ction of segmt'nts together. At the same time, however, such a 
collect ion could also pnm it the reader to skip ovn the intervening 
parodies, gi\ ing frt·t· reign to the desire to discm·er the outcome. 
I I t·n· the dist i11ctio11 bt'twcen the mere use of the book form and a 
well-functioning novel is important. II\' argas Llosa had \vritten a 
book \\'hich merely collected segments of a serial, his critique of 
tht' mass media would be onh minimallv effective. (Compare. for 
exam pk. tht' papnba< k nmTlization of a movi<' or the fotonovel 
\nsions of n1m·ies \\·hi<h ha\t' recently appeared int he l'. S.) At 
tht' momt·nt tht' reader btTonws conscious of the essential 
intnplav bet \\'t't'n t lH' autobiographic sn t ions and the intn\'ening 
radio-drama parodies. s he has begun to t·xpericnce the text as 
litt·raturt', not mass culture. ldt'ally, the reader's response now 
ct'aSt'S to be guided bv tht' impatienn· to know the outcome. 
Though tht' book fonn docs enable one to skip the intt'rruptions, 
the cxperit'nn· of the work as a 110\'cl prohibits this. 
The autobiographical sections are further connected to mass 
culture through their affinity to the interview. The publishing 
industry, certain sectors of the mass media, and many literary 
academicians have elevated selected contemporary writers such as 
Vargas Llosa to the level of stars. More so today than at other 
historical moments, the successful writer is like a movie star, a 
public figure with a hidden private life. Periodically, elements of 
this private life are released (indeed, often sold) to the public in 
installments. Both the autobiography and the interview ser\'e this 
function of revealing parts of the star's or writer's private life. 
Several of Sara Castro-Klaren's observations on the function of 
the interview also apply to the role of the autobiography in 
contemporary society. 7 Characterized by Castro-Klaren as an 
important mainstay of the media, the interview's aim is to make 
the interviewee reveal personal secrets, capitalizing on the public's 
assumption that the hidden self equals the real artist. In fact, the 
interview is often considered more successful, the greater the 
number of surprises or contradictions it reveals between the public 
and private self of the celebrity. Here Castro-Klaren has touched 
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upon an important link between the interview and the media. Her 
argument can be expanded: undf:'r the ccmtf:'mporary organization 
of much of the world's mass mf:'dia, the interview can only 
function as a mainstay of the media as long as it shocks or at least 
surprises the public. Claiming to be constantly innovative, the 
media define newness in shallow terms, all of which stem from the 
market system of mass cultural creation and distribution. The 
media often claim thematic novelty through scandal, the unusual, 
or the shocking; the illusion of technical innovation and change is 
usually promoted through rapid camera shifts, changed formats, 
or new personalities, for examplt:>. An intf:'rview, too, cannot be 
successful without contributing to this artificial sense of novelty 
which the media requires: in most cast:' it must surprisf:' or shock 
the audience. 
In this light, Wl' can begin to understand what might be tnrned 
mass cu ltu1 al aspects oft he autobiographv. I I, too, releases hidden 
as pt'< Is of a f iglll c' s pi i \ate Ii fe for pri \'ate< onsu m pt ion. Its worth 
is often dl'tcrminl'd I)\ the numlwr and dcgn-e of shocks or 
slll pri-,es it 1 t'\'t'a h by 111HmTring these personal dctai ls. 1 ndecd, its 
selling pown i-, freqw·nth this vcrv ability to n·\cal previously 
unknown LI< b about a figuff's lift» 
{' ndt·rlying this market mechanism. as Castrn-Klarh1 points 
out \\ ith rl'spect to the in ten icw, is thl' assumption that the 
intt·nie\\('(:s public acb. such as \\Tiling, are insufficient or 
in<rnnplctc \<'l\im1' of the figure's real self. Thus. the interview 
will un<m·n the "behind-the-scene" storv of a novel or other 
pu bl i< cxprcssion. \' argas L losa' s pania I autobiography does this: 
tht' nmd lwgim to HTuperate a mass media function by revealing 
part\ of the public figme's private life, the story behind the famous 
litt'latuit· the author has produced. One(' again caught in an 
idt'ological amhivak1Ht'. \'argas Llosa is both affirming and 
d('ll\ ing tht' assumption that public litcran cxprt'ssio11 is an 
in<rnnplet(' picture of the writer: bv telling the story of his life 
dmi ng the Ill id 19.SOs, ht' val idatt's the split between I he public and 
pri\;tft' splwlt's and the notion that published literatun· is 
il](otnplctl', admitting that the storv llt'cds to be told. At tlH' same 
timt', the novel atlt'lllpts to dt'ny this split bv joining the 
prt'\ iou\h st'parate spht'rcs togt'thcr within one tt'Xl. 
Perhaps this wavering is a symptom of an even more extensive 
ideological ambivalence, also visible in the autobiography's 
recuperation of the mass media's functions. For although Vargas 
Llosa successfully criticizes the mass media in this novel, the 
affinities with the interview arc f:'Ssentially non-critical. In the 
context of speculation that the Boom is over, x the novelist is 
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perhaps adapting the autobiography toward mass culture more in 
an attempt to widen his readership than to novelistically expose a 
media technique. The industry of mass culture has proven 
repeatedly the marketability of an autobiography or interview of a 
public figure. By coupling this popular genre with a happily 
ending love story, Vargas Llosa perhaps exploits media 
techniques for his own economic purposes, rather than 
denouncing their manipulative character. 
High Cultural Adaptation of Mass Culture 
If the serializations of the autobiographic sections and their 
thematic critique of the media point to Vargas Llosa's concern 
with the contemporary mushrooming of the mass media and its 
effects on high culture, this concern is no less evident in the 
intervening parodies of radio dramas. By reversing the procedure 
of the autobiographical sections, this time adapting mass culture 
into high culture, these parodies function as inversions of the same 
problematic-the current, often conflictive interrelation between 
art and mass culture. Again in the parodic sections, and not 
without contradiction, we see Vargas Llosa's self-assertion as a 
novelist in the face of the media's growing predominance. 
Ostensibly, then, the traditional two voices of parody in these 
sections arc those of the short story and the radio drama. It initially 
appears that Vargas Llosa is asserting the dominance of a specific 
literary form, the cuento, over mass culture. Several pieces of 
textual evidence substantiate this reading of the parodies, a 
reading which is valid and useful at an initial stage of 
understanding the novel. To begin with, the parodies are written 
in the form of short stories rather than as radio drama scripts. 
Secondly, though the character of Pedro Camacho, the hack writer 
of mass culture, is the implied author of these sections, ultimately 
the mocking voice of Vargas Llosa is implicit in each parody. The 
writer of high culture is retelling these mass cultural episodes in 
his own terms. Significantly, the novelist has chosen a particularly 
weak moment for the media: the hackwriter has broken down like 
an overworked machine. 
Here one can amplify Jean Franco's contention that many of the 
parodic elements of the Latin American Boom are attempts to 
rebel against the authority of externally imposed cultural models. 9 
The two voices of parody, in Franco's words, the voice of "the 
other," of authority, and the voice of mockery, of destruction, in 
Vargas Llosa's case become respectively that of the rapidly 
growing mass culture and that of a high cultural form intent on 
reasserting itself despite the media's dominance. In his attempt to 
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discredit this pseudo-cultural force, \'argas Llosa parodies the 
media at otH' of its low moments, when mechanisms such as Pedro 
Camacho have gone awry. l 1 nderlying the humor and often 
grotesque exaggeration of these sections is an implied tone of 
SUfH'rioritv: the cun1tista and his high cultural aesthetic product 
poke fun at mass cu It ure from a posi lion of prestige and authority. 
Again\' argas Llosa's ideological ambivalence appears: ironically, 
throughout the novel this underlying sense of superiority is 
continually in contradiction with his implicit fear that the mass 
media's dominann' threatens the \·iability of high culture. 
As I noted, this reading of the parody sections represents an 
initial stage of understanding the novel: the short story asserts 
itself over mass culture in the ways outlined above. This reading is 
important not only because it offers a glimpse of a contemporary 
Latin American novelist's response to the growing predominance 
of the mass media, but because it reveals how Vargas Llosa's use of 
the mass media is different from that in the autobiographical 
sections. Again he seems to waver ideologically. Where 
serialization together with exposes of the infrastructure and 
superstructural effects of the mass media were used constructively 
to combat the effects of the mass media on human consciousness in 
the autobiography, the mass media is not used positively in the 
parodies. The extreme exaggerations allow the reader a certain 
aloofness; one is not caught up in the suspense of the parodies of 
radio dramas as is the case in the autobiographic sections. This 
aloofness permits the reader to identify with Vargas Llosa's 
implicit superiority, instead of allowing an understanding of mass 
culture from within. 10 In contrast, in the autobiographic sections, 
while continually caught up in the aspects of mass media, the 
reader is often at the same time made aware of this very 
dependence. 
The above reading of the parody sections remains incomplete, 
however, until it takes into account that they are also the writer's 
self-commentary on his own early short stories. Vargas Llosa 
signals this intention in various ways, ranging from the specific 
representation of the character Li tu ma of the short story, "Un 
visitante" in several of the parodic sections, to the more general 
level of thematic repetition of the grotesque throughout the 
parodies. 
In Chapter IV Sargento Lituma has now reached the formulaic 
"flor de la edad, la cincuentena" and has the exact characteristics 
of all of Pedro Camacho's male protagonists as they are referred to 
in the parodies: "frente ancha, nariz aguilefia, mirada penetrante, 
rectitud y bondaden el espiritu." (77). In Vargas Llosa's early short 
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story, Lituma appeared as an accomplice to the betrayal of a 
betrayer; the military police used a Jamaican informer to help 
them make an arrest and then left him behind to most likely be 
murdered by the prisoner's friends. Sergeant Lituma did his 
lieutenant's bidding and joined his fellow soldiers in laughing at 
the Jamaican's plight. In the novel's parody, Lituma must decide 
for himself whether or not to follow orders to kill a starving, naked 
black man whom the police have found running in the streets of 
Callao. This parody distinguishes itself from the others in the 
novel by dealing with a serious political theme but it ultimately 
undercuts itself by employing the light, humorous trappings of 
the radio serial. At the end, for example, we are left with Lituma 
pointing his gun at the black: 
Pero pasaron dos, tres. varios segundos y no disparaha. 2Lo haria? 
(Obedeceria? (Estallaria el disparo? 2Rodaria sobre las basuras 
indescifrables d misterioso inmigrante? (0 le seria perdonada la 'ida y 
huiria ciego, salvaje. por las afueras, mientras un sargento irreprochahle 
qucdaha alli, en medio de putridos olores y de! vaivi·n de las olas, confuso y 
adolorido por haber faltado a su deber? 2Como terminaria esa tragcdia 
chalaca? (I 03) 
Thus. though we suspect that Lituma has changed or is about to 
change from the character of the early story "Un visitante," the 
conventions of parody which Vargas Llosa is attempting to follow 
have prevented the ultimate unfolding of this change. One might 
argue that such an open ending is positive, allowing the reader to 
analyze the situation and decide how Lituma would finally act. In 
the context of the novel, however, this question is most likely not 
pondered because one is immediately reimmersed in Vargas 
Llosa's autobiography on the following page. 
Later this parody will itself be parodied. In Chapter XIV Jaime 
Concha, who had previously ordered Lituma to shoot the black 
man, now appears as a neighborhood curandero. We are told that 
he had resigned from the Guardia Civil after being ordered to 
execute a poor Oriental who had arrived in Callao. In Chapter 
XVI the facts ag;::in change: Concha is now a sergeant, Lituma is 
his Captain, and vague allusions are made to the black man's 
having been allowed to escape that night when a sergeant was to 
execute him. At this point Concha does shoot the black, and, 
according to the confused text, is thereby fulfilling the previously 
received order. Thus, Lituma's important decision, unresolved in 
the open ending of Chapter IV, has been deflected into examples of 
Pedro Camacho's character mistakes as his writing skills 
deteriorated. Parodic humor has again led us away from serious 
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considnation of the social issues involved in Lituma's decision. 
Other links between \'argas Llosa's early short stories and the 
parodies are the grotesque clements common to both. In the story 
"El abudo" the grandfather experiences pnverse pkasurc in 
seeing his grandson's fright before the flaming skull which the old 
man has deliberately arranged to scare the boy. A comparabl<:> 
perversity occurs in another story, "EI hcrrnano menor" in which 
the character, .Juan, as he advances to shoot an Indian with whom 
his brother is fighting, experiences serenity when realizing that he 
might accidentally kill his brother as well. (This story also offns a 
more specific comparison to the parody in chapter \'I in which a 
young girl accuses Cumercindo Tello of raping her. In "El 
hennano menor" Juan murders an Indian, only later learning that 
his sister's accusation that the Indian had raped her is false.) Other 
examples which vergt' on the grotesque include Leonidas in "El 
desafio" who passively watches his son die in a knife fight, in dfcct 
consenting to the death bv refusing to stop the fight when the 
opponent asks him to do so, and the compulsion of Rubt'n and 
Miguel in "Dia domingo" as they insist on swimming a race in the 
ocean one night in mid-winter after a drinking contest. 
These events are not repeated specifically in the novel but they 
recur in kind. One senses that many of the grotesque exaggerations 
of the parodies are commentaries not only on mass culture but on 
these very events from Vargas Llosa's early stories as well. For 
example, Gumercinclo Tello, the Jehova's Witness accused of 
raping the young girl in Chapter VI, threatens to castrate himself 
to prove his innocence. In episode VIII we read of Don Federico 
Tellez llnzategui, who has dedicated his life to exterminating all 
of the rodents in the nation, in order to compensate for the death of 
his small sister. Tellez had been in charge of watching her when 
they were young but had fallen asleep. When he awoke she had 
been eaten alive by rats. As Pedro Camacho begins to mix 
characters and events in the various radio dramas, the grotesque 
events become more unbelievable, often verging on the fantastic or 
Gothic. 
In effect, Vargas Llosa is using parody nol only to humorously 
denigrate mass cultural elements but aspects of his early short 
stories as well. Thus, the initial contention that the author is 
asserting the dominance of the short story over mass culture 
becomes problematic. Here the functioning of the novel as a whole 
is essential to fully understand the role of parody. At this second 
level of meaning, then, \'argas Llosa is attempting to assert the 
importance of one specific high cultural genre, the novel, over that 
of mass culture (the radio dramas) through these parodies. (A 
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similar intention might have partially inspired the grotesque and 
mass media elements of Pantaleon y lasvisitadoras, though in this 
earlier novel the grotesque elements are not obviously parodic of 
his early short stories.) Once again, the reader's experience of the 
novel primarily as autobiography is important. As chapters of a 
novel-autobiography, the parodies are not solely about mass 
culture or examples of Pedro Camacho's breakdown but also 
about Vargas Llosa's literary attempts in the 1950s and his 
progression to the novel in his post-l 950s writing. As previously 
noted, these early literary products were intimately connected to 
the mass media and Camacho's radio dramas. What is 
straightforwardly related in the autobiographic sections is 
substantiated and indirectly communicated through the parodies. 
If Camacho exacerbated the conflict between art and mass culture 
by insisting that his radio dramas were art, Vargas Llosa will 
attempt to obliterate this conflict (or at least render it innocuous) 
by rewriting Camacho's radio dramas as art. The novel can thus 
encompass both the writer's early literary production and the 
threat posed by mass culture as well. 
In the end. one senses that \'argas Llosa's primary conn·n1 is 
mon· with the IT\ itali1ation of the llo\cl as a genre than with the 
criticism of the mass media. Pnhaps hcsa\\' the launasa 11H·a11s to 
the former. Certainly tht' nmel sunet'ds in exposing many of tht' 
ideological effects of the mass lllt'dia on human consciousness and 
snt·ral aspects of the infrastructural organi1ation of the 
communications industry. It also examines the relations between 
art and mass culture in contemporan socictY and effcctin·ly uses 
the media against itself in the autobiographic sect ions. C:karh· the 
novel has achieved positive results in these lt'spccts. Though its 
readership will undoubtedly he small in comparison the the 
mi 11 ions of people\\' hose daily lives are affected by the mass media. 
at the \Try least it will increase the llt'W novd reader's 
consciousness of the mass media in contemporary Latin American 
society. At the same time. the ambi\·akncc toward the media \\'hich 
\' argas Llosa demonstrated at times in the nmTI tends to obscure 
the critique and suggests that he was interested in criticizing the 
media primarily as a means of nm-elistic t•xpcrimentation. 
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NOTES 
l. I distinguish between mass culture and high culture as follows: primarily 
produced to create profit, mass culture is a commodity bought and sold on the 
market; its ideological functions of upholding the prevailing order is perhaps 
secondary, though no less important. Its consumption by immense numbers of 
people is necessary both to the ensuring of profits and to the upholding of the 
predominant order. Obvious examples of mass culture include television 
programs, comics, magazines, advertising, radio dramas, etc. High culture, in 
contrast, is directed to an elite or special sector of society. One primarv operations 
rule which it establishes for i1self is that it cannot be understood by the majoritv of 
the popula1ion. High culture insists that one must be taught to understand and 
appreciate it. In contrast to mass culture, high culture prides itself on the small 
numbers of people reached. Examples include the masterpieces of world literature 
taught in the universities (the novels of the Boom), classical music. and the ballet. 
2. See for example, \' icmte l.efiero's Estudw Q, Julio Cortazar's /. ibro de Manuel 
and Fantomas Contra los vamfJiros multinacionales, and Manuel Puig's Boquitas 
pintadas. 
3. Mario\' argas Llosa, La tfajulla y el escribidor (Ban dona: Edi1orial Se ix Banal, 
1977 ). Subscqtwlll references will he to this edition and will he included in the text. 
4.For a succinct documentation of this concentration see Jeremy Tunstall.The 
Media Are American (New York: Columbia llniversity Press, 1977), especially 
pages I 66-177. 
5. Dia/retie of b1/1ghtenment (New York: Seabury Press, 1972), p. 125. 
6. Not uncommon in Latin America, this conflict continues to shape the conditions 
of production of many contemporary writers. \' icenle Lefiero, for example, was to 
experience a similar tension well into the 1960s, one which did not disappear for 
him as it did for Vargas Llosa when the Peruvian's novels had succeeded. See 
\'icentc Lefiero, f'icente Ler1ero (Mexico: Empresas Editoriales, 1967). 
7. "Interviewing and Literary Criticism," Ideologies and Literature, I (May-June 
1977), pp. 69-72. 
8. See for instance, Joseph Sommers, "l.iteratura e ideologia: la evaluacion 
novelistica <lei militarismo en \' argas Llosa," H ispamenca, 4 ( 1975 ), anejo I, pp. 
83-117, in which the boom is situated between 19:,9 and 1973. 
9. "La Parodie, le grotesque, et le carnavalesque: Qudques conceptions du 
pffsonnage dans le roman la1ino'amhicain," in I deologit'S, lltterature et societe en 
A mh1que-latine (Brussels: Edi1ions de l'l 1 niversiti· de Bruxelles, 1975), pp. 59-60. 
10. One might contrast it with Maneul Puig's parodic use of mass culture in 
Boqwtas t)intadas in wpich !he reader experiences the attractiveness of mass 
culture while simultaneous!\ learning to analyze it critically. 
A Peruvian Indigenista Forum 
of the 1920s: 
Jose Carlos Mariategui's Amauta 
David Wise 
Texas Woman's University 
During the decade I <)20-19'.Hl the sweeping rccxaminat ion o( 
Peru's Incaic heritage known as 111d1gn11.111w (lndianism) 
dominated much of the nation's intcllntual and cultural life. 
Social scientists. jurists, educational rdornwrs and political 
re\'olutionaries produced a spate of books. monographs, and 
essays dealing with the organization of social life under the Incas 
and with the contemporary natin· PtTU\'ian. Simultaneously, 
i11d1gr11is1110 replaced Lima-based crwll1s1110 as the dominant 
stvk in Peru\'ian arts. both \'isual and literan. rhc shifting of 
national atte11tion to the prminccs implied by ''Indianism" was, 
in turn, colllHTted to profound changes in Pnu's social stru<tun" 
notably to the massin· migration of highland jJrou111cw11os to the 
coast in the years immediately following the First \\'orld \\'ar. 
"Indianism" further played an important role in the nationalist 
rht·toric of the dc\'rn-ycar regime (l~ll9-l<).')()) of President 
Augusto B. Lcguia. Durillg Leguia's 1m1e1110 the figme of the 
Indian-frt·quently still a fanciful or semi-literary entity-
dominated much of Peru's ideological and artistic production. 
:\'e\crtheless, 111d1gn11s1110 IH'\Tr succeeded in coalescing into a 
stable and coherent ideology. 1 
The present study examines Peruvian indigenismo of the 1920s 
through the prism of Jose Carlos Mariategui's Amauta (Lima, 
1926-1930), one of Latin America's major "vanguardist" 
magazines of the decade.Until recemly, the Peruvian magazines of 
the I 920s, especially the" liulc" publications devoted lo literature 
and politics, have been largely neglected, although they constitute 
one of the most valuable sources of materials for the cultural 
history of the oncenio. Alberto Flores-Galindo has poimed out 
lhal the formation of an extra-university intellectual movemenl in 
Peru early in this century was lied lo two phenomena: a rise in the 
number of readers, accompanied by the opening of new book 
stores and publishing houses, and a dramatic increase in the lolal 
r 
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number of newspapers and magazines published throughout the 
country." Mariategui, clearly, occupies pride of place among 
Peru's "extra-university intellectuals," while his magazine 
Amauta continues to enjoy an international reputation for 
journalistic excellence. In addition, Amauta's recent 
republication ( 1976) in a high-quality facsimile edition has 
greatly simplified access to the magazine. 1 
The mid-1920s (especially 1926-1928) saw the appearance of a 
major cycle of Peruvian Indianist magazines, published both in 
the provinces and in Lima. Like the "vanguardist" magazines of 
the same decade, the Indianist journals generally had a small 
circulation and a short life span. N everthcless, the impressive 
number of these publications attests to the strength of the 
indigenzsta movement. Major titles include Koska (Cuzco), 
Attusparia (Huaraz), Kuntur (Cuzco), Boletin Titikaka (Puno), 
Chirapu (Arequipa), Inti (Huancayo), Puna (Ayaviri), La Sierra 
(Lima, directed by J. Guillermo Guevara), and others. 
Collectively, the Indianist magazines published much of the work 
of the social scientists, land-reformers, educators and creative 
writers who dealt with aspects of the "Indian problem" of the 
1920s. Only recently have such studies as Luis Enrique Tord's 
uneven El indio en las ensayistas peruanos, 1848-1948 and Marfil 
Francke Ballve's excellent "El movimiento indigenista en el Cuzco 
(1910-1930)" made effective use of indzgenista journals. 4 Case 
studies ot individual journals, however, have yet to appear, nor is a 
thorough study of the information network linking indigenista 
intellectuals through Peru yet available. 
Amauta, while perhaps most commonly remembered as "la 
primera rev is ta socialista marxista" of Latin America, also ranked 
both artistic vanguardism and Peru's· 'Indian problem'' among its 
principal concerns.s As Jes us Chavarria notes in his recently 
published] ose Carlos M ariategui and the Rise of Modern Peru, 
1890-/9)(), until 1923-1924 no mention of special concern for the 
Indian cause appears in Mariategui's writings. 6 By the time of 
Amauta's appearance in September 1926, however, Mariategui 
had become a zealous indigenista. Although not devoted 
exclusively to Indianist themes, Amauta consciously adopted an 
Indianist artistic style, published large quantities of indigenista 
poetry and prose, and addressed itself to the multifaceted "Indian 
problem" during its four years of publication. Given Amauta's 
relatively large circulation and its international reputation, it is 
indeed accurate to speak of the magazine as a major indigenista 
forum. It is, certainly, an excellent source of information for the 
novice beginning his examination of 1920s indigenismo. 
r 
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The Origins of 20th-Century Indigenismo 
The "discovery" of the Peruvian Indian by the middle-class 
intellectual (whether located in Lima or in a departmental-or 
provincial capital) had, to be sure, begun well before the 
inauguration of Augusto B. Leguia's "Patria Nueva" in 1919. In 
the wake of the War of the Pacific (1879-1883) a number of 
university professors collectively termed" neo-Positivists" by both 
Jesus Chavarria and Thomas M. Davies, turned their attention to 
the Indian as a result of their conviction that Peru's crushing 
defeat by Chile had been due to the failure to incorporate the 
Indian majority into national life. Figures such as Carlos Liss6n, 
dean of the faculty at the lJ niversity of San Marcos, sociologist 
Mariano H. Cornejo, Czvilista professor-polttician Manuel 
Vicente V illaran, and Joaquin Capelo (later an influential senator 
from J unin), vigorously stressed the need to do away with racial 
prejudice and to provide adequate education for the Indian. 7 
From outside the intellectual "establishment," :\lanuel 
Conzalez Prada (1818-1918), literan figure and anarchist 
pamphleteer, clamored against the state of S('l\'itude in which the 
highland Indian was held. and in his essa\ ":\'twstros indios" 
(written in 190·1. publish('d only posthumous)\) stressed the need 
for armed rcbellion against whitl' oppression. In ":\'uestros 
indios" Gondile1 Prada advanced a tlH'sis that would be ccho('d 
incessantlv by the Marxist 111d 1gm istas of the 1920s: .. La cuestit'm 
dd indio," he asserted, "m:is q ue pcdag<'>gica, ('S eco11t'm1 ica, (''> 
social.' 'x 
Gonzalez Prada was among the first Peruvian writers to poilll 
out the economic bases of Indian servitude, a condition which, he 
asserted, could have only two possible resolutions: 
La condici6n de! indigena puede mejorar de dm man eras: o cl corazbn de los 
opresores se conduele al t·xtremo de reconocer cl derecho de los oprimidos, o 
el anirno de los oprimidos adquien· la virilidad suficienit· para escarmcntar a 
los opresores .... Al indio no se le predique humildad \' resignaci(m sino 
orgullo y rebeldia. (Qui· ha ganado con trcscientos o cuatrocientos ar1os de 
conformidad y pacicncia' M icntras menos autoridadcs sufre, de may ores 
dafios st· liberta. (Horns de lucha. pp .. ~37-38) 
Gonzalez Prada concluded "~uestros indios" by rejecting as 
impossible any humanitarian solution to the ''Indian problem": 
" ... el indio se redimira mcrced a su esfuerzo propio, no por la 
humanizaci6n de sus opresores." He thus provided the 
indigenistas of the 1920s, notably the Marxists associated with 
magazines such as A mauta and Cuzco's K untur ( 1927-1928) with 
two main themes: first, the "Indian problem" was an economic 
j 
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and social struggle that could be resolved only by radical material 
changes; second, the Indian could be "regenerated" only through 
his own efforts, not through the good offices of philanthropic 
whites and mestizos.9 
Despite Gonzalez Prada's call for a revolutionary solution to the 
oppression of the Indian, most Peruvians who seriously concerned 
themselves with the nation's Quechua- and Aymara-speaking 
majority before (and after) World War I adopted reformist, 
educationist, and philanthropic stances. Novels such as Clorinda 
Matto de Turner's Aves sin nldo ( 1899), while raising public 
consciousnes abuses to which highland Indians were subjected, 
generally failed to examine the actual forms of servitude under 
which the Indian suffered. And as Dan Chapin Hazen points out, 
the great majority of reformist proposals relied overwhelmingly 
on the supposed redemptive powers of effective education.10 
In 1~109, the vear of Matto de Turner's death in Argentine exile 
Pedro S. Zulcn and otlwrs founded in Lima the philanthropic 
"Asociaci(J11 1'10-Indigena." The mernl)('IS of this association 
consisted primarily ol educated Lima humanitarians. such as 
Zulcn and the German-born Dora :\Ltvn. who lacked direct 
politi< al power. A major exception was Senator Joaquin Capelo 
from the department of Junin. who snvcd as co-director of the 
"Asociaci<m" and sponsored nurncrous pro-Indian bills in 
Congress during the 1910s. Zulcn. who bec;une profrssor of 
philosophy and librarian at San Marcos before his death in 19~5. 
dinTted the "Asociaci<m Pro-Indigena" until 1916. while Dora 
Maver edited its journal. E/ Vehcr Pro-!11d1g,e11a. from 191~ to 
191t).1 1 This rnonthly magazine reported the Putu1navo rubbcr-
gatht'ring scandal in 1912, documented abuses bv highland 
hacienda owners, demandt'd official pro-Indian 1 dorrns. and 
published articlt's on Indian life in an attt'mpt to bring the plight 
oft he 111 d /gen a to public attention. l' n l i kc(; om{du Prada and the 
Marxists of the 19~0s. the 111t·mbers of tht' "Pro-Indigna" 
emphasi1ed tht' education (or at least the litnan) of the Indian as a 
nncssary first step in incmporating him into tht' national 
mainstream. .\!though it could point to a few c011cr<·te 
accomplishrncnts at the end of its st·ven-yt'ar lift', tht' "Prn-
Indigena" was warmh praised bv :\lari{ttt'gui and othn A11111ula 
contributors as a precursrn of thei1 mn1 re\'C>lutionan 
l 11d1p,n1 lsnw. Dora M ayn, by I ~)~ti an t'ldt'r stateswoman of the 
Indianist caust', was imited to collaborate in the first issut' of 
A 11zaula and subseque111h lwcame a regular contributor. 1-' 
As Franc.oise Chevalier reports, in the first decade of the 
twentieth century the more concrete and practical aspects of the 
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Indian question began to attract the attention of a growing 
number of jurists, sociologists, and politicians based in I ,ima, 
Cuno, and .\requipa. In 1911 Arequipa hosted the "First 
Regional Congress of Normal School(; raduatt's" (Lima's famous 
f~scuela Nor111al dr l'aronrs, designed to produce Indian teachers, 
had been cstablisht'd in 190'>), and in 191'.> Arequipa's Bar 
Association sponsored a con st est for the preparation of .. Indian 
tutelary legislation." Numerous peasant uprisings in tht' South, 
cspccia lly in the a It i/1la110 department of P uno af tn 191 L made an 
examination of the "Indian problem" a mattn of especialh acute 
conn·rn for provincial intt'llectuals. 11 In Cu1co during the 191 Os, 
the Hn1ist11 ['11i11rrsitaria of the reformed llni\'crsidad de San 
Antonio A bad poured forth a series of studies on the Indian and on 
land tenure within the departnu·nt of Cuzco. 14 
The years immediately following the end of World War I 
witnessed a proliferation of sociological and juridical studies on 
the Indian and especially on the comunidad indigena, a 
"collective" landholding system which had survived since 
Colonial times. Some of the more important studies were Ricardo 
Bustamante Cisneros's "Las comunidades indigenas en el Peru" 
( 1919); Jose Antonio Encinas's two monographs, Contribuci6n a 
una legislaci6n tutelar indigena ( 1918) and Causas de la 
criminalidad indigena en el Peru (1919); and especially 
Hildebrando Castro Pozo's highly influentialNuestra comunidad 
indigena ( 1924 ). As Davies points out, much of the generalized 
interest in the Indian comunidad stemmed from an article 
authored in 1907 by San Marcos professor Manuel Vicente 
V illaran, in which V illaran argued for official protection of the 
com w1 idad against land-hungry hacendados. 1 s 
Hildebrando Castro Pozo's 1924 work on the comunidad was 
lent additional prestige by the author's ha\'ing held the position of 
head of the Section of Indian affairs in Leguia's government 
between 1921 and 1923. Like many of the sociological studies 
produced in the 1920s, N uestra comunidad indigena lacked 
methodological rigor, but it nevertheless achieved widespread 
popularity. Castro Pozo emphasized the continuing vitality of the 
co mun idad despite a century of encroachments by hacendados and 
of indifference or official hostility on the part of Peru's liberal 
republican regimes. He stressed, especially, the capacity of the 
comunidad for continued development along the line of the 
modern cooperative, exerting a substantial (and acknowledged) 
influence on Jose Carlos Mariategui's Sirte ensayos de 
interpretacion de la rralidad peruana (1928 ).1° 
During the 1920s numerous other authors stresst>d the 
.. 
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"communistic" (or at least communal) tradition of land tenure 
among Peru's Indians. Louis Baudin's L'empire socialiste des 
Ink°'s ( 1928) greatly popularized the notion of "Incan Socialism," 
while Peruvian works in the same vein include Cesar Antonio 
Ugarte's Bosque]o de la historia econ6m1ca de! Peru (1926), 
Abelardo Solis's Ante fl problema agrario pnuano ( 1928), and a 
triad of books by the llniversity of Cuzco's messianic cultural 
anthropologist, Luis E. Valcarcel (De la vida incaica, 1925; Del 
ayllu al Imperio, 1925; Tempestad en los Andes, 1927). The 
Peruvian writers predicted, from differing perspectives, an Indian 
"renaissance" based on the comurzidades' adoption of modern 
farming mC'thods and the formation of agricultural cooperatives. 
Mari{Hcgui and other A mauta contributors accepted without 
criticism three arguments which originated with Castro Pozo and 
were echoed by Valcarcel and other radical irzdigenistas: first, 
Peru's Indians possessed a still-vital tradition of economic 
"communism;" second, the comurzidades were a major key to 
national economic development, and should be converted into 
productive cooperatives; third, the Indian was a "natural" 
candidate for conversion to modern Socialism. A strong romantic 
vein, inspired by the rhapsodies of Valcarcel' s T empestad en Los 
Andes, runs through the "Indian problem" writings of almost all 
the members of the Amauta group.1 7 
On the literary scene, theoretical attempts were made early in the 
century to disengage Peruvian literature from the weight of 
Hispanic tradition. Jose de la Riva Aguero's doctoral thesis, 
Car act er de la litnatura de! Peru independiente ( 1905 ), asserted 
that Peru's literatun· up to that time had been merely "Castilian 
provincial literature,'' and suggested that Peruvian writers choose 
other European models.] ose Galvez's Posibilidad df' una genuina 
litnatura nacional ( 1915) proposed a national literature, one 
which would constitute a "literature de lo criollo." Even Luis 
Alberto Sanchez, who was later to decry the excesses of artistic 
indigenismo, wrote in his bachelor's thesis at San Marcos: 
Nuestra literatura de hoy debe inspirarse en las tradiciones prehistbricas: 
dcbcscr Qll ECHl 1 ISTA; nuestra literatura de rnafiana fundira en un mo Ide 
tinico v representativo toda la rnateria dispersa, todas las caracteristicas. 
todas las rnodalidades de la realidad nacional: ser[i NATl\'ISTA. Fl 
quechuismo t•s una "disciplina", una gimnasia indispensable para la mcjor 
asimilaci6n de todos Ins faclOres de la sociedad peruana." 
The 1920s saw the almost complete displacement of both 
crioll1smo and modern ismo by an artistic "I ndianism" 
accompanied by many of the features of a mass-culture fad. Luis 
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l\I ongu i<'> in his/. a j)()f'S fa j>ostm odn 11 is ta jJeru a na ( 190 l ), poi lllcd 
to the \Tar 1926 as the beginning of th<' Indianist "boom" in 
Penn ian I iu·ratun·. 1" There had, to lw sure, been antecedents in 
such works as Emique IJ>pe1 Albt'ijar's Cuf'11los a11d111os ( 1920) 
and, more n·motclv, Matto de Turner's .-lues s111 111do, but pocti( 
111d1gf'nis1110 was definitely launclwd in 1921i by ;i triad of books: 
Alejandro Pcralta's .-l 11de . .J. i\lario Ch{ne/s Corn. and Fmilio 
Armaza's Falo. According to Mongui<'>, the SJHTifically 
"indianist" phas<' in poenv was brid (1921i-19'.Hl) because of 
St'\Tral inherent problems: a rapid exhaustion of tlwmes, an 
equally rapid exhaustion of images, and an i<kological and taste 
shift to another type of litcran nati,·ism-"cholismo"-which 
would dominat(' Permian lite1aturc in the decade 19'.Hl-!O. Aftn 
the pu bl ica ti< m of t In ct· morc major col In t ions< >f Indian ist poctn 
in 1928-Guillcnno i\kn ado's l 'n (hullo df' f>oemas, Jos(· 
\'arallanos's Fl hm11hre de/ .·l11df' quc ases111r! su f'SjJcra11:a. and 
::'..: a1ario Ch{nez Aliaga's l'arli/)()/as de/ .-l 11de-the vogue of pun· 
"indianism" faded as works such as the novels of Ciro Alegria 
came to dominat<' P<'ru's nativist lite1 atun·. Significantly, the 
\Tars of :l 111a u I a 's pu bl icat ion ( I 921i- I <J:)()) corn's pond pnTiscly to 
the period mark<'d by :\longui<'> as the apogee of cxtffl!H' litcrar~ 
"Indianism" in Pc1u. 
In the field of the visual arts, the most striking phenomenon of 
the 1920s was the rise of Jose Sabogal (1888-1956), founder and 
long-time leader of the so-called "Peruvian School" of painting. 
After receiving training in Europe and in Argentina, Sabogal 
crossed the Andes from J ujuy LO Cuzco in 1918 and began to paint 
the landscapes and human types of the sierra in splashy 
polychromes. In 1919 a Lima exhibition of his vivid indigenista 
oil paintings established him as one of Peru's leading artists, 
despite the fact that traditionally-minded critics considered his 
work deficient in technique and cloyingly picturesque in its 
themes.2° Sabogal quickly made disciples of a generation of 
Peruvian artists, including Julia Codesido (b. 1892), "Camilo 
Blas" (Jose Alfonso Sanchez Urteaga, b. 1903 ), and Enrique 
Camino Brent (1909-1960). First as professor and then as director 
of Lima's Escuela de Bellas Artes from 1920-1943, Sabogal 
established indigenismo as Peru's major painting style, one which 
dominated the national art scene for three decades. 21 
The "Official" Indigenismo of the "Patria Nueva" ( 1919-1930) 
President Augusto B. Leguia, who came to power for the second 
time in 1919, represented the interests of the progressive sector of 
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the Peruvian "oligarchy" and those of the middle-sector groups 
whose expansion had been inhibited by the policies of previous 
regimes. 22 Chevalier (pp. 189-90) maintains that the middle-sector 
urban groups which had grown in size and power as the result of 
wartime (1914-1918) prosperity were more sympathetic to the 
complaints of the Indian than was the Partido Civil, whose leaders 
had ruled Peru from 1899 to 1919. More importantly, Leguia, a 
self-made "businessman President," held national economic 
growth as his main (and publicly-stated) goal. The new President 
regarded the quasi-feudal land and labor relationships which 
• predominated in the sierra as a hindrance to the development of an 
integrated capitalist economy, and considered the gamonal (petty 
~ highland hacendado21 ) an anachronism. He once declared: 
' , 
I 
... the ga111onal is not bad by nature. He is rather diseased in his moral and 
ci,·i< scr1'ibilities, and l<'tardcd in his husine'5 sen"'. The gamonal is 
tTt;udcd in his business sense for his failure to real in· that the toll he forcibl) 
"'""ts from the Indians would multiplv a huudredfold if h(' worked to keep 
thc1n wdl paid. well fed, and< 0111cn1, in~tead of '.-tquee1ing out theit very laM 
energies. The g1111w1111/ seems to ha\'c a heart of stone for the Indians' 
tribulations bt·c1use he has a head of n·mcrH for the most l'lementan 
principles of modern economics.'" 
Given Leguia's concern for developing a national 
communications transportation infrastructure and for 
rationalizing obsolescent modes of production, the oncerzio, 
particularly in its first years, provided a more favorable climate for 
pro-Indian legislation than had previous regimes. 
The oncenio was, in the words of conservative intellectual 
Victor Andres Belaunde, an era of "bureaucratic Caesarism" 
characterized by autocracy and by the expansion of the 
governmental apparatus. 25 Although Fredrick B. Pike correctly 
notes that the new constitution promulgated on January 18, 1920 
was an "instrument to be used, ignored, or altered as he [Leguia] 
saw fit," the document did mark a radical break with the hands-off 
policies of previous governments in the realm of social welfare. 20 
The new constitution pledged the state to improve the conditions 
of the working classes and to build primary schools, hospitals, and 
other facilities for all Peru's needy. Although success was less 
visible outside the department of Lima, by 1930 the government 
could indeed point to substantial social-welfare accomplishments. 
It had constructed more than 800 new elementary schools, with the 
result that the number of primary school students in Peru had 
increased from 176,680 to 318.735 between 1921 and 1929. In 
addition, it had mounted campaigns against various childhood 
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diseases, and had greatly expanded clinical facilities within 
metropolitan Lima itself (Pike, pp. 180-81 ). 
After taking office, Leguia substantially modified the policies of 
preceding regimes in regard lo the Indian comunidades. Both the 
liberal governments of the nineteenth century and the recent 
Czvillsta regimes had, almost without exception, regarded the 
comunidades as an obstacle to economic developmenl and had 
denied them the legal status they had held during the Colonial 
period. However, article 41 of the 1920 constitution explicitly 
recognized the legal existence of the comwzidades, making them 
part of the state domain and thus inalienable and imprescriptible. 
Article 58 of the new constitution marked the end of the legal 
fiction that Peru's Indians were in fact free and equal citizens of the 
Republic. It read: "The state will protect the Indian race and will 
dictate special laws for its development and culture in keeping 
with its needs. The nation recognizes the legal existence of the 
comunidades and the law will decide the rights that pertain to 
them." 27 In a related move, on September 12, 1921, Leguia created 
a Section of Indian Affairs within the Min is try of Development 
and picked indigenista Hildebrando Caslro Pozo to head it. By 
such moves Leguia hoped to defuse the tense situation in the 
southern sierra, where hacendado land-grabbing had sparked 
peasant revolts the central government had been obliged to 
extinguish al considerable cost.28 
Leguia, a politician well schooled in the use of public-relations 
techniques, took pains throughout his tenure to appear as the 
fatherlv protector of Peru's Indians, and exploited the trappings of 
popular-culture indigenlsrno to maintain his personal 
popularity. 2Y He also sponsored and subsidized a "Sociedad Pro-
Derecho Indigena "Tahualllinsuyo' "(founded in Lima June 16, 
1920), whose stated purpose was "to unify the race and explain its 
political, economic, and social rights .... " Never popular with 
Congress, this Society's annual congresses managed to meet until 
1926. 10 Leguia also created (May 22, 1929) a Patronato de la raza 
indignw with a ct'ntral committee under the chairmanship of the 
archbishop of Lima, for the purpose of settling the increasingly 
numerous and bitter disputes between comunidades and 
hacendados. The Patronato produced mountains of pajJe/ sell ado 
and, like other ineffective institutions of "official" indigenismo, 
was bitterlv criticized by anti-Leguia Indianists in the late 1920s. 
Not all "official" indigenismo was limited to speech-making 
and the creation of paternalistic associations. A law of March 18, 
1920 granted departmemal courts jurisdiction over cases involving 
Indian questions, cases which had previously been settled in the 
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local courts dominated by hacendados. In another action, on 
August 28, 1925 the Ministry of Development opened a record 
office for the registration of Peru's comwzldades 111digenas; while 
only 321 communities (out of several thousands) had been 
registered by the time of Leguia' s fall from power in August 1930, 
this number compared favorably with that of communities 
registered in the following five-year period (Davies, p. 90, 
Chevalier, pp. 193-94 ). 
Leguia's governmrnt thus officially reversed the traditional 
non-interventionist policies of Peru's post-Independence regimes, 
under which much of Indian community land had been lost to 
private ownership. However, Chevalier argues that the same forces 
of increased national prosperity and urban development which 
had created a new middle class more sympathetic to the problems 
of the Indian, also aggravated these problems by vastly increasing 
urban demands for highland agricultural products. To meet an 
increased demand for beef to feed Lima's growing (and more 
affluent) population, many hacendados now found it profitable to 
drive" their" Indians off the previously marginal communal lands 
bordering their haciendas, a process described in fictional fashion 
in Jose Maria Arguedas's novel Yawar Fiesta (1941).11 The 
expansion of a capitalist agricultural economy into previously 
remote areas of the highlands (although dating from the last 
decades of the nineteenth cemury and tied to wool rather than to 
beef)J2 continued into the 1920s and caused many of Leguia's 
reforms to remain dead letters. Chevalier writes: 
Patadoxi<alh, the '>alllt' lot< es that had rxca,ioncd the rist·of a new llliddlc 
<las-. '><'n,iti\T to the idea-. of indigcni-.lllo abo worked again't the 
lllmt·Jllnll·, goals In 'ommcrciali1ing such p1odw t' ol the highlarnh a' 
wool. kathe1. and <attic. which callle imo great dcllland in tlH'<apital. thc 
<oaqal region. and ab1oad. The pa1alkl COlllllH'l< iali1ation ol la11d thc11 
<'ll«>uraged c1111qHt'IH'lll'i and ha<cndad<h tone\\' agg1t·"irn1' against the 
l11diam. :\leall\d1ik. the fiist legal oh.stacles to thi-. despoliation instituted 
ll\ the I .egu i a 1 egi lllt' ''"' e too weak t<H on trol the 101 <,.,at wm k. I Che\ a I ie1, 
p. l'rlJ 
Peru's cornurzidades actually declined in size and prosperity 
during the orzcerzio because of increased hacendado pressure, and 
also suffered from Leguia's institution of a program of 
conscripci6n vial (obligatory road labor) in order to modernize 
Peru's communications transportation system. Although in 
theory the law required all adult Peruvian males to work for either 
six or twelve days each year on the construction or maintenance of 
roads, Dan Chapin Hazen reports that, "In fact, only Indians and 
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urban poor did any work, while the scheme lent itself to 
unprecedented abuses" (Hazen, p. 206). Numerous contemporary 
writers, both radical and conservative, characterized conscripci6n 
vial as a new form of the I ncaic mita (obligatory labor for the 
state).13 During the 1920s, many serranos. unable to make even a 
subsistence living on their communal lands or individual 
minifundia, or lured by the relatively high wages paid on the 
northern sugar plantations, migrated to the coast. There, on the 
plantations and in the cities (especially in Lima), the serrano 
came, willy-nilly, to participate in Peru's mainstream culture. 
Forced out of his village by economic necessity, the serrarw became 
"cholified" in a time far shorter than the members of the 
"Asociaci6n Pro-Indigena" would ever have predicted.14 
During the first two years of the "Patria Nueva" (1919-1921), 
Lcguia rcceiV<'(l the support of almost all groups dissatisfied with 
C1ui/1sta rnlc. i1H luding the prmincial members of the 
commeric al and bureaucratic middle< la'ses, who were no friends 
of the locally dominant ga1111males. He also had the support of the 
students and intellntuals of socialist and i11digenista leanings 
"·ho grouped togcthn to publish the univnsit\' ncw,,paper 
Cn111inal in 1918-1<)1<); this group included not onh Lc·guia's 
cousin Gcrrn;'m I .eguia y Ma1tit1t'l. a disciple of Cm11[de1 Prada. 
but also educators and social scientists such as J os(· Antonio 
Encinas. Erasmo Roca. and I Ii ldcbrando Castro Po10 (Che\ a lier, 
pp. 190-92). During the early years of the oncenw, Leguia 
extended the considerable powcr of his patronage. multiplied by 
Peru's economic prosperitv of the 1920s, to both coastal and 
highland middle-sector groups. as the increase in the si1e of the 
national budget made it possible to hire an increased number ol 
gmnnment employecs, teachers. and technicians. "Official" 
111d1geni.11110 sern·d to consolidate middle-st'Ctor support during 
the crucial early years of the regime. :\ftcr 192'.). hm\T\'n, in order 
to maintain himself in office, I .eguia aligned himself increasingly 
with the traditional "duefios dcl Pen!," the owners of the coastal 
plantations and the large highland haciendas, splitting with his 
early indzgenista supportns. BY 192,1, Encinas. Roca, Castro Pozo, 
:\hclardo Solis. and others \\'('IT in exile as declared opponents of 
Lcguia' s autocratic regime, alt hough I ndianist rhetoric continued 
to occupy a prominent place in the propaganda of the "Patria 
Nul'\a" (Chcvalicr. pp. 191-192). 
Amauta, Revista lndigenista: I 
A mauta's first issue appeared in September 1926, its cover 
adorned by Jose Sabogal's engraving of the head of a resolute 
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indigena, an engraving destined to become the unofficial logo of 
both the magazine and the "Sociedad Editora Amauta" which 
funded it. The Indianist title "Amauta" (in Quechua, "wise man," 
"scholar," or "counselor"), also proposed by Sabogal, was 
explained by Mariategui in the magazine's "presentaci6n:" 
El titulo prcocupara probablemente a algunos. Esto se deber{1 a la 
importancia exn»iva, fundamental, que tieneentre nosotros el r6tulo. No S(' 
mire rn t"tc casoa la acepci(m estricta de la palabra. El titulo no traducesino 
nuestro homenaje al Incaismo. Pero espccificamente la palabra "Amauta" 
adquiere con csta rcvista una nueva acepci6n. La vamos a (Tear otra vez. i; 
As Mariategui made clear in the following paragraph, A mauta's 
guiding spirit was by no means to be understood as an exclusive, 
nationalist Indianism; rather, the magazine had more ambitious 
aims: 
Fl objeto de t•sta revista t'S el de plantear, csclarecer y conoccr los probl('mas 
peruanos desde puntos de vista dot trinarios y cientificos. Pero 
consideraremos siempre al Peru dentro de! panorama de! mundo. 
Estudiar<emos todos los grandes movimientos de renovaci6n-politicos, 
filos(>ficos, anisticos, literarios, cientificos. Todo lo humano es nuestro. 
Esta revista vincular{1 a los hombres nuevos de! Peru, primero con los de 
otros poueblm, de Ami·rica, en seguida con los de los otros pueblos de! 
mundo. (Marifitegui, "Prescntaci6n") 
The problems of Peru (and, to be understood, the "Indian 
problem") could not be fruitfully considered outside the context of 
the contemporary world situation-which for Mariategui and 
many other A mauta collaborators meant the realities of finance 
capitalism, economic imperialism, and the revolutionary labor 
movement. The magazine's grand design, expressed in its 
"Presentaci6n," was to "create a new Peru in a new world" 
through the collaborative labors of progressive intellectuals. 
By means of its promotion of indigenista graphic art, its 
publication of I ndianist short stories and poetry, its editorial 
pronouncements, and its articles and essays by well-known social 
scientists, A mauta quickly established itself as a major "Indianist" 
forum. Although Mariategui's editorial stance was consistently 
internationalist and Socialist, a close examination of the "Indian 
problem" necessarily formed part of any attempt to comprehend 
national (and Latin American) reality. And while its precise 
parameters varied considerably from contributor to contributor, 
indigenismo was rarely conceived in narrow national terms. 
Many of A mauta's contributors, despite their professed 
Marxism, viewed indigenismo as a movement destined to bring 
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about sweeping changes in every aspect of Peruvian life. This 
"global" Indianism was strikingly expressed by Mari<llegui in an 
article announcing the formation of the pro-Indian "Grupo 
Resurgimiento" in Cuzco under the leadership of Luis E. 
Valcarcel: 
Este movimiento [ d indigenismo] anuncia y prepara una profunda 
transformaci6n nacional. Quienes lo consideran una artificial corriente 
literaria, que se agotara en una declamaci6n pasajcra, no perciben lo hondo 
de sus rakes ni lo universal de su savia. . . Se cumple un fen6meno 
espiritual, que expresan distinta pero coherentemente la pintura deSabogal 
y la poesia de Vallejo, la interpretaci6n hist6rica d(' \' alcarcel y la 
espernlaci6n filos6fica de Orrego, en todos los rnales se adviertt" un espiritu 
purgado d(' colonialismo intelectual y estetico. Por los rnadros deSabogal y 
Camilo Blas y los poemas de Vallejo y Peralta, cirrnla la misma sangre. En 
los ap6strofes de Valcarcel, de Haya de la Torrey de Gamaliel Churata se 
encuentra idi·ntico sentimiento . .16 
Marialegui's comments reveal two procedures typical of many of 
Amauta's Indianisl contributors. First, a tendency lo view the 
Indian isl movement as a global or totalizing movement results in a 
failure lo discriminate between the style and the substance of 
indigenismo, or to distinguish between the contributions of the 
movement's ideologues and its artists. Second, an evaluation of the 
Indianisl movement in idealistic and voluntarislic terms neglects 
indigenismo's antecedents and historical causes. Mariategui refers 
lo Indiansim as a "spiritual phenomenon," asserts that the same 
"sentiment" characterizes the disparate work of Sabogal, Vallejo, 
Valcarcel, and Haya de la Torre, and speaks admiringly of the 
"messianic intonation" of the leaders of the movement. 
Nevertheless, for all Mariategui' s perception of indigenismo as 
a spiritual movement, he did nol consider either artistic Indianism 
or the social ferment which accompanied il lo be isolated 
phenomena. The new "indianisl" preoccupations had lo be seen 
in a Marxist world context before they could become truly 
comprehensible, he insisted: 
Y el fen6meno nacional nose difercncia ni se desconecta, en su espiritu, del 
fen6meno mundial. Por el contrario, de i·l recibe su fermento y su impulso. 
La kvadura de las nuevas reivindicaciones indigFnistas es la idea socialista, 
no como la hen10s heredado instintivamente del ext into lncario sino como 
la hemos aprendido de la civilizaci6n occidental, en cuya ciencia yen cuya 
ti·cnica solo romanticismos [sic], utopistas pueden dejar de ver 
adquisiciones irrenunciables y magnificas del hombre moderno. 
(Mariategui, "La nueva cruzada," p. 37) 
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Mariategui, Ricardo Martinez de la Torre, Hugo Pesce and other 
contributors consistently advocated a revolutionary Socialist 
solution to the problems of Peru's Indians, a position which won 
them the epithet of" E uropeanizers" from their more nationalistic 
aprista colleagues. A mauta's Socialism also ''-'On the magazine an 
outright rejection from some intransigent indigenistas, among 
them Guillermo Guevara, editor of La Sierra, who branded 
Mariategui a "Limeiio charlatan."17 
Both Socialist and aprista contributors lo Amauta accepted as 
an article of faith Gonzalez Prada's dictum that the solution lo the 
Indian problem must be an "economic" one. Despite the high-
visibility collaboration of philanthropists and educationists such 
as Dora Mayer and Jose Amonio Encinas, A mauta's editorial 
policy rejected the education of the Indian as a precondition for 
upgrading his economic and political status. On one occasion, 
MariMegui expressed the view that without a change in the 
economic relationships in force in the highlands, the literate 
Indian would simply become another oft he many exploiters of his 
own race. 18 In his prologue to Valcarcel's Tempestad en Los Andes 
(published by the "Editorial Minerva" in 1927), Mariategui set 
forth what was to remain A mauta's editorial position: 
El problem a indigena no admitc ya la mistificaci6n a que pcrpetuamente lo 
han somt'tido una turba de abogados y literatos, conscient<C or 
inconscientemente mancomunados con los intereses de la casta latifundista. 
La miseria mor;1l y material de la raza indigena apan·ce demasiado 
netamentt· corno una simple consecuencia dd regimen econ6mico y social 
que 'obre dla pesa <ksde hace siglos. Este regimen, sucesor de la feudalidad 
colonial. cs el gamonalismo. Bajo su impcrio. nose puede hablar sniarnente 
de 1 edenci6n dd indio. 19 
Both Valcarcel and Mariategui (the latter heavily influenced by the 
anthropologist's writings) directly tied the Indian question to that 
of Peru's system of land ownership, and both were followed in this 
approach by Amauta's younger contributors, such as future 
aprista leader Carlos Manuel Cox, who explicitly adopted the 
slogan of the Mexican Revolution: "The land to him who works 
it "40 
The prominence accorded Valcarcel's writings is a striking 
feature of A mauta during its first two years of life. 41 The rhapsodic 
T empestad en Los Andes was serialized in the magazine, while 
Valducel's works were often cited by other Amauta's contributors 
when they needed to appeal to authority. The object of eulogies 
and interviews published in A mauta, Valcarcel repaid Mariategui 
the favor of prologuing his Tempestad with a laudatory review of 
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the Siete ensayos in 1929.42 
Valcarcel identified the "Indian problem" directly with that of 
agrarian reform. In Amauta, No. 6 (February 1927), he observed: 
Indudablemcnle quc el punto de vista econ<'lmico es como el apoyo que 
pedia Arquimedes para mover rl mundo. La Conquista consum<>el despojo 
de la rierra y la explotaci6n de! hombre por t'I hombre. La Reptiblica no es 
sino una prolongaci6n dcl Coloniaje. SMo he mos cambiado de ctiquctas. EI 
encomt·ndero de ayer es el gamonal de hoy. En la sierra del Pert.\ y t·n los 
valles de la costa el ri-gimen feudal es una '>Upnvivencia. El problema indio 
est{i inseparabkrnente ligado al probkma agrario. 41 
The anthropologist 
"communistic" nature 
( 1925) he had written: 
also propagated the theory of the 
of Incan society. In De la vida mca1ca 
Ellos [los Incas] fundaron el Tawantinsuyu como una sociedad moddo de 
comun1smo ... imponiendo por doquicra el 1riunfan1e arquetipo de una 
csencial cultura agraria. 44 
Stressing the communistic" tradition" of Peru's natives, Valcarcel 
claimed that the Indian was a "natural" convert to modern 
Socialism; under the influence of the works of Marx and Gonzalez 
Prada, he sometimes spoke of the Indian as if he were a proletarian 
militant. In a lecture (1927) at the University of Arequipa which 
caused him a brief imprisonment, Valcarcel referred to a 
hypothetical "huelga general de! proletariado andino" and wrote 
ominously: "la dictadura de! proletariado indigena busca su 
Lenin."4 ' In the sonorous prose of Tempestad en Los Andes, 
Valcarcel painted an apocalyptic picture of a "socialist" Indian 
aroused from his lethargy of centuries and about to launch himself 
in a destructive war of revenge against the exploiting coast: 
l' n dia alurnbrara el Sol de Sangre, el Y awar-lnti, y todas las aguas se teriiran 
de rojo: de Purpura tornar{111 las linfas dd Titikaka; de pt.\rpura, ai\n los 
arroyos crisralinos. Subir{i la sangre hasta las aha'> v nevadas ct.\spides. 
Terrible Dia de Sol de Sangre. (\'alcarccl, TemfJestad, p. 23) 4" 
Although few of A mauta's contributors shared Valcarcel's belief 
in the imminence of a massive Indian uprising, many did accept 
his assertion that the Quechua "race" was on the verge of a new 
flowering, and shared his harsh judgment on four centuries of 
unequal Indian-white relationships. Adopting the 
gonzalezpradista dictum that the Indian must redeem himself 
through his own strenuous efforts, Valcarcel wrote: 
Pro-Indigena, Parronato. sit'mpn· d gesto de! sdior para d est lavo, 'iempre 
d ain· protector en el scrnhlante de quien domina cinco siglos. Nunca el 
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gl'sto sevl'ro de justicia, nunca la palabra viril de! hombrl' honrado, no 
vibraron jamas los truenos de biblica indignaci6n. Ni los pocos ap6stoles 
que en tierras de! Peru nacil'ron pronunciaron jamas la santa palabra 
regeneradora. (Valcarcel, T empestad, p. 26 )47 
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Paternalism, however, was virtually inescapable for the 
indigenista reformer or revolutionary of the 1920s, and Valcarcel's 
denunciation of previous "patronizing" attempts at improving 
the lot of Peru's Indians did not prevent his founding in Cuzco a 
short-lived pro-Indian group whose first declared principle read: 
"Amparara material y moralmente a los indigenas, a quienes 
considera como hermanos menores en desgracia." 48 
Jose Carlos Mariategui, A rnauta's editor, showed himself heavily 
influenced by Valcarcel's messianic indigenismo, although he did 
not share the anthropologist's condemnation of mestizo culture as 
inherently inferior to that of the full-blooded and -cultured 
Indian. More frequently and consistently than did Valcarcel, 
Mariategui linked the "Indian problem" with that of land tenure. 
TheSiete ensayos, which begins with three intimately interrelated 
essays ("Esquema de la evoluci6n econ6mica," "El problema del 
indio," and "El problema de la tierra") contains most of 
Mariategui's major observations on the Indian!Jand problems in 
Peru. This work (significant portions of which were serialized in 
Arnauta before the appearance of the book in November 1928), 
however, must be omitted from direct discussion in the present 
essay .49 
Mariategui's mature position on the Indian and his relationship 
to Socialism was best summed up in his study "El problema de las 
razas en America Latina," sent to the First Latin American 
Communist Congress held in Buenos Aires in June 1929. The 
same essay was published in A rnauta with the title "Esquema de! 
problema indigena" in the July-August 1929 issue. 50 In "El 
problema de las razas" (p. 69), Mariategui effectively reduced both 
the problem of the Indian and that of the land to" the liquidation 
of feudalism" in Peru. He denied that the Indian was racially 
inferior to any other group, and argued that he was perfectly 
capable of assimilating modern technology ( p. 71 ). He cautioned 
indigenistas not to be carried away by a "fe mesianica" into an 
improductive reverse racism ( p. 73 ), a clear reference to such 
intemperate Indianists as Bolivia's "Tristan Marof" (Gustavo A. 
Navarro). The roots of the "Indian problem," claimed M ariategui, 
were economic ones: 
Las posibilidades de que el indio se elcve material e intelectualmente 
dependen dd cambio de las condiciones econ6mico-sociales. No estan 
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determinadas por la raza sino por la economia y la politica. (Mariategui, "El 
problema de las razas," p. 73) 
Mariategui then proceeded to describe the economic realities 
under which Peru's Indian population lived. Ninety percent of 
Peru's Indians worked in agriculture, he claimed, and of these, 
ninety percent were serfs rather than proletarians (p. 75 ). Even the 
technically advanced coastal plantations conserved strong feudal 
traits in the treatment of their predominantly Indian work force 
(p. 77). In the highlands wage-labor was scarcely known outside 
the mines, and there the Indian campesino also suffered the abuses 
of conscripci6n vial. Racism, Mariategui asserted, was indeed one 
component of the "Indian problem," but that problem's solution 
depended not on a change in attitudes toward race but on a 
transformation of the economic structure of the sierra. 
Mariategui proceeded to make specific, programmatic 
recommendations: in the highlands, individually owned 
latifundia should be expropriated and transferred to the 
comunidades, while on the coast small holdings should be 
encouraged and the property of absentee landlords given to the 
yanaconas (sharecroppers) who worked it. At the same time, 
agricultural workers on the industrialized plantations were to 
fight for the freedom to organize unions, for the suppression of the 
enganche system of hiring, 51 the eight-hour day, and the 
enforcement of Peru's existing labor laws (p. 79). Propaganda and 
education work was to be carried out among highland Indians, 
preferably by native militants who had been converted to 
Socialism in Peru's mining centers or towns before returning to 
their villages. Only native militants could break down the 
skepticism of Indians who trusted only those who spoke their own 
language, asserted Mariategui (p. 80). In addition, the 
comunidades should organize themselves on a regional basis to 
defend themselves and their property, and militants should set up 
small libraries and study centers where the members of the 
comunidad could be instructed in Socialist doctrine (p. 80). 
Despite Hugo Pesce's energetic presentation of Mariategui's 
position paper in Buenos Aires, the delegates to the First Latin 
American Communist Congress paid little attention to "El 
problema de las razas en America Latina." The Congress was more 
alarmed by Mariategui's unauthorized formation of a "multi-
class" party in Peru (the Peruvian Socialist Party, like the rival 
APRA, did not exclude members of the petit bourgeoisie) at a time 
when the policy of the Communist International specifically ruled 
out political collaboration with the middle class. 52 As the 
Congress drew to its close, its delegates voted a resolution 
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condemning lhe helerodox slance of lhe PSP.53 
Olher articles published in A mauta shed lighl on Marialegui's 
Marxisl variely of indigenismo. The desire to bring aboul a 
prolelarian revolulion in a counlry where a true prolelarial barely 
exisled frequenlly led Mariategui (and his associales) to blur the 
class lines that separated campesinos from faclory workers. And 
the desire lo usher in Socialism in a largely Indian and peasant 
country led, as it did in the case of Victor Raul Haya de la Torre, to 
a peculiarly Leninist-flavored Indianism.54 By 1927, Mariategui 
had managed to casl his own indigenismo in specifically Marxisl 
terms. Rebuuing Luis Alberto Sanchez's claim that indigenismo 
(a national phenomenon) and Socialism (an international 
polilical doclrine) were incompatible, Mariategui declared in 
Amauta's No. 78 (March 1927): 
El socialismo ordena y define las reivindicaciones de las masas, dt" la clase 
trabajadora. Y en el Pen\ las masas.-la clase trabajadora-son en sus cuatro 
quintas partes indigenas. Nuestro socialismo no seria, pues, peruano,-ni 
seria siquiera socialisn10-si no se solidarizase, prirnerarnente, con las 
reivindicaciones indigenasY' 
In an arlicle lilied "Replica a Luis Alberto Sanchez" (one of lhe 
exchanges in whal has come lo be known as lhe "polemica de! 
indigenismo" belween Marialegui and Sanchez), reproduced in 
the same No. 7 of A mauta, Mariategui emphasized that he was not 
interested in the re-creation of the Incan Empire or in the 
formation of an ideal Indian republic: "No es mi ideal el Peru 
colonial ni el Peru incaico sino un Peru inlegraJ."56 His concern 
with the Indian, he staled, slemmed from the native Peruvian's 
role as one of Peru's primary producers, rather than as a member of 
a unique racial group. Despile lhe differences which separaled 
lhem, campesino and prolelarian could collaborale in building a 
new order in Peru because both were producers exploited by lhe 
exisling polilical and economic system: 
La reivindicaci6n que sostenemos es la <lei trabajo. Es la de las clases 
trabajadoras, sin distinci6n de cos ta ni de sierra, de indio ni de cholo. Si en el 
debate, -esto t"S en la teoria- diferenciamos el problema <lei indio, es 
porque en la pr{ictica, en el hecho tambii•n se diferencia. El obrero urbano es 
un proletario: el indio campesino es todavia un siervo. (Mariategui, 
"Replica," pp. 38-39) 
Dispuling an assertion by Sanchez, Mariategui declared that just 
as no contradiciton exisled between Socialism and indigenismo, 
neither were Socialism and nationalism opposed to each other in 
semicolonial countries such as Peru: 
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El nacionalismo de las naciones europeas-donde nacionalismo y 
conservantismo se identifican y consustancian-se propone fines 
imperialistas. Es reaccionario y anti-socialista. Pero el nacionalismo de los 
pueblos colonialt's-si, coloniales econ6micamente, aunque se vanaglorien 
de su autonomia politica-tiene un origen y un impulso totalmente 
diversos. En estos pueblos, el nacionalismo es revolucionario y, por ende, 
confluye con el socialismo. En estos pueblos la idea ck la naci6n no ha 
cumplido aun su trayectoria ni ha agotado su mision hist6rica. (Mariategui, 
"Replica," p. 38) 
I 
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It followed, stated Mariategui, that in a colonial or semi-colonial 
society, it was permissible for the revolutionary proletariat to form 
alliances with peasant groups (the policy of the Third 
International before 1928), and even with progressive sectors of the 
middle class against the ruling oligarchy and their foreign 
partners. Showing his ideological debt to Haya de la Torre, 
Mariategui cited the example of the nationalist Kuo Min Tang as 
one to be emulated by the working classes in other semicolonial J 
countries. Mariategui's praise of the Kuo Min Tang (to which the I 
APRA was regularly compared by both its supporters and its J 
detractors) shortly proved to have been a faux pas. However, 
despite the Communist-Kuo Min Tang rupture in 1927 and the 
International's subsequent condemnation of multi-class parties, 
worker-peasant collaboration was one of the guidelines of the 
Peruvian Socialist Party, formed by Mariategui and others in 
1928.57 
Given the pre-1928 policy of the International, it would indeed 
have been surprising had Mari{Hegui not "discovered" the need to 
win the Indian to the Socialist cause. Lenin's own blueprint for 
European revolution had placed great emphasis on the role of the 
peasantry, to the extent that worker-peasant collaboration was 
written into the "21 Conditions" adopted by the Second World 
Congress of the Communist International (1920) for membership 
in the Communist world organization. Condition .5 r('ads in full: 
A regular and systematic agitation must be carried on in the country 
districts. The working class cannot achieve victon unless it is supported by 
the country proletariat and at least a part of the poorest peasantry, and 
unless it has assured itself bv its policy of the neutrality of a proportion of the 
remaining inhabitants of the villages. At the present time Communist 
activity in the country districts is of the utmost importance. It must be 
pursued through the co-operation of r<Cvolutionary Communist workmen 
who have fri<Cnds and relations among the peasantry. An abandonment of 
this activity or the entrusting of it to unreliable and not truly revolutionary 
workers would be tantamount to an abandonment of the proletarian 
revolution." 
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Under Mariategui's leadership, the Peruvian Socialist Party had 
no difficulty in subscribing to the "21 Conditions," although it 
appears not to have formally affiliated with the International as a 
member party. On the surface, the agrarian policies of the 
International seemed highly applicable to Peru's feudal highland 
society, so that to members of the PSP, Marxism-Leninism 
promised a political solution to the "Indian problem."59 
Mariategui's Marxist indigenismo set the tone for the majority 
of political pronouncements on the Indian question by both 
Socialist and aprista contributors. As DiegoMeseguer Illan points 
out, Mariategui's opinions on the Indian/land questions were 
shared by Haya de la Torre in his writings of 1927and1928.60 Like 
Mariategui, Haya de la Torre was aware that Peru's economy was a 
colonial one, and that no industrial proletariat of any significance 
yet existed. However, from these facts Haya drew the conclusion 
that Peru's revolution could not be a Socialist one. In El anti-
imperialismo y el Apra (written in 1928 but published only in 
1936) Haya wrote: 
Los paises de Indoamerica no son paises industriales. La economia de estos 
pueblos es basicamente agraria o agricola minera .... El proletariado est a en 
minoria, en completa minoria, constituyendo una clase naciente. Son masas 
campesinas las que predominan dando una fisonomia feudal o semi-feudal 
a nuestras colectividades nacionales. lT n partido de clase proletaria 
t\nicamente es un partido sin posibilidades de buen exito politico en estos 
pueblos." 
Haya's judgment proved correct for the short and medium runs, 
since for decades Peru's voters (mainly coastal and mestizo, due to 
Peru's literacy requirement for voting) showed a decided 
preference for the APRA's multi-class nationalism over the 
proletarian Socialism of the PSP and the Communist Party. As a 
visible token of Peruvian nationalism, indigenismo also played an 
important role in the propaganda of the APRA during its first 
decades of existence.62 
Amauta's aprista collaborators uniformly agreed with 
Mariategui's assertion that the "Indian problem" was an 
economic one, that it could be resolved only by the" liquidation of 
feudalism," and that the peasant masses had to be enlisted in the 
struggle against Peru's capitalist regime. Carlos Manuel Cox, 
Trujillo-born party leader, wrote: 
El problema indigena es el problema de! 753 de los habitantes de nuestra 
America, de la America India tergiversada por el criollo y por el blanco 
latifundistas, herederos directos de los encomenderos espafioles y de su 
sistema de feudalismo interior y de coloniaje econ6mico externo."3 
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Manuel Seoane echoed Cox, stating in a letter to Cuzco's "Grupo 
Resurgimiento," "Circunstancias peruanisimas reducen, casi 
exclusivamente, el problema indigena a un problema campesino, 
problema de tierras, que se resuelve modificando el regimen de la 
propiedad agricola." 64 In short, prior to 1928, the year of the 
personal and political break between Mariategui and Haya de la 
Torre, Socialist and aprista pronouncements on the Indian 
question are indistinguishable. 
M ari[ltcgu i's writ in gs 011 the .. prohlcma i11dign1a" represent the 
first serious Penn ian all empt to examine the question within the 
framework ol "scientific" Socialism. Howc\Tt, neither 
Mari[1tegui's '"scientific" pretensions nor the immensely favorable 
reception of his S1rtr rnsrnos ought lO obscure a fundamental 
romant icisrn i 11 his view oft he Indian. As Robert Paris has pointed 
out, it is casv, from a reading of Mari[itegui's writings 011 the I ncan 
ErnpiH', LO retain only "'the idyllic ideali1ation of the past, the 
effort to gloss over the embarrassing despotic aspects of the system J 
in order to exalt its pure 'comrnunism'." 1•' Further, to a very great 
degree Mari[ltegui, a limeilo who was only once able to visit the 
sirrra personally, was forced to rdy on second- and third-hand 
accounts and 011 personal visits by informants such as Emilio 
Romero and Luis F. \'aldnccl in his im'estigation of highland 
Peru.1>1> Indeed, given the tentative and literary nature of much of 
the material published in the 1920s on the I ncanato and 011 the 
contemporary Indian, it is less surprising that M ari[1tcgui 's 
writings show traces of romantic ideali1ation than that they often 
show a degree of penetration UIH'xcelled even by professional 
I ndologists. 
Amauta, Revista Indigenista: II 
Amauta's fifth number (January 1927) saw the first appearance 
of a section labeled "El proceso de! gamonalismo," and subtitled 
"Boletin de defensa indigena." Strongly reminiscent in its 
intentions of the earlier publication El Deber Pro-I ndigena, the 
new section's appearance was accompanied by an editorial note by 
Mariategui: 
Nuestro boletin se propane unicamente la acusaci6n documentada de los 
desmanes contra los indios, con el doble prop6sito de iluminar la conciencia 
publica sobre la tragedia indigena y de aportar una nueva serie de 
testimonios al juicio, al proceso de! gamonalismo.67 
Mariategui went on to explain that A mauta was disposed to print, 
free of charge, any denunciations of gamonal abuses which 
Indians wished to contribute. The complaints were to be signed 
.. 
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and, if possible, notarized, and Mariategui made it clear that 
Arnauta in no way took responsibility in actions in the public 
courts. The magazine's readers were also notified that Dora Mayer 
and other surviving members of the Asociaci6n Pro-I ndigena were 
collaborating in "El proceso <lei gamonalismo." 
The content of the section, which appeared in numbers 5, 6, 7, 9, 
12, and 15 (1927 and 1928) with independent pagination, was 
heterogeneous, although its principal function was the exposure 
of crimes committed against Indians or against the cornunidades. 
"EI proceso de! gamonalismo" publicized the formation of 
Cuzco's "Grupo Resurgimiento" and reproduced its statutes (No. 
5), reprinted two of Mariategui's Mundial articles from his 
"polemica del indigenismo" against LuisAlbertoSanchn(No. 7), 
and carried informative articles on the Indians of other Latin 
American countries, such as neighboring Bolivia. The quality of 
contributions was generally low, and the new section was 
obviously not considered a success by Mariategui and business 
manager Ricardo Martinez de la Torre, since after issue No. 17, "El 
proceso de! gamonalismo" was included in the more readable 
"Panorama M6vil" of the magazine. 
The heart of "El proceso de! gamonalismo" consisted of the 
letters of victimized Indians who directed themselves either to 
Arnauta or to government officials in search of redress. The 
bulletin's No. 2 (in Arnauta's issue No. 6), for example, carried a 
long letter from the jailed survivors of the H uancane (Puno) 
Indian massacre of 1923. This letter was addressed both toArnauta 
("el grupo vanguardista de! Peru) and to President Leguia, and 
denounced the army action carried out on the pretext that the 
Indians of H uancane were in revolt against the central 
government. No. 6 (Arnauta's issue No. 15) contained a typical 
document, a letter directed to the Minister of Development and 
signed bv three members of the cornunidad "De todos los santos" 
in J auja province. The signers of the letter described the incessant 
litigation caused the cornunidad by one member who in 1910 had 
been bamboozled into signing over the lands of the entire 
community to an unscrupulous garnonal. The signers requested 
the Ministry of Development to designate a commission of 
engineers to survey the cornunidad and to take its census, thus 
officially recognizing "De todos los santos" and placing it out of 
the reach of land-grabbers. Such letters formed the core of the 
contributions to "El proceso de! gamonalismo." 
The bulk of A rnauta' s readers were concentrated in Lima; its 
readership in the sierra was lower, and in the Indian cornunidades, 
non-existent. The contemporary impact of "El proceso de! 
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gamonalismo," consequently, must be considnnl to have been 
minimal. Luis Enrique Toni is among those who have pointed 
out the lack of success enjoyed by this sn tion of A 1111wl11, noting 
the low quality of most of the contributions and surmising that it 
was difficult for Mari{1tcgui to gather suffi< icnt matcrials to 
maintain the section.''' "El pron·so de! ga111011alismo," in rcalitY, 
served as a catch-all for articles related to the Indian Problem, 
including Mari{itegui's alreadv-discuss('(l ''Esquema dd problcma 
indigena." 
Amauta's mdigrnismo was expressed artistically as well as 
polcmicalh. The magazine featured a copious amount of poctrv 
and short stories by the leaders of Peru's nativist litnary 
rnovenwnt: Cl,sar "Atahualpa" Rodriguez. Mario Ckn('l, 
Alejandro Peralta, Josi'\' arallanos and Oscar Cnruto contributed 
their mixed i11d1grnzsta-vanguardist poems. A mauta also 
published numerous short stories and other pieces of prose fiction 
on Indian themes. contributing to the growing reputation of 
"Gamaliel Churata" (Arturo Peralta, like his brothn Alejandro, 
from Puno), and the older Enrique lJJpcz All)lijar, author of 
Cuentos andinos. Such stories included J. Eugenio Garro's "La 
hija de Cunca" (No '>), Churata's "El gamonal" (.:'\o. :)) and 
"Tojjras: par[1bola de la alegria" (.:'\o. 18), St'!afin de] ;\Jar's 
(Reynaldo Bolafios) "El perro negro" (No. II), and IJ>pcz 
:\ll)lijar's "El fin de un rcdcntor" (l\:o. 10). Ernesto ReYna's 
noveli1.cd history of Peru's last large-scale Indian uprising, "El 
Arnau ta Atusparia: historia de la sublevaci6n indigena de H uar[1s 
en 188:)," was serialized in Nos. 26-28, \\·hilcconsiderablc portions 
of Luis E. \'alcarcel's novelized essay, TrmfHstad rn los Andf'S, 
were featured in Nos. I, 2, 8, and 9. In addition, Amauta's 
bibliographical section "Li bros y Rn istas" carried nunwrnus 
reviews of collections of 111digr11ista pot'lry, including Peralta's 
All(le, Ch{ive/s Coca, Mercado's [ '11 chu/lo dr fJof'11zas, and 
\'arallanos's f,'/ hm11bu' drl A ndr q111· asrs111f) su 1'SfJrra11:a. 
Amauta's reviewers, with Mari{itegui himself among the most 
prominent, critiqued numerous theort'lical works on Indian 
topics, including Abelardo Solis's ,·Jntc rl /nob/n11a agrano 
fJrrwmo and Mexican philosophn educator J os(· \' asconcclos' s 
lndologfa and La ra:a c6snuca. 1'9 
Like many other "vanguardist" magaLincs of the 1920s, A 111fwta 
devoted considerable attention to the graphic arts, part icu brh to 
the work of contcmporar\ Latin Amnican painters. Each issue of 
A maul a dedicated from four to eight pages to the rcproduct ion (on 
satin-finished paper) of paintings, sculptures, ceramics, and 
frescoes, together with commentary on the works or on the 
.. 
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featured artists. The graphics selected for reproduction inA mauta 
show a marked indigenista style bias. The works most often 
featured were by members of the "Peruvian School" of painting 
and sculpture represented by Jose Sabogal (featured in seven 
issues), Julia Codesido (in three), Carmen Saco (in four), and 
Camilo Blas (in five). Mexican revolutionary and indigenista 
artists such as Diego Rivera and Carlos Merida also made frequent 
contributions to the magazine's art sections. While Amauta 
occasionally featured the works of such European "vanguardist" 
artists as Piero Marussig and Georg Grosz, its primary emphasis 
clearly fell on Peruvian indigenista painting. 
Jose Sabogal, one of Mariategui's intimates, not only suggested 
the title "Amauta" for Mariategui's magazine, but also designed 
most of its covers. 70 • Mariategui, for his part, while not a trained 
critic of the visual arts, was lavish in his praise of Sabogal's 
"Indianist" work: 
Jo..,(· Sahog;:d ..,efiala ya con . ..,u olna till cipitulo de la hi..,t<>tia dcl a1tc 
p('1 uano. E..., uno d(' nut·...,tto..., \'alo1<·..,-...,igno...,. Sh Iida. honda, \ i1al. \U obt a no 
ffclama los clogios qut· st· p1odiga11. t•111n· 11oso1ros. Ian ba1 aL1 v ([H ilmcnlt» 
.. Sahogal t'S, alltt' todo, d p1 imc1 "pin tor pt·1 ua110" .. \ lllt's tit' i·I. hahiamos 
lt'11ido algunos pi111<m·s. pc!O no hahi<1111os tcnido, t'll 1t·1dad, ningt'm 
"pin101 pc1 uano". lkspuh dt' d. St' ha p1opagado la moda dd 
indigt'nsimo t'll la pintura; pt·10 quit"n tcnga 111i1ada pt'llt'llanlt' no podr[1 
< onlundir jam{1s la pro(unda 1 aus1t·1;1 lt'I si<'m qu<' de lo indio nos d{1 
Sabogal 1011 la quc nos d;'111 !ant<" supcifit iaks cxplo1ado1cs de t'Sla vt'la 
pl:1slita. t'll la< ual st· tt'ba ;dwra hasla Li pi11tu1;1 1111istita.· 1 
Mariategui's comments are revealing. They show, first of all, that 
his admiration for Sabogal's work was based primarily on the 
painter's thematics rather than on his technique; secondly, they 
show Mariategui's preference for representational art (in the same 
encomium he praised Sabogal for having rejected Europe's 
"anarchic," "individualist," and "dehumanizing" trends); 
thirdly, they make reference to the kitsch-like excesses to which 
artistic indigensimo was carried in Peru during the I 920s. 
Whatever the limitations of Mariategui's evaluation of Sabogal, 
one of A mauta' s accomplishments was clearly that of cementing 
Sabogal's position as Peru's leading painter. 
Conclusion 
In its indigenismo, as in other areas of its concern, A mauta was 
by no means free of contradicitons. Perhaps most striking is the 
contrast between the magazine's stated editorial position that the 
position of the Indian campesino could not be bettered by 
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education alone, and its frequent publication of major articles 
devoted to Indian education. Such articles as Cesar Acurio's and 
Maria Judith Arias's "La escuela hogar: proyecto dt:' un nuevo ti po 
di' escuela indigma" (Nos. 23 and 24 ), Miguelina Acosta 
Cardt:'nas's "Escuelas rurales ambulantes para la educaci6n de los 
nifios indigenas" (No. 12), and dean of indigenismo Jose Antonio 
Encinas's "Algunas consideraciones sobrt:' la educaci6n <lei indio 
en el Peru" (No. 32, under Martinez de la Torre's editorship) all 
attest to the strength of an "educationist" trend which coexisted 
with Mariategui and others' advocacy of a revolutionary solution 
to Peru's Indian land problem. 
Further, Mariategui's marked editorial tolerance for divergent 
viewpoints led to the publication of radically differing opinions 
on fundamental facets of the "Indian problem." In its eclecticism, 
A mauta printed not only Valcarcel' s declarations that "la sierra es 
la nacionalidad," but also the articles of Abelardo Solis, who 
asserted that the only productive course open to the Indian was to 
adopt Western culture and technology outright and to discard his 
own inadequate language and customs. Stated Solis in an article 
entitled "La cuesti6n del quechua:" 
Y si sc anhcla que el Pen] se mo<lernice, si se ha de peruanizar el Peru, ta! 
proceso irnplica la occidentali1acibn, la europei1acibn del Perl1, de su actual 
esta<lo social.'' 
Despite his denial that he assigned determining importance to 
racial factors, Solis seems at times to represent a throwback to the 
pre-indigenista days of Alejandro 0. Deustua, Peru's positivist 
exponent of the superiority of the white race. A radically different 
point of view was put forward by J. Uriel Garcia, Cuzco 
lawyer journalist who first presented in Amauta, in embryonic 
form, his theory of the "nuevo indio." 73 
Garcia's "cholista" interpretation of Peruvian man was to 
replace Valcarcel's assertion of Indian superiority as Peruvian 
nativism's dominant myth of the 1930s, the same decade which 
saw (according to Mongui6) the eclipse of "pure" literary 
indigenismo and the emergence of the predominantly mestizo 
APRA as Peru's leading popular political force. For Garcia, the 
true Peruvian was the "nuevo indio," the modern heir of both 
Incaic and Spanish culture, a being shaped physically and 
spiritually by centuries-long contact with Peru's mystically 
nurturing Andean landscape. The contemporary Peruvian, no 
mattt:'r what his biological race, qualified as a "nuevo indio" if he 
felt his Andean heritage, since the "historic nature" of tht:' Andes, 
according to Garcia, 
I 
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... nutrc la con< icncia nacional dr la r~11a sin quc hto se comprenda en cl 
sent ido darw iniano ode Taine, dcl prcdorninio de! rnedio, sino solo en el dd 
influjo dcl paisaj(' sobre la actividad creadora de la UHHicncia, (otno un 
rnotivo y no corno un fin. (Garcia, "Fl nucvo indio." p. 20\ 
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The Andes, Peru's dominant physical and psychological feature, 
formed the basis for what Garcia viewed as the essential continuity 
of Peruvian culture, and constituted an unbroken chain that 
connected the Incario to twentieth-century Peru, despite the 
trauma of the Conquest. According to Garcia, because of his 
consciousness of the unique Andean world he inhabited, the 
nuevo indio," whatever his actual race, superseded the 
unassimilated Indian as the genuine representative of the 
Peruvian nation. Armed with a full consciousness of his heritage 
and guiding his conduct by the rationaliry imported by the 
Spanish conqueror, the "nuevo indio" faced a world rich in 
opportunities (Garcia, "El nuevo indio," p. 2[> ). 
Garcia's formulation of Peru's ethno-social "reality" appealed 
primarily to politically conscious mestizo~, who saw themselves, 
and not the Civihsta or leguifsta oligarchs as the legitimate heirs 
of Peruvian cultural tradition. Arnericanist and mestizo cultural 
theories were also propounded by Antenor Orrego, afnista 
ideologue from Trujillo, in A mauta articles that demonstrated the 
influence of Vasconcelos' s La raza c6smica and I ndologia. 74 
Clearly, as one can glean from an examination of the articles on 
national topics published in the last two years of A mauta, the 
question of Peruvian nationhood and culture was not to be 
reduced to the simple glorification of the Incaic past. 
A mauta ceased publication in September 1920, several months 
after Mariategui's death. Although primarily a Socialist magazine 
(explicitly so after September 1928), Amauta published 
contributions from many of the leading artists and ideologues of 
the Peruvian indigenismo and served as a major Indianist forum. 
The political importance assigned to the "Indian problem" by 
Jose Carlos Mariategui, Amauta's editor, can be seen in the 
strategic position assigned to the chapters on the Indian and on 
land tenure in his S iete ensayos. At the same time, such features of 
Amauta as "El proceso de! gamonalismo" show the very real 
concern of Mariategui and his associates with the abuses to which 
the highland Indian continued to be subjected in the modernizing 
"Patria Nueva." Despite the frequent idealization of the Incaic 
past by A mauta' s major contributors, these writers added a vitally 
important new dimension to the "'Indian problem" by 
emphasizing economic rather than racial or educational 
considerations, and by linking the struggle for Indian Ii beration 
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with the struggle of the world's oppressed working classes against 
the capitalist system. A mauta also popularized the works of 
indigenista writers and graphic artists throughout the four years 
of its publication, although the years 1926-1928 mark the 
magazine's most emphatic "Indianist" phase. Finally, given the 
extreme heterogeneity of contributions to A mauta, it is hardly 
surprising that strikingly discrepant opinions coexisted in the 
same issue, or that" romantic' indigen ismo persisted until the end. 
A mauta, due largely to the intellectual leadership of 
Mariategui, demonstrated that Socialism and indigenismo were in 
no way murnally exclusive doctrines, and channeled the debate on 
the" problerna nacional" into a more objective course which owed 
much to Marx and much to a first-hand examination of Peruvian 
social and economic realities. Emilio Romero, Antenor Orrego, 
J os(· Antonio Encinas, and other social scientists and educators 
attempted to examine the contemporary Indian as he actually 
lived, worked and produced, rather than in the racialist terms 
which had characteri1ed th(' writings of positivists such as 
Alejandro 0. Deustua. The majority of Amauta's contributors 
envisioned no idealized Indian republic as their goal, but 
recognized that both Indian and costerio had to be incorporated 
into a truly national modern state, in Mariategui's words, a "Peru 
integral." 
, 
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Notes 
I. Frarn,ois Bourricaud, in "The Adventures of Ariel," Daedalus (Summer 1972), 
points out the importance of the i11d1gn1ista mm't·ment as a rallying point for 
discontented middle-sector intellectuals throughout Latin America during the 
l 92(h I see especiallv pp. 110-12). He also, however, asserts that i11d1genista idmlog~ 
had sen·n· shortcomings, notably its inability to build upon a developed 
indigenous intellectual tradition. In addition, indigenous culture (generally alive 
only on the village level) "did not provide a com·incing model of political and 
social organization for countries asserting their participation in the race for 
modemiLation" (p. 1121. 
2. Alberto Flores-Calindo, "l.os intl'lectuales y el problema nacional," in Emilio 
Romero and others, S1rte enrnyos: 'i(} aiio5 en la /11storia (Lima: Empresa Editora 
Amauta, 1979), pp. 139-'>6. Flon"-Calindo points out that while in 1918 only 167 
newspapers and maga1int·s were published in Peru. bv 1929 th(' number had risen 
to 17'.l, of which two thirds had been established since 1919 (p. 143) . 
. ). A 1111wt11, R rv1sta M n1su11/ dr Doi tr ma. Litrratura, A rtr» l'o/hn u a, ti vols. (Lima: 
Empresa Editora Amauta, 1976). Facsimilt' edition. contains an introduction bv 
Alberto Ta urn and a cumulative index ll\' \' iolcta de Guerra-Garcia, as well as 
facsimiles ol numlx·rs I and 2 o[ the maga1ine l.ibros y Reuistas (Lima, 1926), 
Amauta's direct bibliographical antecedent. (l 1 n[ortunately, much of Amauta's 
original advertising i~ 01nitted. and there are occasional dis< repan< ies in 
pagination.) 
I. Luis E111iqt1<' Totd, Fl md10 01 los ens111·ist11s pawmos, lfNR-llJ.JR (Lima: 
Editorialcs l' nidas, 1978 ). and Marfil Francke Balin'. "E J movirniento indigenista 
en el Cuno I I'll 0-19.'lO)," in Carlos lv{m Degregori and others. !11d1gn1ismo, clases 
.\Ouall's v fnoblnna 11auo11al (l.ima: Ediciones CFl.ATS, 19781. pp. 107-86. 
Fran< ke Balln·'s insightful study, prest'nted initially as a bachelor"s thesis at the 
l' nivcrsidad Cat6li<a de! Pt'nt, provides an cxct'llent example of the ust' that can be 
made of" little" maga1in(·s published by special-interest groups. 
'i. For a narrow\ iew ol Amauta as an instrument ol Marxist-Leninist fna\1.1, 'it'(' 
Jorge Faldlll . .-I 11111ut11_· Polhnica v accu)n dr Marnltrgw ( l .ima: Empt<'sa Fditora 
Amauta. 1979). Otht't qudit•s ol :\lari{1tt·gui'' magatine includt' Bcn·1 lv B('tnadinl' 
Banning, "Amauta I 1'126-1930)." Ph.D. Diss. Tulan<' l'ni\. 197~; Danit'lll' 
Maurie<', "Di'pouilknwnt ct F.tudt· de ':\mauta,' " 2 \'ols. I primarih an indt'x). 
Thi-st· pout le!)()( tot at du T1oisii'11H· ( :ydt', l 'niv. dl' Paris l 97'i; and David Oakley 
\\' ist'. ".-I 111111ll11 ( l 921i-l 'l'.l01: :\Critical Examination," Ph.D. Diss. l 'ni'. of lllinoi'> 
1978. The ;mtt'tl'dt'nt ol all tht' abmt·-rrwntioncd studies is :\llwrto Tarno's 
annotatt·d index ol tht' maga1ine, published in book lonn as ,-I 111a11t11 \' su 
mf/11r11i Ill (Lima: Ernprcsa Fditora .\mauta. 191i0). \'ol. XIX ol thl' "Edit iont's 
Populart's" ol Mari{rtcgui's OC. 
Ii . .J t'"ts Cha,·arria,} osi' Carlos Al aruitrgw 1111d th1' R 1se of M odnn Peru. J 8'J0-/ 9W 
(Albuqu<'rque: l'ni\. of New Mt'xirnPrcss, 1979), p. 91. Cha\'ania's book, a long-
m(•rdue rt'\'ision of his exct'llent 1967 doctoral thesis. "Jose Carlos Mari{llegui. 
Revolutionary Nationalist: The Origins and Crisis of Modern Peruvian 
Nationalism, 1870-l~J:lO" (l'Cl.:\), comtitutc'> b\ lar the lwst English-languag<' 
introduction to Mari{Hegui and his work. 
7. For a discussion of Peru's IH'o-Positivist prt'<Ursor<; ol 111d1gen1.rn10. sec 
Chavarria, "The lntt'llectuals and th<' Crisis of Modern Pcru\'ian Nationalism," 
Hisf1m1u .·lmerna11 ll1storual Rn,1eu>, 50 (1970), ~'il-78. and Thomas :\'I. Davies, 
Jr .. !11d1a11 Intrgration 211 Prru: A ll alf Century of LYfJenrnce, f 900-1 'J-18 (Lincoln, 
Neb.: l'niv. of Nebraska Press. 197'!). pp. 36-.'l7. 
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8. Manuel Gom;ilez Prada, ·'Nuestros indios," in his floras de lucha, 2nd ed. 
(Callao: Tipografia ··Lux," 192·1 ), pp. 334-38. The impact of this essay (originally 
written in 1904) on Josi' Carlos Mariategui can be gauged by the fact that it was 
included in its entiretv in issue No. 16 of A mauta U uly 1928 ), which was dedicated 
to Gomalu Prada. 
9. A !though Gomalez Prada did not regard formal education (specifically, literacy) 
as either a sufficient or a necessary condition for the liberation of the Indian, he did 
not deny, at least in principle. the value of education. Formal instruction, 
nevertheless, was of value only in so far as one's will and strength made it pmsible 
to act in one's best intert'st. He asserted: 
La instrucci(m puedc mantener al hombre en la bajeLa y la servidumbre: 
instruidos fueron los eunucos v gram{lt icos de Bi1ancio. Ocupar en la Tierra 
el puesto que le corresponde en vez de aceptar el que le designan: pedir) 
tomar su bocado; redamar su tee hoy su pedazo de terrufio, es el derccho de 
todo si·r racional. (fl or as de lucha, p. 336) 
Over twenty years later, in his essay "Proceso de la educaci6n publica," Josi· Carlos 
:\1ariategui would echo Gonzale1 Prada's words on the education of the Indian, 
affirming: 
Fl prohlema de! analfabetismo del indio resulta ser, en fin, un probkma 
mucho mayor, que desborda del restringido marco de un plan meramentc 
pedag6gico. Cada clia se comprueba masque alfabetizar no 1·s educar. I.a 
escuela elemental no redime moral v socialmentc al indio. EI primer pa so 
real hacia su redenci6n, ticne que ser d de abolir su servidumbre. 
Mariategui, Sielr ensavos, 26th ed., \'ol II of the O!: (Lima: Empresa F.ditora 
Amauta, 1973 ), p. I 60. 
10. Dan Chapin Hazan, "The Awakening of Puno: Gowrnment Policy and the 
Indian Problem in Southern Peru 1900-19'.1'.>," Ph.D. Diss. Yale llniv. 197·1. 
discus,es the continuing stress pla< ed on educational reform as a means of solving 
the '"Indian problem" by twentieth-century Peruvian governments. Hazen dctaib 
Peruvian education innovations during the first half of the century (see especial!; 
pp. 233-401 ), strongly suggesting that governments' empahsis on education 
refle<ted their inability to bring about structural economic change in the 
highlands. 
11. On Zulen, Mayer, and the '"Pro-lndigena," 'ee Hait•, pp. 90-95. and Davies, pp . 
.'i·F>ti. 
12. Dora Maver published numerous articles in A mauta, beginning with "'Loque 
ha significado la Pro-lndigena" in the magazine's first issue (September 1926), pp. 
20-22, in which she provided a reswnf> of the "Pro-lndigcna's" history and 
criticizt'd the ineffectivenes;, of the governmental Patronato de la raza indigena. 
Note: all mentions and citations of articles published in Amauta utili1e the 
pagination of the facsimile edition. For the sake of convenience, citations from 
Amauta will specify number and month, but not the inconsistently us<Cd volume 
number. 
13. Fran~ois Chevalier, "Official 111d1genwnu in Peru in 19'.!0: Origins, 
Significann', and Socioeconomic Scope," in Race and Class in f,atin A merirn, ed. 
Magnus M6rner (New York: Columbia l'niv. Press, 1970), pp. 187-88. Fran(ois 
Bourricaud (cited by Hazen, p. 84) once noted that ind1genismo often developed as 
a reaction among mestiw intt'llectuals frozen out of the pro\·incial landholding 
elite. Bourricaud, "Algunas caracteristicas. " Revis/a de/ A-fuseo Nanonal 
(Lima), 2'l (1%4), 169-70. 
1·1. On Cuzco university reform, see Francke Ballve, pp. 121-27. 
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15. Manuel Vicente Villaran, ··condici6n legal de las rnmunidades indigenas," 
Revista l'niuersitaria (San Marcos), segundo semestre, 1907, pp. 1-9. On the 
importance of this article, see Davies, pp. 50-51, and Jorge Basadre, Historia de la 
Republica del Pmi, 6th ed., XI (Lima: Editorial l!niversitaria, 1970), pp. 306-07. 
a.. 16. Nuestra comwudad mdignza is cited frequently in Mariategui's essay, ""El 
problema de la tierra," tht' thitd of the Siete msayos. Mariategui relies ht'avily on 
Castro Pow (to whom he gives full credit) both for arguments and for statistical 
documentation. Basadre, Historia de la RefJublica drl Peru, XVI, 28, notes the 
methodological limitations of Castro Pozo's work. 
17. See, for example, comments on the Incas and on the contemporary Peruvian 
Indian hy \' ictor Raul Haya dt' la Torre, in "N uestrn frente imelecmal," A mauta, 
No.·! (December 1926), pp. 3- I, 7-8, and in "'Sentidode la lucha allli-imperialista," 
Amauta, No. 8 (April 1927), pp. 39-40; also by Manuel Seoane, "Carta al Grupo 
'Resurgimirnto,' ·· Amauta, No. 9 (May 1927), pp. 37-39. 
18. Luis Mongui6, I.a l'oesia postmodn11ista perwma (Mi'xico, D.F.· Fondo de 
Cultura Econ6mica, 195·1 ), pp. 89-92, Sancht'z citation p. 92. Twenty-five years 
after its publication, Mongui6's book remains one of the best accounts of 
twentieth-< en1urv Peruvian poetry. 
f 19. See Mongui<'>'' C:haptn I\', ""El N ativi,mo literario en la poesia pcruana," pp. 
87-l~~l. on literary indigrnisrno and its variants in Peru. 
20. Sabogal himself wrote: "Expuse mis telas pintadas en Cuzco, el 15 de julio de 
1919, aprovffhando un remanso de la borrasca politica de esa hora. Cay6 esta 
muestra como si fucran motivos de ex6tico pais: el medio limeiio aun permaneda 
entn· los resins de sus mural las virreinales, con mas conocimiento de mar afuera 
que de mar adentro." Josi' Sabogal, "Autobiografia de Josi' Sabogal," in the 
painter's Del a rte m rl Peru y otros ensayos (Lima: lnstiluto N acional de Cultura, 
1975). For a highly critical view of Sabogal's style, see Juan E. Rios, I.a pintura 
co11temfwr(mea en el l'er11 (Lima: Editorial Cultura Ant{!rlica, l~H6), pp. 3:i-·12. 
21. The degree of the "'escucla indigenista's" dominance can be gauged by Gract' L. 
M«:ann Morlcv's 19·12 book, An Introduction to Co11tnnporary l'eruvwn 
Painting (San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of Art). Morley"s introduction to 
Peruvian painting omits any paintt"l's not associated with Sabogal's '"Indianist 
School" at Lima's Fscuela de Bellas Anes. For an t'xtensive discussion of painterly 
indigemsmo and its sociohistorical context, see Mirko Lauer, l11troducci611 a la 
fJintura perua11a de/ siglo XX (Lima: Mosca Arni Editores, 1976), pp. 73-120. 
22. See Balta1.ar Ccravedo Molinari, Clases, lucha politica )' gobierno en el Peru, 
/9/9-JlJH (Lima: Retama Editorial, 1977), pp. 59-68, for a brief discussion of 
Leguia's initial political support. A more extensive study of Leguia and his 
prngram of national modernization is provided by Gary Richard Garrett, "The 
Oncenio of Augusto B. Leguia: M iddk St"Ctor Government and Leadership in 
Peru, 1919-1930," Ph.D Diss. l'niv. of New Mexico 1973. 
23. Gammwl, derived from the name of a parasitic plam, i' the Pt'ruvian tnm used 
to reft'r to the small highland hacendado. Martha Hildebrandt, in her l'eruanismos 
(Lima: Francisco Moncloa Fditores, 1969), pp. 191-93, points out that gamonal as a 
synonym for , ac1que i' generalited throughout numerous regions of Spanish 
America. 
21. IJ1 Prmsa (I imaJ, Ft"bruary I 'J, 1930, cited in Hazen, p. I 96. For a full discussion 
of tht" Indian legi,lation of the oncenio, see Davie,, pp. ti8-95. Davit"s suggests that 
Leguia's break with the policil'' of preceding administrations was in fact less 
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radical than it seemed, since the President took care not to ovt>rly antagoni1e large 
hacendados in the process of mollifying his pro-Indian supporters. 
25. Victor Andrh Belaunde. La realidad nauonal (Paris: Editorial Le Livre Librt', 
19,~ I), p. 282. 
26. Fredrick B. Pike, The [ 'nited States and the Andean Republics: Peru, Bollvw, 
and Ecuador (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1977), p. 183, 
27. Cited in Davies, p, 70, 
28. Twentieth-century revolts in the Department of Puno (including the "Rumi 
Maqui" uprising) are discussed by Hazen, pp, 128-51, 170-78. Also of value is 
Wilfredo Kapsoli, /_os mov1mientos campesinos en el Peru, 1879-/965 (1.ima: 
Delva Editores, 1977). 
29, For example, a decree of May 1930 established] une24 as "Dia de! Indio," while 
Leguia was often pictured greeting Indian delegations in the government palact', 
and official propaganda transcribed his indigenista declarations in both Spanish 
and Quechua (see Hazen, pp. 1%-96). Davies (p. 91) quotes from a 1928 presidential 
address, in which Leguiii declared: "The Indians are all the past and all the future. 
They made the great past and now ... are building, as if they were craftsnwn of 
bronze in the volcanic bowels of the Andes, the glorious future of Peru," 
30. On the "Sociedad 'Tahuantinsuyo' "see Hazt'n, pp. 151-59. 
31. Jose Maria Arguedas, Y awar fiesta (Santiago de Chile: Editorial U niversaria, 
1968), Chapter II, "El despojo," pp, 25-31. The historical value of Arguedas's novt'l 
is emphasized by Chevalier in his article, "L 'Expansion de la grande propriete dans 
le 11aut-Pf>rou au XXe Sit~cle," Annales; Fconornies, Socih/>s, Civilisations, 21 
(1966), 8l!'J-3L 
32. Recent studies have made it dear that the hacendado "offensive" against Indian 
lands dates from the later nineteenth century and resulted directly from the high 
prices Peruvian wool commanded abroad. See especially Alberto Flores-Galindo's 
Arequipa y el sur andino: ensayo de historia regional (siglos XV//1-XX) (Lima: 
Editorial Horiwnte, 1977). Chapters II and III, as well as Hazen, pp, 18-23. 
33, Highway construction was one of the major goals of the Leguia government 
and, indeed, one of its major successes: the total length of roads in use in Peru 
jumped from 10,643 kilometers to 19,465 kilometers between 1926 and 1930 alone. 
For a thumbnail sketch of comcripci6n vial, see Stephen Jay Stein, "Populism and 
Mass Politics in Peru: The Political Behavior of the Lima Working Classes in the 
1931 Presidential Election," Ph.D. Diss. Stanford Univ, 1974, p. 151-53, or Hazen, 
pp. 205-08. A very negative view of the effects of Leguia's forced-labor program is 
provided by Wilfredo Kapsoli, "El campesino peruano y la ley vial," Campesino 
(Lima), I, No, 2 (May-August 1969). 1-17, Kapsoli documrnts the abuses to which 
Indian laborers were subjected and concludes that the groups which received the 
greatest benefits from the conscrif1cir)n vial program were: a) foreign road-
construction firms, who obtained virtually free labor; b) owners of large haciendas 
who managed to have roads constructed to their estates, thus better linking them to 
markets; and c) local political authorities. 
3·1. The most synthetic account of Peruvian rural-urban migration in the 1920s is 
provided by Stein's "Populism and Mass Politics." Stein points out (pp. IS9-60) 
that the largest number of migrants came from regions with a) the bt'st road 
systems, and b) the most intense concentration of latifundia; approximately 60 
percent of all migration to Lima between 1920 and 1931 originated in the Central 
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and Southern sierra. During the 1920s some 65,000 fnovinnanos flooded to the 
capital; the 1931 (Department of Lima) census showed that 19 percent of the 
capital's population had moved there within the preceding eleven years (p. 165), 
and that the vast majority of these migrants occupied "working class" jobs. 
3:i. Mariatcgui, "Pn·sentaci6n de· Amauta. · "A mauta, No. 1 (September 1926), p. I. 
Hereafter cited as "Presentaci{m," without page number. 
36. Mari{1tegui, "La nueva cnuada Prn-Indigena," Amauta. No. 5 (j anuary 1927). 
p. 37. 
37. J. Guillermo Guevara. "Oportunismo indigmista," La Sierra (Lima). I. No. 4 
(April 1927), 4-5. On La Sirrra's "right-wing" Indianism. see Franch Ballve. pp. 
14'J-'Jl. 
38. Mari{uegui. in his essay "Esquema de! problema indigena." stressed the 
IH'<essity of using Indian militants who had aln·ady been con\·erted to Socialism to 
propagandil(' and organize tht• Indians of tht· sinra. Ht· wrote: "El indio alfabeto. 
al que la ciudad 1orrompt'. se convierte regularmente en el auxiliar de los 
ex plot adores de su raza. Pero en la ciudad, end ambiente obrero revolucionario. el 
indio empina ya a asimilar la idea revolucionaria, a apropiar:.e de ella, a t•ntendC't 
su valor corno instrurnento de e1nancipaci6n ck esta raza, oprirnida por la 1nisrna 
clase que explota en la fabric1 al obrero, en el que desn1bre un h<'fmano de clase." 
Amauta. No. 25 (July-August 1929). p. 7·1. 
39. Mariategui. "Pr6logo" to Tempestad en los Andes. by Luis E. Valcarcel (Lima: 
Editorial Minerva. 1927). p. 12. 
·!O. Carlos Manut"l Cox, "Revoluci6n y peruanidad (discurso pronunciado en la 
lJniversidad tit' Arequipa)," Arnauta, No. 8 (April 1928), p. 25. 
·11. \' alcarcel authored thirteen separate A mauta entries, several of them feature 
articles. He was also the subject of a highly flattering interview by Carlos Manuel 
Cox. transcribed as "Con Luis E. Valcarcel,' Amauta, No. 6 (February 1927), 
"Libros y Revistas" section, pp. 1-2. 
·12. Luis E. Valcarcel. "lln libro dt" Mariaregui," Amauta, No. 23 (May 1929), pp. 
83-86. In this generally superficial review, Valcarcel characteri1ed theS it>te msayos 
as cl primer esfuerzo serio y sistem[1tico para 'comprender' la realidad 
peruana" (pp. 83-84). 
13. In Carlos Manuel Cox's "Con l.uis E. Valcarcel,'' p. I. 
+!.Valcarcel. De la vida incaira(Lima: Editorial Garcilaso, 192'' ), p. 90-91, 93. cited 
in Diego Meseguer Illan josr Carlos M ariatrgw y su pensamiento revolunonario 
(Lima: lnstituto de Fstudios Peruanos. 1971). p. 170. 
·Fi. Va!C:ucel. Tempestad en los Andes. pp. 127, 129. This portion of Trmpestad 
stt'rnmed from a lecture delivered at the l'niversity of Arequipa, .Januarv 22. 1927, 
and reproduced in A mauta as ''El probkma indigena,·· No. 7 (March 1927). pp. 2-·l. 
46. Also in A mauta, No. 1 (September 1926), p. '.l. 
17. Also in Amauta, No. 1(Septt"mber1926), p. ·l. 
·18. "Estatutos de! Grupo 'Resurgimiento,' "Arnauta. No. 5 (.January 1927). p. 2 of 
the separatelv numbered section "El proct:so de! gamonalismo." The "Grupo 
'Resurgimiento' " managed in its statutes to appear at once overly idealistic and 
patronizing, announcing that it was inspired in "principios de ABNEGACION. 
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\'ERACIDAD, HONRADEZ I SOLIDARIDAD" [sic]," and placing gr('at 
emphasis on the cuhural betterment of the Indian. On the history of the 
organi1ation. sec Francke Rallve, p. I ·11-·l'J. 
·19. For a dis< ussion of how Mari{1tcgui's articles for the magatines I' anedades and 
M w11hal (articles written on'r the span' of four years) were assembled into tht'S 1ete 
ensayos, sec Jorge Fak6n \ polemical A natomi'a dt' los S 1ete ensavos de M anategui 
(Lima: Empresa Editora Amauta, 1978). A numlwr of the same articles were 
reproduced in A mauta before the appearance of S1ete ensayos in November 19'.?8. 
Among them is the key cssav, "El problema de la tierra en el Pcrt'.1," A mauta, :"\os. 
10 and 11(December19'.!7 and .January 19'.!8). pp. <J-1.'J and pp. r>-8. 13-15. 
'JO. Mari{11egui, "Esquema de! problema indigena," Amauta, :"\o. '.!5 (Juh-:\ugust 
19'.?9). pp. 69-80. 
51. Peter F. Klari'n offers an excellent description of the enga111 he (literal!\, 
"hooking") syqcm of hiring in his Moderm:atl<m, Dislocation, and Apnsmo: 
Origins of tlu' Peruuzan Apnsla Party, liii0-!9"32 1Austin, Tex.: l'niv. of Texas 
Press, 1973), pp. '.!6-30. Tvpically, the n1ga11chador advanced the Indian laborer 
suffi< icnt money to make it virtuallv impossible fot him to pay off his dt'bt in the 
time period stipulated by his contract. Fnganche thus kd dirt'Ctly to debt peonage. 
'>2. The Sixth \\'mid Congn·'5 of the Communist lntt·rnationaL mcl'ting in 
Moscow in 19'.?8, dedarcd that a "third period" had begun in the intt'rnational 
revolutionary movemt·nt. The fi1 't phase. from I ~J 17 to 192'.l, had been one of direct 
armed struggle against the capitalist rt'gimcs, whil<' in the years 19'.?'.l-19'.!8 official 
policv had been 1hat of a unitt'd from of Communist'.. Social Dt'mocrats, and 
anarchist> agaimt fascirni. In the "Third Period." which lasted from 1928-19.H. 
anv form of collaboration with the Social Democrats was ruled out, and national 
Cc;mmunist Parties were instructed to slt'P up thcit revolu1ionary activitit·>. For a 
discu,sion of "Third Period" C:ommuni>.in in Latin Amnica, see the introduction 
of Luis E. Aguilar's AI arxzsm in I.aim A mrrua, H'\ i'cd ed. 1Philadelphia: Temp If 
l!niv. Press, 1978), pp. '.?0-'.?7. 
53. For an account of the pr()(l'eding., of the Firq Latin American Communist 
Conft'rencc of 19'.!9, set· Ricardo Mani1w1 dt' la Torre. "La Conferencia Cornunista 
de Rut'nos Aires,'' in his Apuntes /Jara wrn i11tnfneta1 it)n marxista de !tistoria 
SOC/a/ de/ Peni. II (Lima: Fdi1orial Peruana, l'H7). ·l09-8'J. A more svntlwtic 
account is provided In Chavarria, Jo.1i' Carlos Manategw, pp. 1r,7.fi'.!. . 
'>4. For a schematic delineation of the revolutionan· positions adopted hv 
Mariatcgui and Hava de la Tone, sec Char Gcrmani1, I.a l'olemlla Haya de la 
T orff'-M ariategw: reform a o r!'·l'o/11111)11 en el Pntl. Cuadernos de Socit'dad y 
Politica, '.!(Lima: Delva Editon·s, 1977). Also published in A 11/ilisis: Cuadnnos de 
I nu est 1gac1()11 I Lima), I, Nos. '.! '.l I 1977 ), 1-13-81. 
55. Mari{1tegui, "Indigenismo y socialismo: intermt·uo poli'rnico,'' Amauta, No. 7 
(Mardi 19'.?7). p. 37. Original!\ publishl'd in Mw1dial, February '.?'i, 19'.!7. The 
length\ written debatt' betwet'n S{111chc1 and :\fari:Hegui on 111digen1smo (carried 
on in Mundial between February 18 and March'.!''· 19'.?7) has been made a\·ailable, 
together with supporting donmH·ntation, bv Manuel Aqubolo Castro (compiler) 
as La f)()/hnua dl'I mdigenismo (Lima: Mosca :\rnl Editores, 197fi). 
St>. Mari{itegui. "Ri'J,lica a Luis Alberto s:mche1," A mauta, No. 7 (March 19'.!7), p. 
'.18. Originallv published in Mundial, March 11, 19'.!7. Hereafter cited as "R£·plica." 
'J7. Fm the text of the program of the Pt'ruvian Socialist Party, drawn up by 
Mariategui in late 19'.!8, see Manine1 de la Torre, Apuntes, II, 398-·10'.!, or 
, 
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Mariategui, ldmlogia y fJOlflica (Lima: Empresa Editora Amauta, 1969), Vol. XII 
of the OC, pp. 159-fr!. 
r>8. Cited in Arthur Rosmberg, A H 1slory of Bolshevism From Marx lo The First 
Five Years' P Ian, trans. Ian F. D. Morrow (Garden City, N cw York: Doubleday and 
Compam. 1967), pp. lh3-fr1. 
r,9, For a discussion of M ari{itegui's evaluation of the revolutionary potential of the 
Peru,·ian campesrno, see Harry E. Vanden, "The Peasants as a Revolutionary 
Class: An Early Latin American \'iew," journal of lnlerarnerican Studies and 
World Affairs, 20 ( 1978), 191-209. \'anden credits Mariatt'gui with having 
developed a revolutionary tl]('ory similar to that originatt'd in tl1t' same years by 
Mao Tse-Tung. For a usdul diachronic survey of evaluations of Mariategui's 
.. Marxism, see \' anden's "Mari{!legui: Marxismo, Comunismo, and Other 
Bibliographic Notes," Latin American Resrnrch RFuiew, I ·I, No. 3 ( 1979), pp. 61-
86. 
60. Meseguer lllan, pp. 193-94. 
61. Victor Raul Haya dt' la Torre, El anti-imperialisrnoy elApra, 2nd ed. (Santiago 
de Chile: Editorial Ercilla, 1936), p. 54. Also cited by Mest'guer lllan, p. 196. 
f 62. For a critical view of aprista Indianism and of the party's failure IO carry 
through on its promises of reform, see Thomas M. Davies, Jr., "The indigenismo of 
the Peruvian Aprista Party: A Reinterpretation," His panic American H islorical 
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Thomas Carly le on Dr. Francia: 
The Functional Role of the Carly lean Hero 
Frederick Stirton Weaver 
Hampshire College 
This essay explores Carlyle's representation of social and 
cultural change by focussing on his essay "Dr. Francia" (1843 ). 
The essay on Francia, who was the Perpetual Dictator of Paraguay 
from 181'1 until his death in 1840, was Carlyle's first study of a 
modern" hero" and was written at the time Carlyle was struggling 
lO formulate a coherent social theory consistenl with his effort to 
cornbine the roles of literary critic and social critic. 1 The change in 
Carlyle's approach to historical study has been described and 
documented, but neither its analytical significance nor its 
ideological purpose has been adequately delineated. 2 By looking 
closely at the "Dr. Francia" essay, which illustrates the new 
directions of Carlyle's thinking with exceptional clarity, and 
placing the article in the rnntext of his earlier work, I argue that we 
can come to terms with Carlyle's historical method in a new and 
fruitful way. 
My first section discusses the evolution of Carlyle's conception 
of social and cultural change, emphasizing the increasing 
importance of the individual leader to the coherence of his 
commentary. In the second section I deal with the "Dr. Francia" 
essay, and in the third I consider some more general aspects of 
Carlyle's method and its historical meaning. 
In such early essays as "Signs of the Times" (1928) and "Count 
Cagliostro" (1833), Carlyle's holistic conception of social and 
cultural change is apparent: he viewed social and cultural change 
in a general, evolving historical process. In "Count Cagliostro," 
although the periodization is dubious (i.e., feudalism's decline in 
the eighteenth century), he explicitly identified the ultimate cause 
of social tensions and moral decay to Europe's being in a period of 
transition - the demise of feudalism and the emergence of a new, 
industrial order.i 
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"Signs of the Times" is an even more important statement of 
this kind, for in this essay interdependencies of different 
dimensions of social life are central to his understanding of 
sweeping changes in contemporary England. He decries most of 
these changes, but he has no doubt as to their source: throughout 
the essay Carlyle considered industrialism, or more specifically, 
mechanization of production as the underlying cause. It promoted 
far reaching changes in practically every aspect of social life and 
elevated" the great art of adapting means to ends" to the point of 
intellectual dominance. 4 "The shuttle drops from the fingers of 
the weaver, and falls into iron fingers that ply it faster." (p. 59) 
This sentence (and the paragraph from which it is drawn) 
indicates Carlyle's sympathy with the ruined artisans, but Carlyle 
immediately proceeds to stress how important it was that the iron 
fingers did indeed ply the shuttle faster. Carlyle's 
acknowledgment, even celebration, of the material benefits from 
raising the productivity of human labor through mechanization 
distinguislws him from the main stream of Victorian criticism, 
including that of his disciple Ruskin. The lauding of economic 
progress was not a causal, incidental statement; it was a consistent 
theme in Carlyle's thought at this time and its recogmt1on is 
crucial for understanding the development of his historical 
method. 
Nevertheless, it is the negative aspects, the social, cultural, and 
spiritual costs of mechanization, which dominated the remainder 
of "Signs of the Times." Industrialism had rent the fabric of 
society, "strangely altering old relations, and increasing the 
distance between the rich and poor," and introduced new tensions 
and conflicts. Individual imt1ative, creativity, and 
accomplishment were being subordinated to formal institutions 
which were organized in a mechanical fashion and produced art, 
music, literature, philosophy, and even governance in a manner 
not unlike that of a cotton textile factory. 6 
Taken together, "Cagliostro" and "Signs of the Times" clearly 
indicate some important features of Carlyle's thinking. First of all 
there are his preferc>nces: the economic progress of industrialism 
and the social, cultural, and spiritual qualities he saw in Europe's 
pre-industrial past. Second, he perceived and dearly stated that the 
rise of industrialism, with its social and ideational consequences, 
was the reason for the disintegration of those aspects of social and 
cultural life he valued. His linking of the material and moral 
spheres of social life is more intuitive than analytical, but the 
means by which he became convinced that the two were 
inextricably connected made the conviction neither less real nor 
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less damaging to his role as a critic and prophet. How could he be 
taken seriously if he were to champion goals which his own 
writings recognized as being mutually incompatible? 
Carlyle's response to this quandry was to retreat from attempts 
to identify the sources of what he considered to be the spiritual and 
cultural malaise of contemporary England and to focus more 
narrowly on what earlier had been seen as the consequences of 
social and economic change. Understanding the nature of social 
change in its full complexity was no longer central to Carlyle's 
work, and although this retreat deprived his social commentary of 
the historical force of "Signs of the Times," it freed him to 
applaud economic progress and simultaneously to advocate the re-
establishment of pre-industrial institutions and values. 
While Carlyle had managed in his thinking to sever the 
relationship between the rise of industrialism and the ascendence 
of undesirable social and cultural forms, the need remained for 
some force capable of mediating material and moral spheres of life 
in Carlyle's work. This was the function of theCarlylian hero. The 
hero's charismatic nature and stance was crucial to the flow of his 
narrative and to give it an historical dynamic; it was the hero, by 
the strength of his personal authority and will, who could further 
economic activity while recreating the organic, harmonious, and 
ethical society that Carlyle saw in Europe's past. This social and 
spiritual leader, then, linked together, and even embodied, the 
different facets of social life that Carlyle as a writer and social uitic 
was no longer willing to relate through broader social analysis. 
Thus the Carlylian hero became "the man in the middle who 
orders the muddle of his society." 
II 
The elevation of the hero was not as sudden as perhaps I have 
implied; Carlyle's earlier writings contained many references to 
heroes and to the value of individual initiative and the force of 
individual personality. On the other hand, the hero for Carlyle 
became more than a convenient means to avoid a logical 
contradiction; the importance of heroes in his later writings 
transcended this functional quality and became an end in 
themselves. But I am arguing that Carlyle's first fully developed 
heroes did indeed play this particular role and that understanding 
this role is vital for comprehending Carlyle's method of historical 
interpretation. 
In 1843, Carlyle presented two heroes to the English public. One 
was Abbot Samson, the 12th century monk of Past and Present 
(1843 ). Harsh but paternalistic, conservative socially but rational 
J 
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and progressive in economic manners, Abbot Samson brought 
order and prosperity to his abbey in northern England. It appears 
to be precisely these characteristics which interested Carlyle in the 
fragmentary reports available in England about The Perpetual 
Dictator of Paraguay and stimulated him to write "Doctor 
Francia" and to publish it in the same year as Past and Present. 
For the detail of Francia's reign, Carlyle relied most heavily on a 
short book by two Swiss naturalists, Messrs.Johann R. Rengger 
and Lonchamps on and a two volume work by Scottish merchants, 
the Robertson brothers, 8 but throughout the essay, Carlyle ws 
scathingly critical of the historical materials available to him. 
Clearly the major irritant was not the paucity of factual material; 
indeed, it is striking how closely Carlyle's narrative corresponds to 
modern accounts of Francia's life. 9 The main problem, as Carlyle 
saw it, was the democratic bias with the resulting outrage, "a 
running shriek of constitutional denunciation" that dominated 
the sources. Certainly, there were some sympathetic treatments of 
Francia and his policies which had appeared in English language 
journals at the time Carlyle was working on "Dr. Francia," but 
they were generally short and uninspired, and Carlyle repeatedly 
implored some talented writer, possibly a Paraguayan, to write a 
"real life of Francia." 10 
Carlyle deeply admired Francia's ability to isolate Paraguay 
from the turbulance and disruption experienced by other Spanish 
American nations in the immediate post-independence period. 
Unlike the other nations, which Carlyle likened to kennels of 
rabid dogs, Paraguay had not" brought in the reign of liberty and 
driven out the reign of law and regularity" but rather, through 
Francia, had avoided the "agonies of republican reform" and 
experienced a "reign of rigour" 11 But this was not a static rigor; 
according to Carlyle, stability was but the necessary first step in a 
far reaching but not clearly defined program of moral reform. 
Depicting the life of the Paraguayan people as rude, drowsy, 
sluttish, and full of nomadic idleness and Jesuit superstition, 
Carlyle celebrated Francia's suppression of corruption in 
government and criticism of his government, promotion of a work 
ethic, and erection of a Workman's Gallows as a guarantor of 
quality work. Furthermore, Carlyle reproduced long anecdotes 
from his sources to establish Francia's personal integrity and sense 
of justice, and he quotes Rengger's description of Francia's daily 
schedule to emphasize his extremely austere personal habits even 
after assuming absolute power. (pp. 288-293, 306, 314-317). 
But Francia was more than a moral reformer; he was acquainted 
with and valued rational, scientific methods and applied them to 
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material problems. Carlyle praises the dictator's achievements in 
proving that Paraguay's agriculture could produce two rather 
than the traditional one crop a year, drastically simplifying 
worship, and relaying the city of Asuncion along geometric lines 
with Francia personally wielding the theodolite. On the last point, 
Carlyle spends almost a full page of his essay arguing with the 
interpretation of the brothers Robertson, who maintained that it 
was the fear of assassination, not an abstract sense of efficiency and 
regularity, that had lt>d Francia to restructure Asunci6n's confused 
jumble of streets, paths, buildings and hedges into straight lines. 
(pp. '.H0-311 ). 
So here we have the ideal Carlylean hero: social conservative, 
rational and progressive in economic affairs, and morally above 
reproach in his personal life. Or do we? Carly le' s candor in openly 
disagreeing with his sources about the matter of redesigning 
Asunci6n is not consistent with his use of his sources in other 
matters. In his praise of Francia's rationalism, Carlyle states that 
Francia .. introduced schools, tx)arding schools, and others on 
which Rengger has a chapter; everywhere he promoted education 
as he could, repressed superstition as he could." (pp. 305-306). 
.. This is a cavalier disregard of fact; Rengger's two and a half page 
chapter clearly states that Francia' sonly act in regard to education 
was to close a forty year old college of theology. 1" Education was an 
important part of Carlyle's view of the hero as an authoritarian 
teacher of his people, and the falsity of his claim about Francia's 
promotion of education certainly weakens Francia's position as a 
true Carlylean hero. 
Even more damaging, however, were Francia's motivations. 
~ Throughout the essay, Carlyle criticizes his sources for not more 
fully developing the inner Francia -his thoughts, beliefs, 
aspirations, etc.- yet he does not include in his essay one of the 
most revealing passages available in his sources. ] . P. Robertson 
quotes Francia as saying: 
Now. without entering upon the discu,sion. as to whe1her thi' continent is 
ripe for popular institu1iom (you know. I think, it is not). it umnot be 
denied that. in an old and civilized country like Britain, where these 
imtitutiom ha\'t' graduallv and practically (not theoretically) superseded 
forms of go\'ernment originally feudal. till thev have forced themselvcs 
upon lcgislatin· notice. in a ratio proportional to the growing education of 
the majority. they are those best adapted to secure the greatness and stability 
of a nation. 11 
Suppressing this material was vital for Carlyle's presentation of 
Francia as a hero. First, the Carlylian hero was not supposed to be 
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aware of his role, as we can see from Carly lc's sardonic criticism in 
the "Dr. Francia" essay of San Martin's hanging his own portrait 
between those of Napoleon and the Duke of \Vellington (26'.3-264, 
267) and from "The Diamond Necklace" (1837): " Your true 
hero, your true Roland, is ever unconscious that he is a hero; this 
is the condition of all greatness." i.i More serious than the problem 
of consciousness is that which Francia was consciously trying to 
do. From the above quotation and from other discussions in the 
primary sources, is the clear implication emerges that Francia not 
only admired England's groping toward republican institutions 
but that he considered himself preparing Paraguay for them in his 
own particular sty le, a sty le that involved measures necessary for 
Paraguay but not for England. This is directly contrary to the 
lessons which Carlyle, speaking through Sauerteig, derives from 
the essay for England. (p. 3(M). 
In "Dr. Francia" then, we see Carlyle constructing a hero to 
demonstrate to his English audience the modern possibility of 
economic advance without overturning what Carlyle considered 
to be the virtues residing in traditional institutions and values. In 
the course of such construction, however, Carly le manipulated 
means to achieve a didactic end and thereby practiced the ,., 
"unveracity" against which he continually flailed. Carlyle's 
selection of Francia as a hero and the way he was fabricated for the 
English audience reveal with startling clarity the structural role of 
the hero in Carlyle's thinking and the ideological purpose of his 
method. 
III 
Apart from Francia's personal qualities, there were very definite 
limits on what Francia could do in Paraguay, limits that Carlyle 
does not recognize. For example, Francia's pursuit of social and 
political stability, so lavishly praised by Carly le, was self-defeating 
within a time horizon that extended beyond the dictator's lifetime. 
The intensely personal nature of Francia's rule in Paraguay 
necessitated destroying any important intermediate political 
institutions that might have diluted the dictator's direct exercise of 
power, suppressing secondary social institutions (including the 
propertied class), and neutralizing, by exile and prison if 
necessary, outstanding individuals who might challenge him. As a 
result, when Francia died, Paraguayan society had neither the 
institutional structure to give it continuity and stability 
independent of the dictator's personal charisma and authority, nor 
a sufficient number of able, knowledgeable, and experienced 
individuals who could fill the vacuum. Potential effective 
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successors and the strata most likely to generate them had, for the 
safety of the dictator during his lifetime, been suppressed. In 
Carlyle's view this suppression would not have affected the rise of 
a true hero who could draw on divine inspiration for support, but 
the broader social view of politics would seem to have been borne 
out by subsequent events. Paraguay's political history in the 
century after Francia was marked by frequent and turbulent 
personal power struggles that devastated the country and 
eventually led it into two major wars which were disasters, ruining 
it economically, smashing whatever institutional structure it had, 
and killing almost half of the male population. The legacy of 
Francia's policies was chaos and disaster, and this was already 
readily apparent in 1841-1842 when Car Iv le was writing the "Dr. 
Francia" essay. 
Funhnrnon'. returning to mv earlier theme, Francia apparently 
did encourage cconornic growth but he could do so only within 
verv nanm,· 111nih. Like Abbot Samson, Francia was in absolute 
control of a small. simple agrarian society, and advancing beyond 
the levels of productivity possible in a self-sufficirnt agricultural 
economv would ban· entailed substantial transformations and the 
emergcnn· of a considerably more complex and differentiated 
society requiring llH'< hanisrns of economic co-ordination and 
political control more compatible with class rather than 
individual preeminence. This is precisely the kind of analysis 
which Carlyle suggested in "Signs of the Times," and he dealt 
with the issue of industrialization and class formation in 
"Chart ism" ( 18:~9) and Latter-Day Pamphl!'ls ( 1850) by 
nominating the new "Captains of Industry" as the most likely 
source of leaders with the needed qualities and perceptions to 
reinstitute traditional social forms. This indicates how far Carlyle 
had come from "Signs of the Times;" in these essays Carlyle 
represents the very agents of industrialism, those individuals most 
closely associated with Machinery, as the heroes who could free 
not only themselves but all society from the influence of the new 
economic order. Marx and Engels, probably with Carlyle's 1829 
essay still in mind, were incredulous that he could hate bourgeois 
society while lionizing the bourgeoisie. 16 But this was to miss how 
far Carlyle was from the earlier essay's logic and implications; 
Carlyle was not looking to the class itself for leadership, but to 
individuals from that class though not representative of it. The 
hero was to be as independent of his own past as the malleable 
society which he was to remake was from its history. The 
ideological intention of this effort is especially dear in "Dr. 
Francia" where we see Carlyle engaged in fiction-making on two 
levels. He endowed an historical figure with fictional qualities in 
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order to construct a hero, and he placed the fictional hero in a 
fictionally malleable social milieu. 
\\' ith the advantage of over 100 years of hindsight, it is 
remarkable, even superbly ironical, that Carlyle's prescriptive 
vision of a conservative society of material abundance, a synthesis 
of industrialism with pre-industrail validity that transcends, even 
negates, the literary fictions he developed to give the vision reality. 
Beginning in the second half of the nineteenth century, the 
experience of Germany and Japan demonstrated that the process 
of industrialization did not have to seriously disrupt pre-existing 
social, political, and cultural forms. 17 The changed nature of 
industrial technology, allowing centralized control of the new 
source of economic power, is probably one of the principal reasons 
later industrializations could succeed without th~ accompanying 
decentralization of social control, liberalization of political 
authority, and general "individualization" of values.1 8 Even in 
England, by the turn of the twentieth century social critics were 
describing English government and society in terms that would 
have encouraged Carly le.19 
Perhaps this is where we see the consequences of Carlyle's 
romanticism and witness the triumph of his unreason: to 
understand why Carlyle was in some ways a truer prophet than, 
say, Marx, one must use a framework of social analysis more like 
that used by Marx than the fictions upon which Carlyle eventually 
based his prophecy. 
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Industrialization," in State and Economic Enterprise ir1 Japan, ed. \\'. \\'. 
Lockwood (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton l'niversity Press, 1966), pp. 93-182, James 
C. Abbeggen, The Japanese Factory: Aspects of Its Social Organization (Glenrne, 
Ill.: Free Press, 1958), and Thomas C. Smith, "Japan's Aristocratic Revolution," 
Yale Revu'W, ml. 'i (1960-1961 ), pp. 370-383. Clifton Geertz, Peddlers and Prmces 
(Chicago: ll nivffsity of Chicago Press, 1963) is an exct>llmt study by a cultural 
anthropologist who concludes tha1 "a modern enmomicsyslem may be compatible 
with a wider range of non-economic cultural patterns and social structures than 
has oftrn bt"m thought." (p. IH) 
18. I have made this argument in mv "Relative Backwardness and Cumulative 
Change: A Comparative Approach to European Industrialization," Studies m 
ComfJarative lntnnat1011al Development, vol. 9 (Summer 197·1), 70-97. Also see th<" 
title essay from Alexander Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness in Historical 
PersfJerl1ve (Cambridge, Mass.: The Bt'lknap Press of Harvard llnivt'rsity Press, 
1962). pp .. 'i-'.lO. 
19. The Marxist and Fabian schools of socialist writers produced several good 
examples for this point. but probably the liberal's almost poignant sense of loss is 
the mos! telling: see John Hobson, Imperialism: A Study (London: George Allen 
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and llnion. Ltd .. 1902). Interestingly. Lenin's Imperialism: The l-hghest Stages of 
Capitalism (New York: International Publishers Co .. Inc.. 1939, first published 
1917) also conveys a sense of nostalgia for mid-nineteenth century English 
liberalism. 
Teoria de la Dependencia y Critica Literaria 
Hernan Vidal 
University of Minnesota 
Dada la actual cr1s1s econ6mica, social y politica 
latinoamericana existe la urgencia de encarar los <'Studios 
literarios def area con una mayor conciencia de lo que implica la 
litcratura como fenc'>rneno hist6rico. Esto requierc cuestionar la 
capacidad de las metodologias intratextuales para abrir 
pcrspectivas que org{micamente unen las relaciones estructurales 
internas con la contextualidad social. De ningun modo se trata de 
negar los aportes de esas metodologias al establecimiento de la 
critica litcraria como disciplina cientifica. Mas bien apunto a que 
captar la historicidad de un texto literario forzosamente lleva a 
considerar el analisis formalista como un instrumento mas en el 
arsenal critico, no como el unico; y que, ademas, debe ser integrado 
a un conjunto mas amplio de cuestiones, ahora de orientaci6n 
socio-hist6rica. Me parece que la respuesta de una critica literaria a 
la presi6n ineludibk de la historia latinoamericana implica la 
IHTesidad de aprender a plantear nucvas preguntas a los textos 
litcrarios y, por tan to, la de readecuar los instrumentos criticos de 
que disponemos junto con la e<onomia de su productividad. Por 
ejcmplo, crco queen la actualidad ya no es valido escribir una tesis 
doctoral de trescientas p{1ginas para describir los aspectos formales 
de una sola obra. 
Cuestionar la literatura como fen6meno hist6rico abre dos areas 
de inquisici6n: una de tipo gnoseol6gico y otra que obliga a una 
comprensi6n global de la cultura como producci6n social. 
Aunque el practicante no tenga daridad al respecto, una 
aproximaci6n intratextual lle\'a a posturas idealistas o agn6sticas 
sobre la realidad y el conocimiento posible de ella. Terminar el 
analisis interpretativo sin ir mas alla de las estructuras linguisticas 
de! texto estudiado es una decision consciente de limitar las 
preguntas y las respuestas que se puedan dirigir y adquirir sobre el 
objeto literario. Equivale, ademas, a una contemplacibn de una 
forma espiritual aislada de sus origenes en la materialidad social. 
.. 
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Si es que se afirma, por otra parte, que las obras literarias son 
visiones ck mundo nacidas de sensibilidades privadas o en una 
conciencia o inconsciencia colectivas, Ios nexos concretos con la 
sociedad se hacen oscuros y vaporosos. Por el contrario, me parece 
m{is acertada y proxima a un cuestionamiento socio-hist6rico una 
critica que parte de un estudio de los rasgos formales de una obra 
proponii.·ndolos como rdlejo imaginario de acciones humanas 
concretamente situadas en el espacio, en el tiempo, de 
motivaciones personales y transpersonales, de! uso y creaci6n 
instrumental de utensilios. valores, ideas, conceptos e 
instituciones por hombres que luchan para transformar y 
habilitar el espacio y Ia sociedad en que viven. Ese reflejo 
imaginario es una reelaboraci6n de Ia realidad social pre-
existente, de acuerdo con los recursos tecnicos hist6ricamente 
acumulados y las exigencias de los diferentes generos. Esto 
significa una reformulaci6n gnoseol6gica materialista de la 
literatura que exige conjuntamente el soporte de un modelo 
general de! modo en que los hombres entran en esas relaciones 
sociales. Es aqui donde se podria considerar Ia contribucion de Ia 
teoria de la dependencia a la critica Iiteraria latinoamericana. 
La teoria de la dependencia propone tal modelo general de Ia 
hi~•oria latinoamericana. 1 Surgi6 de los estudios del Consejo 
Econ6mico para la America Latina de las N aciones lJ nidas 
(CEPAL) sobre el desarrollo economico. 2 La frustraci6n de las 
grandes expectativas sobre la modernizaci6n capitalista durante la 
decada de 1960 llev6 a cientificos sociales como Fernando 
Henrique Cardoso, Osvaldo Sunkel. Enzo Faletto, Andre Gunder 
Frank, Theotonio dos Santos, Anibal Quijano, entre otros, a 
enfrentar el problema de la influencia econ6mica, social, politica e 
ideol6gica de las grandes potencias capitalistas como 
condicionadora de la historia latinoamericana. La adopcion de un 
punto de vista critico los condujo al uso y adaptaci6n de los 
conceptos marxista-leninistas de formaci6n social y de 
imperialismo. 
De acuerdo con el primero, las sociedades latinoamericanas 
fueron estudiadas como totalidades organicas, dialecticamente 
interpenetradas en sus diversos niveles estructurales. de clases, 
relaciones sociales, instiluciones politicas, y sistemas ideologicos 
sostenidos sobre Ia base de un modo de producci6n material 
espedfico. Arrancando de Ia descripcion leninista de Ia estructura 
dcl imperialismo definieron las formaciones sociales 
latinoamericanas como dependientes. Con esto se indica que Ia 
dinamica de cambio de sus estructuras econ6micas, sociales. 
politicas e ideol6gicas no es ta impulsada por la satisfacci6n de las 
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necesidades materiales y espirituales internas de su poblacion, 
sino por las necesidades y requerimientos impuestos por las 
potencias foraneas que las han intcgrado a su esfera de influencia 
economica, politica y militar. Por tanto, la historia 
latinoamericana aparecc como la cronica de la forma en que estas 
regiones y sociedades fueron integradas a los objetivos del capital 
mercantilista hispano-portugues; a los del sistema capitalista 
internacional consolidado durante el siglo XIX bajo la hegemonia 
britanica; y, actualmente, a los de los conglomerados 
multinacionales acuartelados especialmente en Estados U nidos. 
Esa integracion implica el establecimiento de mecanismos 
economicos y politicos de transferencia de gran parte de la riqueza 
producida colectivamente en Latinoamhica a las naciones 
metropolitanas. A nivel social la teoria de la dependencia propone 
que el movimiento de la historia continental es el de las luchas de 
diferentes clases sociales bien sea para cimentar alianzas que 
permitan insertarse en esos sistemas econ6mico-politicos 
internacionales, o para modificar o rechazar esa intcgraci6n. A 
nivel de desarrollo de los medios productivos se propone quc la 
habilitacion espacial de! contincnte-ubicaci6n, construcci6n y 
disposici6n de ciudades, puertos, rcdes comunicativo-
distributivas, zonas agricolas, mineras e industriales-esta regida 
por la mancra en que la producci6n nacional infiltrada por 
consorcios extranjeros participa en el scrvicio de los mercados 
internos o extcrnos controlados por el capital foraneo. A nivcl 
idcol6gico se cuestiona el modo en que la transferencia de 
discursos cientificos, tecnologicos, legalcs, politicos, religiosos y 
artisticos desde la metropolis facilita o impide una produccion, 
distribuci6n y consumo cultural favorable a los intercses de las 
poblaciones nacionales. La dependencia es un escenario en cuyos 
limites los latinoamericanos usan de su libertad para decidir la 
forma en que construiran sus culturas nacionales segun sus 
perspectivas e intereses de clase frcnte a la gravitacion imperial. La 
literatura-definida en los terminos anteriormente expuestos-
inescapablemente reflcja las cstructuras de la depcndencia, con las 
mediacioncs correspondientes a cada region, pais, grupo, genero y 
tradicion literaria. Consciente o inconscientemente, el uso de 
temas, motivos, imagenes y metaforas queda inscrito en las luchas 
por iniciar, continuar, estabilizar o libcrarse de la dependencia, 
como en Cuba, para iniciar una historia autt'ntica, en que los 
frutos de! trabajo colectivo de estas sociedades permanezca en ellas 
para hacer mas humanos a SUS hombres. 
Dcntro de este marco-y con el sustento y complemento de! 
analisis intratextual-sc abren divcrsas posibilidades de 
.. 
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investiganon literaria. Menciono algunas solo a modo de 
ejemplificaci6n. Se podria deterrninar una tipologia de! modo en 
que los escrilOres latinoamericanos se definen ante el prestigio de 
la "universalidad" representada por el pais o los paises 
metropolitanos (por ejemplo, Guiraldes y Cortazar hablan de su 
estancia en Paris casi como experiencias misticas totalizadoras de 
la cultura argentina y latinoamericana). Se podria captar los 
sistemas metaforicos creados para representar las relaciones 
espaciales de la dependencia (los sectores de las ciudades 
principales en que se exhiben o venden los productos importados 
de la metropolis adquieren visos magicos en que los que acuden 
alli sufren transformaciones metafisicas, como lo atestigua la 
narrativa de Roberto Arlt). Se podria estudiar la adopcion, 
adaptaci6n y usos funcionales de los discursos filos6ficos y 
literarios importados, en su capacidad para reconocer, captar, 
explicar y permitir una actuaci6n sobre la realidad continental (el 
escolasticismo, el aristotelismo y el gongorismo en la epoca 
colonial, por ejemplo). Se podria explorar la relaci6n entre 
estrunuras literarias y proyectos econ6mico-politicos de clase (la 
recurrencia de obras epicas durante los periodos mercantilista y 
Iibrecambista como correlatos de la conquista y desarrollo 
territorial para la exportacion de metales preciosos, alimentos y 
materias primas, por ejemplo). Se podria investigar la forma en 
que el estado promueve y disemina formas artisticas dentrode una 
campafia de modernizaci6n capitalista (el teatro de clase media 
asentado dentro de organismos ministeriales y universitarios 
durante el periodo de industrializaci6n sustitutiva de la 
importacion en las decadas de 1940-1950). Las tecnicas literarias 
vanguardistas como reflejo de dislocaciones estructurales en la 
sociedad causadas por las etapas de modernizacion capitalista (el 
naturalismo en referencia a la consolidacion de! imperialismo a 
fines de! siglo XIX y comienzos de! XX; el surrealismo desde la 
segunda mi tad de! siglo XX frente a la orientaci6n consumista de 
las economias latinoamericanas mas avanzadas). Se podria 
resumir el sentido de estas sugerencias diciendo que la teoria de la 
dependencia ha contribuido una periodizaci6n y una aprehension 
estructural de las influencias imperiales de manera ta! que los 
resultados del analisis intratextual pueden ser rapidamente 
referidos a ellas para complementar su sentido social sobre la 
premisa doble de la literatura como reflejo y producto de la 
practica socio-politica de diferentes clases sociales. 
Demas esta reiterar que, como intento de comprension 
totalizadora de la cultura latinoamericana, la teoria de la 
dependencia es politicamente democratica y progresista frente a la 
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dominaci<'>n impcrialista, aunque no necesarianwnte ante la 
dominaci<'>n capitalista intcrna. Es preciso, por tanto, llamar la 
atcnci6n sobre los puntos de di\'ergencia y debate que contiene. A 
pesar de que la teoria sc fundamenta en los conceptos marxista-
leninistas de formaci{m social e imperialismo, algunos au tores los 
han instrumentalizado de manera quc su origen como armas 
conceptuales dd proktariado en la lucha de clases queda 
cancelado. El proletariado desaparece o queda oscurecido como 
agente de transfonnaci6n hacia el socialismo y <·s rcemplazado por 
los sectorcs nwdios como agent cs de una modernizaci6n capitalista 
lograda con una mo\'ilizaci6n populista que busca "la afirmaci<'m 
nac·ional" frente a los conglonwrados multinacionalcs. 1 
Es posible atribuir cste pensamicnto a las contradicciones de 
sectores pequefio burgueses y burgucses nacionalistas amenazados 
por las burguesias monopolistas asociadas con l'l capital imperial. 
Ellos rnTesitan simult{meamente luchar contra {·l y mantcner su 
hegemonia sobre los proletariados nacionales. Se ha sefialado la 
imagen de nostalgia que se desliza t'll sus argumerHos en cuanto a 
un capitalisrno ideal weberiano que no ha logrado plasmarse 
realmente y que no pucdc solidificarse ante el \'igor arrollador <lei 
capitalismo imperial quc sc apodera de los sectorcs m{1s dinamicos 
de las econornias nacionalcs. dcsalojando a los burguesias locales. 4 
Quizas por esta raz6n en algunos autores las rdaciones de 
depcndencia aparecen como simples rclacioncs geograficas, en 
quc la metropolis succiona cxcedcnte econ6mico dafiandose cl 
bicnestar nacional sin ahondarsc en la explotaci{m burguesa de los 
proletariados nacionalcs. 5 De reconocerse los conflictos de clasc, sc 
lo hacc de mancra de! todo luncional, describih1dose 
empiricamentc agcntes, objeti\'os, obstaculos, aliados y exprcsi611 
ideol6gica en igualdad de condicioncs, dcscorn>eit'mlose la 
diferencia cualitati\'a de la lucha proletaria. 
La eliminaci6n de! conceplo de explotaci6n como categoria 
central interna de las formaciones sociales basadas en la propiedad 
privada de los medios de producci6n tiene profundas 
consecuencias para un acercamiento socio-hist6rico a la literatura. 
Esencialmente inutiliza la capacidad desmitificadora de la critica 
literaria en el estudio de la literatura cuando es expresi6n de 
ideologias hegem6nicas. Repitiendo en pane ideas anteriores, las 
ideologias ( como la literatura) son representaciones imaginarias 
de relaciones sociales concretas elaboradas por los di versos seclores 
que componen una sociedad, dentro del marco institucional que 
asegura las condiciones de reproducci6n de la explotaci6n laboral 
en beneficio de un sector dominante que derrarna beneficios 
indirectos a la sociedad general. La literatura, entonces, no solo 
' .. 
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debe ser estudiada como la estructuraci6n de una vision de mundo 
elaborada por diversos sectores conflictivos, sino tambien como 
argumentaci6n reproductora y o justificadora de un sistema de 
explotaci6n laboral. Es decir, a menos que se reconozca la acci6n 
politica del proletariado organizado para terminar con los 
mecanismos de la alienaci6n social, sera imposible desvelar las 
formas literarias como instrumentos conducentes a esa liberaci6n 
o como retardatarios de ella. 
Finalmente, a pesar de los reparos que puedan suscitar, los 
te6ricos de la dependencia han hecho un aporte que desde la 
perspectiva de la critica literaria es preciso resaltar. Han propuesto 
un modelo global y una periodizaci6n hist6ricas de los modos en 
que factores socio-politicos internos y externos de las sociedades 
latinoamericanas condicionan su inserci<'>n en los parametros de! 
capitalismo imperial. Han, ademas, acumulado material 
empirico sobre el funcionamiento de los procesos imperiales que 
puede ser usado por estudiosos de la cultura latinoamericana tanto 
marxistas como no marxistas. 6 
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Notas 
I. Para una bibliografia e introducci6n generales sobr<e teoria de la dependencia 
rnnsultar Latm American Perspectwes, Vol. I, No. I, Spring, 1974 y Ronald H. 
Chilcote and Joel C. Edelstein, Latin America: TheStrugglewithDependency and 
Beyond (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1974). 
2. Para una taxonomia de los orig<'nes auwres y argumen1rn, de la 1eoria de la 
dependrncia vcr: C. Richard Bath and Dilmus D. James, ··nqwndencv Analysis of 
La1in America: Some Cri1icisms, Some Sugges1ions. Latin American Research 
Review, \'ol. XI, No. 3, .'l-'JI. Se podria decire quc este estudio adolece dd defecto 
principal de no< aptar la influencia fundamccntal de concep!Os marxista-leninistas 
que indicamo.> 111{1s adelante. Mucho m{1s acertada es la evaluaci<m hist6rica de la 
claboraci6n del conccpto de dccpendencia hecha por Fernando H. Cardoso, "The 
Consumption of Dependency Theory in the l' nitcd States." Latin Amrrican 
Research Reuin1>, \'ol. XII, No. '.l, 1977, 7-21. Estc trabajo hace, ademas, suficim1e 
(·nfasis en el scntido diali'ctico con que los in it iadores de este pensamiento 
cnfrentaron su trabajo, a diferencia de continuadores que han optado por una 
fonnali1acic')I) est{itica de £·1 que le ha quitado dimensi6n his16rica. 
3. Osvaldo Sunkel, "Politica Nacional de Desarrollo y Dcpendencia Externa." 
Serie document as te6rzcos No. 4 (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1967 ), pp. 
3 1-3 40; Fernando H. Cardoso, "Los Agentes Sociales de Cambio y Conservaci6n 
en America Latina." Snir documentos No. 9 (Lima: Inslituto de Fstudios 
Peruanos, 1967), pp. 8 1-8 27. 
4. Agustin Cueva, "Problemas y Pcrspectivas de la Teoria de la Dependencia." Serie 
£studios I 5. Centro de Estudios Latinoameri"anos, ll niversidad N acional 
Aut6noma de Mexico, Facultad de Ciencias Politicas y Sociales, S.F. 
5. Jose Matos Mar, "Idea y Diagn6stirn d<el Pen1." Cidoc Cuaderno No. 18, 
Cu<ernavaca, Mexico, 1968; Augusto Salazar Bondv, "I.a Cultura de la 
Dependencia." I bid.; sc ha seiialado el mismo error en Andre Gundt>r Frank, 
Lumpen bourgeoisie: lumpendevelopment. Dependmce, Class and Politics on 
Latin America. (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972). 
6. Es interesante notar que el excelente libro El desarrollo def capitalismo en 
America Latina (Mexico: Siglo XX! Editores, S.A., 1978) de Agustin Cueva puede 
ser entendido, en parte, como polemica dirigida a los "dependentistas" para 
corregir ciertos aspectos de su argumento desde una postura materialista hist6rica, 
a la vez usando material producido por ellos. Ronald H. Chilcote en "A Question of 
Dependency" Latin American Research Review, Vol. XIII, No. 2, 1978, 55-68 
intenta un analisis diferenciador dt> la comprensi<'m burguesa y la marxista de! 
problema de la dependencia. 
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Reportagem 
Ronald W. Sousa 
(! n iversity of Minnesota 
Como foi anunciado num "Editorial" publicado em Vol. II, No. 
7 deste litulo, The Institute for the Study of Ideologies and 
Literature esta a larn,·ar uma serie de simp6sios anuais em 
invesLiga<;:ao colaboraliva da hisL6ria social da literalura 
portuguesa. 0 simp6sio inaugurador da serie realizou-se, em 
Minneapolis, em 4 e 5 de Maio de 1979. J untamente com 14 
colegas, de varias disciplinas, de delllro da lJ niversity of 
Mimwsota, part1oparam os seguintes colegas de outras 
instituH,:oes: Onesimo Almeida, Center for POurtuguese and 
Brazilian Studies, Brown University; Vicente Ataide, 
lJ niversidade Cat6lica do Parana; Milton Azevedo, lJ niversity of 
California at Berkeley; John Beverley, lJ niversity of Pittsburgh; 
Maria Duarte, Centro Cultural Cabrilho, lJ niversity of California 
at Lo~ Angeles; Robert Krueger, University of Maryland; Carlos 
Felipe Moises, University of California at Berkeley e Centro de 
Estudos Portugueses, U niversidade de Sao Paulo; Jose Ornelas, 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst; Ana Maria Marques 
Ramalhete, Nova lJ niversidade de Lisboa; Alexandrino Severino, 
Vanderbilt lJ niversity; Douglas Wheeler, University of New 
Hampshire e International Conference Group on Modern 
Portugal. 
Em dois dias de discussoes, concentradas sobre cinco 
comrnunicacJ>es-base, o grupo assim constituido procurava, 
implicita e explicilarnente, estabelecer uma "linguagem" 
cornum-por rneio de questionamento do que ea analise literaria 
fundamentada na histbria social. estabelecimento de {neas 
processuais dentro de tal enquadramento analitico, argumenta~·ao 
de defini\·()eS dentro do processo, etc.-tudo isso corn referencia 
directa a problem;itica portuguesa. (Duas das aludidas 
comunica,·(>es-base, em forma revisada, constituem o "Debate" 
inserido no numero 17 de l&L) E, vislo que o grupo foi 
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conslituido como um grupo planificador, tambem dirigia sua 
ao;·ao ao estabelecimento de um protocolo para reunioes a vir, 
levando em considerac,:ao objectivos imedialos lanto como de ~ 
longo prazo. Nesse respeito, foi resolvido que para continuarmos 
em nosso esforc,:o de forjar uma "linguagem" minimamente 
coesiva, cada participante escreveria, segundo os conceitos 
metodol6gicos que ele/ela formulou para se como resultad6 da 
primeira reuniao,-na expectativa de que as comunicac,:oes 
resultantes servissem para continuar a elaborac,:ao e argumentac,:ao ,. 
de definic,:oes. Assim esperamos produzir para o futura uma lingua 
colectiva mais ou menos coesiva. Tambem foi decidido limitar 
nossa concentrac,:ao ao periodo entre 1745 e 1825. Vis toque quase 
todos os panicipantes tinham interesse no Portugal moderno, 
concordamos em que seria melhor comec;armos com a epoca da 
mudanc,:a do antigo regime para o das instituic,:oes liberais 
modernos. Tambem na sua capacidade executiva, o grupo sugeriu ~ 
nomes de possiveis colaboradores-colegas que nabalham no 
periodo indicado e/ou em melodologias afins. Como resultado, 
algumas das comunicac,:oes que forfmarao a base da segunda 
reuniao-marcada para 3, 4 e5 de Novembrode 1980-proviraode 
colegas que nao parliciparam no primeiro simp6sio. 
Mais uma vez, daqueles colegas que se interessem nos simp6sios, -
convida-se a correspondencia. 
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